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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to explore teacher preparation program content throughout
American history in order to determine trends in programs of study, specifically including
coursework in education foundations, teaching methods involving the behavioral sciences, and
subject area content. These categories were selected because their content is responsible for
teachers’ working knowledge of their subject area, as well as student learning, behavior
management and motivation. The study also examined documented teacher knowledge voids:
student behavior management, time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating
students, and meeting individual students’ needs to determine which aspects of teacher education
could improve teachers’ skills in these areas.
Programs of study from traditional and alternative teacher preparation programs were
gathered from Massachusetts, Indiana, Tennessee, California and Florida in an effort to research
across the United States.

Traditional programs were defined as four or five-year teacher

education programs in colleges or universities which began as teacher normal schools and in
those that did not. Program components from 1839 through 2007 were analyzed using Thinking
Maps® for organizing and interpreting the information while focusing on education foundations,
teaching methods, or subject area content gaps which would correlate to teacher knowledge
voids. Patterns were traced within teacher education programs focusing on the art or science of
teaching. Trends in course offerings were investigated and linked to concurrent events which
may have influenced them.
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The following results were obtained from this research. American teacher preparation
programs began in 1839 with elements of teaching methods, subject area content and education
foundations, which remained the common elements in 2007. The ratio of each element in
teacher preparation programs fluctuated throughout history. The dissent over teaching as an art
or a science was evident in the early years of teacher normal schools, and the argument
continued in 2007, largely affected by the absence of a clear definition of either approach. Early
teacher normal schools admitted that teacher education programs were “imperfect preparation”
for the classroom, and teacher knowledge voids remained an issue in 2007. From the inception
of common schools in America, there was a shortage of teachers to fill them, and the teacher
shortage continued in 2007, which may have contributed to the vast difference in teacher
education program composition. An avenue taken to alleviate the teacher shortage issue was
alternative teacher certification. Alternative certification programs were enacted in the 1800s,
and alternative certification programs were widely used in 2007.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Teacher education programs in America faced an uphill battle in their quest for
legitimacy, support, and public acceptance (Lucas, 1997). From the earliest forms of public
teacher preparation in the 1800s to the present, critics and commissioned reports regularly
declared that teacher preparation was lacking.

One widespread controversy concerned the

balance between liberal arts and pedagogy coursework.
teaching as an art or a science.

Another debate ensued regarding

Yet another highly publicized and politicized difference of

opinion focused on the merits of traditional teacher education versus alternative certification
programs. Consensus in favor of one or the other in any of these cases has not yet emerged.
Federal and state governments spent millions of dollars, devised new laws and imposed
strict regulations to improve a new generation of American teachers (Fraser, 2007).

However,

“it [was] one thing to analyze a job in a factory, perhaps an assembly skill or possibly a keyboard
operation; it [was] another thing to analyze the job of a teacher” (Stones & Morris, 1972), and
therefore it was equally difficult to pinpoint the elements of a perfect teacher education program.
Studies were inconclusive regarding which components of teacher preparation programs
correlated to success in the classroom (Allen, 2003).
The components of quality teacher preparation were widely debated, but prior to the
nineteenth century there was no formal teacher education. According to Labaree (2004), “the
rule was simply: take the class, teach the class” (p. 3). The establishment of free, tax-supported
elementary common schools in the early 1800s led to the demand for more teachers with greater
qualifications (Labaree, 2004). This began the classic struggle between quality and quantity in
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preparing America’s teachers, and resulted in sharp differences in the nature and extent of
preparation they received (Darling-Hammond, Chung, & Frelow, 2002).

A Brief History of Teacher Preparation
Formal teacher education in America began in the first public normal school in
Lexington, Massachusetts in 1839 (Coble, Edelfelt, & Kettlewell, 2004). The concept of a
public institution dedicated to the preparation of elementary teachers was based upon the
European influence of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, who believed that teachers should not impose
learning on a child, but rather employ children’s senses to guide their learning (Coble et al.,
2004). In order for teachers to acquire the essential techniques to guide learning, Pestalozzi
created teacher training institutions which the French termed “escole normale.” “Escole” means
school and “normale” is Latin for “norma,” figuratively meaning a principle or model.
Americans translated the term to “normal school,” meaning a place where the rules and
principles of educating students were taught; hence formal public teacher education began
(Coble et al., 2004).
The normal school was a place where prospective elementary school teachers studied the
subjects they would teach (such as the Bible and orthography), learned teaching methodology,
and practiced teaching in model schools for up to one year prior to accepting responsibility for a
class of students (Coble et. al., 2004). The normal school focused on the art or craft of teaching,
a practice in which pre-service teachers were taught to use intuition and their personal
understanding of a situation to guide instruction (Doyle, 1990).

This type of practitioner

knowledge was tentative, situational, and “embedded in the particulars of practice” (p. 13). It
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relied on personal reflection and life history to construct meaning; therefore, it was subjective
and complex.
The development of teacher preparation in colleges and universities trailed the normal
school movement, and it was not until 1873 that the first permanent university chairman in
education was established (Coble et. al., 2004). During this era, behavioral sciences such as
psychology, cognitive organization theory and social neuroscience became intertwined with
education through the contributions of scholars such as William James, John Dewey and Edward
Thorndike (Berliner, 2007).
Until the second decade of the 20th century, the university department of education’s
undergraduate level focus was on preparing high school teachers (Urban, 1990). As of 2006,
approximately 1,206 schools, colleges and departments of education were dedicated to preparing
teachers in 78% of four-year colleges and universities in the country (Levine, 2006).

Teacher

preparation programs existed in all types of universities from open admission and baccalaureategranting colleges to selective and doctoral-awarding universities, and such programs awarded
one out of every 12 bachelor’s degrees, 25% of all master’s degrees and 15% of all doctorates.
This was more than any other branch of higher education (Levine, 2006).
Teacher education evolved greatly since 1839, and education and training requirements
for teachers increased concurrently with advances in neuroscience and rising standards for
student accountability (Angus, 1999).

Images of science and technology penetrated

contemporary teacher education (Eisner, 1983). Diagnosis and prescription entered the teaching
vocabulary along with progress monitoring and intervention. Levine (2006) wrote, “In today’s
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informational economy, education has become the engine driving the future of the country and of
our children” (p. 11).
The number and styles of teacher training programs grew immensely, and the United
States acquired a teaching force with the highest levels of education in the world: 40% of public
school teachers held a master’s degree (Angus, 1999). However, the level of American student
performance did not correlate with the high percentage of advanced teacher degrees, which led to
public doubt and scrutiny about the investment of time and resources in teacher education
(Angus, 1999). The results of the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)
of 1999, which tested eighth grade students, ranked the United States nineteenth of thirty-eight
countries assessed in math and eighteenth of thirty-eight countries assessed in science (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2000). Some, like Eisner (1983), wondered, “Why is it that one
so seldom hears of workshops or conferences devoted to the art and craft of teaching?” (p. 6).
The art of teaching seemed to be replaced by the science of teaching, but with little or no obvious
benefit.
The doubt expressed by policymakers and educators regarding the quality of newlylicensed teachers was cause for alarm (Allen, 2003). As stated in A Highly Qualified Teacher in
Every Classroom: The Secretary’s Fifth Annual Report on Teacher Quality, “The quality of
teacher preparation programs nationally is integral to ensuring that our nation’s schools are
staffed with skilled professionals capable of raising student achievement” (United States
Department of Education [US DOE], 2006, p. 1). Many teacher education programs underwent
reform efforts following the national government’s warning in A Nation at Risk.

This report

warned that American students were falling behind those of other nations (National Commission
4

on Excellence in Education, 1983). However, 14 years later the National Commission on
Teaching and America’s Future (1997) reported a growing number of new teachers had no preservice preparation.
The United States could not afford to send unprepared teachers into classrooms. Hurwitz
and Hurwitz (2005) reported projections as large as 2.5 million teaching vacancies by 2010. The
most alarming factor contributing to the teacher shortage was that many felt ill-prepared upon
entry into the classroom and quit within a few years. Studies indicated that approximately 33%
of teachers left the classroom within three years, and 46% left within five years (Rubalcava,
2005; Fulton, Burns, & Goldenberg, 2005). Research has shown that the quality of a teacher’s
first year in the classroom is strongly related to teacher attrition (Sears, Marshall, & OtisWilborn, 1994). With limited experiential and practical knowledge from which to draw, a great
number of beginning teachers felt overwhelmed and uncertain about themselves and their chosen
career path (Feiman-Nemser, Carver, Schwille, & Yusko, 1999). New teachers, or those within
their first three years of teaching, who were prepared to handle the pressures associated with the
job, most likely became successful educators. Those who could not handle the pressure likely
left the profession.
The often-cited concern about teacher quantity was the impetus for alternative means to
teacher certification (Legler, 2002).

Alternative certification is “a general term for non-

traditional avenues that lead to teacher licensure” (Mikulecky, Shkodriani, & Wilner, 2004, p. 1).
The United States Department of Education (2006) reported that several common characteristics
emerged for alternative certification programs (ACPs) since 2000. These included: “focus on
recruitment, preparation and licensing of individuals who have already earned at least a
5

bachelor’s degree; field-based experience; course work or equivalent experiences while teaching;
candidate monitoring during the first years of teaching; a rigorous screening process; and high
performance standards that all candidates must meet” (p. 10).

In 2006, the United States

Department of Education reported that about 19% of individuals who completed teacher
preparation programs were prepared in alternative certification programs; however, the
proportion was higher in fast-growing states such as New York where 42% were alternatively
prepared.

The Future of Teacher Preparation
Studies strongly suggested that teacher quality made the single greatest impact on student
achievement, and United States policymakers recognized the critical role of the teacher in
student learning (Viadero, 2005). Thus, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) called for
a “highly qualified” teacher in every classroom in America. A highly qualified teacher, as
defined by the NCLB Act, met any combination of “a list of minimum requirements related to
content knowledge and teaching skills” (United States Department of Education [US DOE],
2003, p. 1) determined by the state in which they taught. These requirements may have included
obtaining full state certification, having a minimum of a bachelor’s degree, and demonstrating
subject matter competency in each subject taught.

Even with these parameters, Torff (2005)

explained that many educators agreed more initiatives were needed to upgrade the quality and
quantity of the nation’s workforce of teachers, but consensus broke down when determining how
to accomplish such a task.
In the United States Department of Education’s Strategic Plan, 2002-2007 (2002),
Objective 2.4 stated that the Department of Education “will work with the states, institutions of
6

higher education, alternative route programs, and accreditation agencies to dramatically improve
the quality of teacher preparation” (p. 40). Furthermore, in a report titled Meeting the Highly
Qualified Teachers Challenge: The Secretary’s Third Annual Report on Teacher Quality (United
States Department of Education [US DOE], 2004), United States Secretary of Education
Margaret Spellings proclaimed that “improving the quality of teacher preparation is as important
as any education challenge that has faced the nation” (p. 13). She also noted that “all will need
to fully embrace and rally around this critically important goal if we are to succeed” because it
would “require nothing less than a national commitment” (US DOE, 2004, p. 13).
Strategies that were attempted in effort to improve teacher preparation programs involved
state and/or external accreditation based on criteria or standards. However, this approach did not
guarantee superior teachers (Education Commission of the States, 2000). Furthermore, there was
no definitive correlation between program components and quality teachers (Education
Commission of the States, 2000). Linda Darling-Hammond (1992) stated, “Reconfiguration of
teacher preparation programs is necessary in order to provide a better integrated course of studies
relating many areas of knowledge directly to classroom teaching issues” (p. 24). The best
quality learning environments for pre-service teachers were those that shaped opportunities for
exploration, examination, application and reflection of the teaching and learning activity
(Darling-Hammond, 1997). However, Norton (1997) explained that teacher education programs
could not address every situation a teacher may possibly encounter.
Teachers in the 21st century needed the knowledge and ability to do much more than their
predecessors. Teachers in the United States were expected to “increase student achievement to
the highest levels in history in a new standards-based, accountability-driven system of
7

education” (Levine, 2006, p. 5). This was a fundamentally different responsibility than that of
past generations of teachers. Ideally, teachers' academic preparation matched the increasingly
rigorous demands of the classroom.
Strong teacher preparation programs were essential to building a teacher work force
qualified to meet high standards for all students (Arntsen, Compton, Gottlieb, & Roth-Mizgala,
1998). Teacher education programs needed to include various experiences throughout their
entirety to help aspiring teachers integrate theory with practice and become highly qualified
educators. There was a need to examine these programs in order to redesign teacher education in
the future. The best aspects of each teacher training program must be combined, because if
teachers in America do not receive the highest-quality preparation, the lack of highly qualified
instructors will continue to exist (Dean, Lauer, & Urquhart, 2005).

Statement of Problem
In the 21st century, when medicine, law, and other occupations with which teaching was
often compared developed extensive and elaborate systems of professional education, teacher
education continually faced challenges to its very existence (Urban, 1990). Teachers were often
critical of their education programs for not preparing them for success in the classroom. One
could argue that this indicated issues and concerns with the effectiveness of teacher preparation
programs.
Teacher education programs had many similarities and differences, and traditionally
shared a common goal to prepare effective practitioners (Norton, 1997). According to the
National Center for Education Statistics (1999), many teachers were not adequately prepared
during their pre-service education for the complex and changing demands they faced in their
8

classrooms. Teachers must be able to educate every child in their class to achieve the same
learning outcomes at a time in which the student body has changed economically, racially,
geographically, linguistically and academically (Levine, 2006). David C. Berliner, former Dean
of the College of Education at Arizona State University, stated, “A college degree in education
only takes you so far. It prepares you to be a beginner in a complex world” (Scherer, 2001, p. 7).
As of 2005, unprepared teachers exited the classroom at an alarming rate of 46% within the first
five years (Rubalcava, 2005; Fulton et al., 2005).
While federal and state governments, as well as private foundations, spent millions of
dollars attempting to improve teacher preparation and “reports filled with critiques and
recommendations continue[d] to be issued with predictable regularity” (Fraser, 2007, p. 1) the
history of teacher education was somewhat neglected. Fraser pointed out that the call for reform
in teacher education was nothing new, and the debate between preparing teachers for the art or
science of teaching continued. In fact, it was present in every generation in the history of
preparing America’s teachers. Borrowman (1965) recounted that in the classical tradition of
teacher education before the 19th century, the liberal arts degree was equivalent to teacher
preparation.

The liberal arts degree included literature and mental, moral, and natural

philosophy, which supported the view of teaching as an art. The 19th century development of
pedagogy as a specialized field of study radically altered teacher education. Horace Mann and
his normal school contemporaries argued that colleges were too committed to non-technical
teacher training, and claimed education was a science based on a specialized body of knowledge;
however, craftsmanship, or the art of teaching, was of equal importance. By the early 20th
century, some normal school and college educators deemed “purists” by Borrowman (1965) felt
9

that all pre-service teacher instruction should be rigorously tested for its contribution to
competence in classroom teaching, thus favoring the view of education as a science. Others
argued that colleges should remain focused on liberal arts instruction, while universities should
provide the professional, technical education. Still others, including John Dewey, supported
Mann’s assertion that education was both an art and a science.
This study explored teacher preparation program content throughout its history in order to
determine trends in programs of study, specifically including coursework in education
foundations, teaching methods involving the behavioral sciences, and subject area content.
These categories were selected because their content is responsible for teachers’ working
knowledge of their subject area, as well as student learning, behavior management and
motivation.

Knowledge voids in these critical areas were cited as most problematic for

beginning teacher success in the classroom (Veenman, 1984; Gratch, 1998). It was unclear
which components of teacher preparation programs, those based on the art or science of teaching,
contributed to success in the classroom.

Research Questions
In 2001, the United States Department of Education commissioned a report by the Center
for the Study of Teaching and Policy in which it was noted that research on teacher education
was a relatively new field.

Wilson, Floden, and Ferrini-Mundy (2001) explained, “The

development of a sustained line of scholarship that examines the content, character, and impact
of teacher education programs only began in the 1960s and gained momentum in the 1980s” (p.
1).
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This study added to the research base on teacher preparation programs by examining
program components from normal schools through those in contemporary alternative
certification programs. The study was guided by the following research questions:
1. How has American teacher education evolved since the inception of formal public
teacher preparation programs?
2. How has American teacher education, as well as the metaphorical view of teaching as
an art or a science, been affected by historical events, politics, and other outside
influences?
3. What program requirements specific to education foundations such as the history and
philosophies of education, behavioral sciences and teaching methods such as
instructional design and student behavior management, and subject area content were
included in traditional and alternative elementary and secondary teacher preparation
programs from 1839 to 2007?
4. How did American teacher education program requirements throughout history align
with commonly cited teacher knowledge voids such as student behavior management,
time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating students, and
meeting individual students’ needs?

Definition of Terms
The following definitions are provided to ensure uniform understanding of terms used
throughout the study.

11

Alternative Certification Program (ACP): A program of study that allows individuals
who typically possess an undergraduate degree in a field other than education to take part in onthe-job or shortened training leading to certification (Legler, 2002).
Common School: A free, universal, tax-supported school which was founded in New
England in the nineteenth century (Urban, 1990).
Education Foundations Coursework: For the purpose of this study, courses in the teacher
education program which deal with purposes and theories of the content to be taught, differing
philosophies of education, the history of education, conceptions of how teaching events influence
learning, and illustrative cases” (Doyle, 1990).
General or Liberal Arts Education: General knowledge that educated individuals should
have in common (Morey et al., 1997).
New Teacher: For the purpose of this study, a teacher with fewer than three years of
classroom teaching experience.
Normal School: An educational institution that was established in the United States in the
early nineteenth century for the specific purpose of training teachers.
Pedagogy: For the purpose of this study, the scientific methods and skills of teaching.
Teacher Education or Preparation Program: “Pre-service preparation that equips a
teacher with the special knowledge and skills he or she needs to teach” (Coble et al., 2004).
Teaching Methods Coursework: For the purpose of this study, courses in the teacher
education program which draw from behavioral sciences and educational psychology and deal
with the methods of teaching a particular subject, student behavior management, instructional
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design, and organizational learning.

For the purpose of this study, teaching methods and

pedagogy are interchangeable terms.
Traditional Teacher Education Program: For the purpose of this study, teacher
preparation which takes place in a four-year college or university program.

Methodology
The history of teacher education which began in the normal school era and proceeded
through contemporary alternative certification programs was examined through qualitative
research. Relying on historical analysis for the study of teacher preparation sharpens perspective
when encountering similar current events. Leedy, Newby, and Ertmer (1997) explained that
historical research “looks intently at the currents and countercurrents of present and past events
and at human thoughts and actions…with the hope of discerning dynamics that add rationality
and meaning to the whole” (p. 173). Without historical perspective “we are in danger of falling
into the mistaken and perhaps arrogant notion that the problems we face and the solutions we
propose are unprecedented and bear no relationship to human problems of the past” (Furay &
Salevouris, 1988, p. 1).
Programs of study from traditional and alternative teacher preparation programs were
gathered from Massachusetts, Indiana, Tennessee, California and Florida in an effort to research
across the United States. Archive librarians at the institutions housing these programs were
contacted and asked for copies of undergraduate catalogs or other publications concerning
educational foundations or teaching methods coursework in elementary and secondary teacher
education programs. In addition, information pertaining to subject area coursework in English
education was solicited.

Librarians or program directors were asked to copy this information
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beginning with their oldest archived documents. Documents from 1844 to 2007 were obtained
for this research.

Program components were analyzed for education foundations, teaching

methods, or subject area content gaps which would correlate to teacher knowledge voids.
Patterns were traced within teacher education programs focusing on the art or science of
teaching. Trends in course offerings were investigated and linked to concurrent events which
may have influenced them. The analysis reported in Chapters 4 and 5 presents the data both
chronologically and thematically.

Significance of Study
This research contributed useful information to the small and conflicting body of
knowledge on teacher preparation programs and their impact on beginning teacher success. In
Preparing America’s Teachers: A History, James Fraser (2007) insisted that teacher education
was one of the most overlooked topics in the history of American education. According to
Donato and Lazerson, “Educational historians can engage in efforts to…bridge the boundaries
between history as a discipline and history as a way of rethinking the present” (2000, p. 8).
Furthermore, Donato and Lazerson maintained that educational policy was often based on
assumptions about events in educational history without care taken to obtain facts. Many
contemporary educational issues, such as teacher preparation, evolved from historical roots
which contributed to current policy and practice.
In the “Directions for Research” section of Themes in Teacher Education Research,
Doyle (1990) suggested, “It might be useful to revisit many of the issues in discussions of
method, in part to avoid the pitfalls of previous eras and also to frame research in ways that are
intellectually productive and useful” (p. 20). He cautioned that many aspects of teaching have
14

been viewed as treatment variables and this preoccupation with causality has prevented
researchers from understanding events and actions within contexts of purpose and meaning.
Instead, they have treated these aspects of teaching as autonomous entities apart from the system
of relations in which they are embedded. The results of this research provided a historical
account of the evolution of teacher preparation program content and deepened understanding of
the complexity of teacher education in order to better inform program construction in the future.

Limitations
Mauch and Birch (1998) defined a limitation as a factor that may affect a study but is out
of the control of the researcher. Certain factors in this study limited its external and internal
validity. First, the definitions of education foundations and teaching methods or pedagogy
differed within the literature. While some educators and researchers included psychology and
the behavioral sciences in education foundations coursework, others included the sciences in
teaching methods. For the purpose of this research, behavioral science coursework was included
in the teaching methods category.
The research was limited to a sample from selected geographical regions of the United
States. The examination of the history of teacher preparation components was limited to those
institutions and programs that responded to the researcher’s request for transcripts, programs of
study, and syllabi. The quantity and quality of materials contributed by these institutions, which
often depended upon the availability of archives at the institution, further limited the study.
Finally, the decisions of the researcher regarding the organization and reporting of the
information also limited the study.

15

Conceptual Framework
According to Yarger and Smith (1990), there was no unified theory of teacher education;
because this did not exist, research in this area was viewed as exploratory. Paradigms for teacher
research focused on antecedents and outcomes rather than the process of educating teachers.
Yarger and Smith argued that “this mentality must change if teacher educators expect to
demonstrate that some generalizable principles of the education of teaching professionals exist”
(p. 36).

Therefore, a conceptual framework focused on the mechanisms used to educate

prospective teachers guided this study.
Feiman-Nemser (1990) defined a conceptual orientation as “a set of ideas about the goals
for teacher preparation and the means for achieving them” (p. 220). Doyle (1990) identified five
major paradigms or themes underlying research in teacher education which served as the
conceptual orientation for this study.
The good employee: According to this paradigm, pre-service education prepared teachers
in the norms of the classroom. Graduates were able to enforce rules, manage classrooms and
carry out standard forms of supervision and instruction with minimum supervision.
The junior professor: According to this paradigm, education instilled knowledge of core
disciplines of the university curriculum, or the liberal arts, in pre-service teachers. Proponents of
this paradigm argued that pedagogical coursework in colleges of education was not rigorous
enough to produce effective teachers. They further supported that an internship under the
direction of a skilled teacher was sufficient for learning how to teach.
The fully functioning person: According to this paradigm, teachers learned best through
personal development, clarifying one’s values, and discovering one’s own meaning and style of
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teaching. At the center of this paradigm were knowledge of human development and ability to
create learning environments that promote growth.
The innovator: According to this paradigm, teacher education was utilized as a source of
renewal for schools. Rather than educating teachers for norms of present schools, this paradigm
focused on the current research which supported a technical and prescriptive focus. Rather than
promote the best learning environment as an internship, clinical training occurred in a laboratory
setting in which candidates were exposed to various models of innovative practices.
The reflective professional: According to this paradigm, pre-service teachers developed
reflective capabilities through observation, analysis, interpretation, and decision making.
Learning specific teaching skills was important when embedded in different contexts which
enabled aspiring teachers to choose appropriate methods and then reflect on them.
These paradigms were utilized to frame the analysis of programs of study and other
documentation received from traditional and alternative teacher preparation programs. Although
teacher education programs varied widely across America, they all prepared their teachers based
on one or more of these paradigms. However, in their variance, some excluded teaching factors
that were crucial to the success and retention of new classroom teachers.

Organization of the Study
Chapter 1 presented the introduction to the study, statement of the problem, research
questions, definition of terms, design of the study, significance of the study, limitations, and
conceptual framework of the study.

Chapter 2 included a review of literature and research

related to the problem. Chapter 3 detailed the methodology and procedures for obtaining data for
this study. An explanation of the data obtained was presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contained
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a summary of the findings along with themes that emerged from the analysis of the data and
suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter provided a review of literature related to the history of teacher preparation in
America.

Elements of teacher education including coursework in education foundations,

teaching methods, and subject area content were highlighted along with the ever-present debate
over the view of teaching as an art or a science. An overview of the common school movement
led to a description of teacher normal schools, the first public schools for teacher education. The
review followed normal schools through their transition to teachers colleges and eventually the
assimilation of teacher education programs by state colleges and universities. The review of
teacher education programs continued with an explanation of alternative certification programs
(ACPs) and their rapid expansion during the latter part of the 20th century. Literature regarding
program support and criticism, as well as critical events in American educational history was
included.

Free Public Education
Common Schools
Horace Mann, a lawyer elected to the newly created Massachusetts Board of Education in
1837, was often referred to as The Father of the Common School (Borrowman, 1965). Despite
strong opposition from those who argued that schools should remain private initiatives, Mann
and other political leaders wanted children of all groups together in a common school. They
opposed the development of separate schools for different economic classes, churches, or ethnic
groups, and they argued that a common system would reduce class, religious, and racial tensions
(Lucas, 1997).
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts was the first to make elementary instruction free to
all children in 1827. Using his position as Secretary of Education to enact major educational
reform, Mann accelerated the common school movement offering a system of free, universal,
and tax-supported grammar schools dedicated to moral and civic education (Lucas, 1997;
Naylor, 2005; Urban, 1990). The English language was the chosen means for imparting a sense
of national consciousness and culture, and Noah Webster’s spellers were the primers used
(Herbst, 1989). In addition to promoting English as a common language, Mann wished to create
a united people by instilling in them the Protestant work ethic and standard of behavior (Herbst,
1989). According to Lucas (1997), Mann claimed that “the sheer power of popular learning
would hold dissension and anarchy at bay” (p. 11). Raising a literate, obedient society would
promote respect for private property, decency and gentility. The common school movement
gained momentum and by the 1850s close to 81,000 public elementary schools were available,
approximately one school for every 370 people. These free public schools enrolled over 75% of
school-aged children at that time (Lucas, 1997).
During the early days of public schooling, a small fraction of those involved in public
school-keeping were females (Lucas, 1997). Typically, men would teach in the winter months
when they were not farming.

Women took over during the time between planting and

harvesting. However, a natural consequence of the multiplying common schools was the need
for more teachers. Furthermore, the onset of industrialism and “the allure of adventure and
economic opportunities beckoning from the western frontier” (Lucas, 1997, p. 12) left fewer and
fewer males as teachers. Villages and towns turned to their recently graduated common school
students to staff classrooms. Out of necessity, schools initiated a custom of choosing a young
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female who performed well in the common school to supervise the class she had recently
completed (Lucas, 1997). According to Lucas (1997), “the rationale offered for encouraging
more women to become teachers stressed both economic and pedagogical advantages” (p. 13).
Primarily, it helped to alleviate the teacher shortage. Some also claimed that the female’s innate
abilities associated with nurturing and raising young children were the most important reasons
for hiring more women. Eventually, it was also noticed that females worked for much less pay
than was demanded by males, which also contributed to the increased hiring of women (Lucas,
1997).

High Schools
Although more females were teaching in common schools, high schools, which
originated around the same time, were almost completely staffed by males. American high
school teachers had reputations as learned scholars, which they traced to colonial times when, for
example, the schoolmaster of the Latin grammar school had been a college-educated Latinist.
These male teachers in those times enjoyed reputations comparable to lawyers and physicians
(Herbst, 1989). Thus high school teachers were, from the beginning, not disposed to accept the
normal schools as proper institutions for their own and their colleagues’ education.

They

outwardly opposed the views of Horace Mann and felt that normal school graduates could never
compare with themselves, who had attended college or university.
One of the key components of some high schools was a separate course of study for those
who wished to become normal school teachers.

Although this specialized normal school

curriculum was available in the high schools, a general high school diploma was often sufficient
for employment as a teacher. There were roughly 21 high schools with normal departments in
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the United States around 1885. In most cases, this was the only secondary program open to
females; however, it was usually open to males in addition to their other opportunities (Fraser,
2007). One hardship for women hoping to expand their education was that high schools were
often located in cities and only 14 of them accepted female students (Herbst, 1989). Academies,
on the other hand, numbered around 75, but they required paying expenses for room, board, and
tuition (Herbst, 1989). With financial and geographical hardships, this left females little other
opportunity besides textile mills for lucrative employment between common schooling and
marriage (Borrowman, 1965). According to Fraser, the normal course became a “girl’s ghetto”
within the high school (p. 87). An 1873 survey of St. Louis High School alumni showed that
over 90 percent of the school’s graduates who became teachers were women. A similar survey
in Detroit showed that 95 percent of graduates who taught were women (Fraser, 2007).
Due to declining numbers of men becoming teachers and the educational hurdles women
had to overcome, Horace Mann lacked hope that the existing secondary schools and colleges
could train enough teachers to staff the new common schools. He and his contemporaries felt
that students who attended these teacher preparation institutions either entered teaching for only
a short time or did not enter at all, usually because of other opportunities afforded to them
through social class backgrounds (Borrowman, 1965). School reformers wanted an increase in
better-prepared teachers as a step toward the increasing professionalism of teaching (Ogren,
2005). Normal schools, proposed as schools specifically for teacher preparation, would open
doors for students who did not have those opportunities for educational advancement elsewhere.
These teacher training schools fulfilled the pressing social need of filling teaching vacancies with
teachers who were prepared for practical matters in the common school classroom.
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The Normal School
Although the idea of establishing an “institution specifically dedicated by the state to the
preparation of teachers who would learn both what to teach and how to teach in the service of an
expanding country” had existed for some time, Horace Mann was typically given credit for
making it a reality (Fraser, 2007, p. 49). Until these teacher normal schools arose, many felt that
teachers, who earned less than mechanics, would not be able to pay for full time schooling
(Herbst, 1989). However, the Massachusetts Board of Education pledged to waive tuition in
exchange for a student’s commitment to teach in the common schools after graduation. Students
were responsible for providing their own books, room and board, and incidentals (Herbst, 1989).
Normal schools hoped to attract graduates of more elite academies and secondary
schools; however, the majority of students aspiring to become teachers had only an elementary
education background themselves (Levine, 2006). Due to the fact that normal school students
had limited knowledge to draw upon, early normal school leaders had little expectation that
graduates would pursue educational leadership. This was a class of students who had limited
opportunity for advanced education in the existing colleges and academies or for achievement in
professions other than teaching (Borrowman, 1965).

Citizens who fought to have normal

schools in their communities did so with the goal of a post-elementary education for their
children similar to that provided in high schools and academies (Urban, 1990).
A chronically high absentee rate was typical in normal schools, and many students
accepted teaching jobs without finishing the program (Levine, 2006). A student’s attendance did
not necessarily indicate that he or she wished to become a teacher; some students merely wanted
to strengthen their skills, which they might have used for a variety of other purposes (Urban,
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1990).

Herbst (1989) pointed out that an unintended effect of normal schools was that they

helped many students escape from their rural lifestyle into a world of other opportunities.
In July 1839, the first American normal school was established at Lexington,
Massachusetts principally to contribute to staffing the American common school (Borrowman,
1965; Urban, 1990). It offered a year of study for aspiring elementary teachers including the
subjects they would teach, how to teach them, and practice teaching in a model school (Coble et
al., 2004). Cyrus Peirce, a teacher and principal from Nantucket and graduate of Harvard
College and the Harvard Divinity School, was appointed principal of the first normal school,
which eventually moved to a permanent home in Framingham, Massachusetts (Fraser, 2007;
Herbst, 1989). This normal school accepted only females, and to enter, applicants had to pass an
examination in the common school subjects, prove their intellectual capability and high moral
character, and be in good health (Herbst, 1989). The average student age during the first decade
of the Lexington normal school’s existence was 18.5, with the youngest allowed at age 16 and
the oldest student in her late twenties (Herbst, 1989).
The second normal school opened later in 1839 at Barre in Massachusetts with the same
entrance requirements; however, it accepted both females and males (Herbst, 1989).

The

inaugural class included 12 women and eight men. The opening oration was given by Governor
Edward Everett, who listed four core elements to the program of instruction at Barre. First was a
review of the branches of knowledge to be taught in the common schools because “the teacher
should know well what he or she is teaching to others” (Fraser, 2007, p. 52). The second
element was an equal emphasis on “the art of teaching” (p. 53) because there were specific
methods teachers had to learn for teaching each branch of knowledge. Third, future teachers
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were expected to become experts in “government of the school” (p. 53) which included
maintaining order in the classroom and becoming a moral influence on the community. Finally,
Governor Everett saw the model school as an essential piece of the normal school education in
order to allow future teachers to observe and practice teaching before assuming full
responsibility for a classroom.
According to Fraser (2007), normal schools carried on following Everett’s mandate.
They offered instruction in the liberal arts beyond the common school curriculum to students
who had no other opportunities to study in high school, academy, or college. They provided
practical advice about instruction and classroom management based on the craft knowledge of
acknowledged experts, often referred to as the art of teaching.

Finally, they offered the

opportunity to teach under observation with feedback intended to improve the teaching ability of
the novice teachers who studied there.

Pedagogy in the Normal School
In his article titled “The Sins of 1839,” W.C. Ruediger noted that the “pride of craft, the
indispensable spirit of the teaching profession, has been the unique contribution of normal
schools and teachers colleges” (cited in Borrowman, 1965, p. 25). Indeed, the goal of Horace
Mann in establishing normal schools was, by isolation from other institutions and emphasis on
elementary education, to instill a sense of calling in future teachers. Principal Cyrus Peirce
lectured on such topics as “the motives, qualifications and responsibilities of a teacher” as
referenced in Lexington Normal School student Mary Swift’s journal (Borrowman, 1965, p. 58).
In a letter to Henry Barnard dated 1851, Cyrus Peirce provided insight on expanding the
normal school mission. Peirce explained that he hoped to create better teachers for the common
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schools so that children could learn information that would be useful to them outside of school.
He continued writing that he felt, “education had claims to be regarded as a science, being based
on immutable principles, of which the practical teacher, though he may modify them to meet the
change of ever-varying circumstances, can never lose sight” (Borrowman, 1965, p. 68). Thus, at
their first annual American Normal School Association convention in 1859, the principals passed
a resolution proclaiming that “teaching is a profession based on the science of education”
(Borrowman, 1965, p. 25). Therefore, by the mid-1800s, common philosophy deemed teaching
both an art and a science.
Normal school professors were charged with conveying to their students “some
appreciation of child development and the principles and methods of elementary school teaching
and classroom management” (Herbst, 1989, p. 63). Borrowman (1965) termed the methodology
by means of which knowledge could be transmitted a “bag of tricks,” but acknowledged that the
more sophisticated title was “the art of teaching” (p. 23). Adams (1965) described the art of
teaching in four parts: the history of education, the philosophy of education, methods in the
school room, and the teachers’ seminary. The history of education included an explanation of
foundations and methods from ancient, medieval and modern times.

The philosophy of

education involved analysis and discussion of theories about the human mind. Adams noted that
the successful study and teaching of pedagogy, as a science, depended upon psychology, and the
best teachers concentrated on this area. Methods in the school room were concerned with
classroom management, methods of instruction, the art of grading, and “general school-room
practice” (p. 91). Finally, the teachers’ seminary included discussion of the problems specific to
teaching and comparative study of various systems of education. Adams also explained that
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there may be methods coursework based on specific subjects included in the teacher education
program.
According to Adams, the study of pedagogy was crucial to teacher success, but its overall
knowledge base was limited during the early years of teacher preparation. This least developed
aspect of normal school curriculum commonly relied on personal anecdotes from the school
principal, who most likely was a successful teacher (Fraser, 2007). Some claimed “the art of
teaching” coursework was not necessary because students had the opportunity to observe this
very thing during their own common school experiences.

Furthermore, whether any such

principles and norms existed or needed to be explicitly taught was often disputed, as well as the
question of normal schools’ sufficiency for doing so (Lucas, 1997).
However, others felt that observation was an unsafe guide for learning how to impart
instruction, or what to teach and what to leave untaught.

Most normal school educators

maintained that even though an individual acquired a certain amount of knowledge through
liberal arts coursework, there was no guarantee that teaching methods and a love of learning
would be effectively inculcated in children. Therefore, coursework in pedagogy was required
(Sarason, Davidson, & Blatt, 1986). Cyrus Peirce believed that although novice teachers could
learn the necessary skills for teaching by trial and error, it would be at the expense of their
students (Lucas, 1997). He therefore touted the normal school for imparting the basic rules for
teaching and its underlying principles through direct instruction. According to Peirce, “the art of
teaching must be made the great, the paramount, the only concern” (Borrowman, 1965, p. 31).
In his letter to Barnard, Peirce described, “…the educator [should] teach that knowledge first,
which the child can most easily comprehend…begin with what is simple and known, and go on
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by easy steps to what is complex and unknown; that for true progress and lasting results, it were
better for the attention to be concentrated on a few studies, and for a considerable time, than to
be divided among many…that in training children we must concede a special recognition to the
principle of curiosity, a love of knowledge…” (Borrowman, 1965, p. 68). Thus, Peirce seemed
to include teaching methods as the largest factor in the art of teaching.
In Science and the Act of Education, published in 1886 (cited in Sarason, et. al., 1986),
Payne also wrote about the importance of learning with the purpose of becoming a teacher as
opposed to learning as a common school student. He explained, “There can be no doubt that the
teacher should have an accurate knowledge of the subject he professes to teach…. But, then, it is
very possible that although his experience has been real and personal, it may not have been
conscious—that is, that he may have been too much absorbed in the process itself to take account
of the natural laws of its operation” (p. 36).

Payne described that this was the science behind

learning, which teachers must understand in order to impart knowledge.

He concluded,

“…knowing a subject is a very different thing than knowing how to teach it” (p. 36).
Exemplifying that he not only believed teaching was an art, but that he concurred with
Payne on the importance of teaching as a science, Peirce wrote “The old method of teaching
Arithmetic, for instance, by taking up some printed treatise and solving abstract questions
consisting of large numbers…would now be regarded as less philosophical, less in conformity to
mental development, than the more modern way of beginning with mental Arithmetic, using
practical questions, which involve small numbers, and explaining the reason of every step as you
go along” (Borrowman, 1965, p. 69). Furthermore, regarding the methods of teaching reading,
Peirce wrote to Barnard, “And the teacher who should attempt to teach reading by requiring a
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child to repeat from day to day, and from month to month, the whole alphabet, until he is
familiar with all the letters, as was the fashion in former days, would deserve to lose his place
and be sent himself to school” (Borrowman, 1965, p. 70). Cyrus Peirce realized that both the art
and science of teaching were integral to teacher education.
In 1891, Harvard philosopher Josiah Royce wrote an essay entitled Is There a Science of
Education? denying the possibility of a true science of education. He explained, “Scientific
pedagogy…will be limited to pointing out what does, on the whole, tend toward good order and
toward the organization of impulses into character. This is the whole province of pedagogy as a
general science. Its application to the conditions of a particular time, nation, family, and child,
will be a matter of art, not of science. And therefore, no concrete educational questions can be
solved in terms of an universally valid science” (Royce, as cited in Borrowman, 1965, p. 107).
Royce continued to write, “If…you are an educator, and have to influence for a moral and social
purpose the growth of a child…your knowledge, say of psychology, ought to aid you in your
work; and in so far there will be a scientific element in education….You will degrade science,-not help your children,--if you persist in seeing only the ‘scientific’ aspects of your pedagogy.
True pedagogy is an art” (p. 109). This essay from the early era of teacher preparation programs
was typical of the debate between teaching as an art or a science throughout history.

Content Area Coursework in the Normal School
The Massachusetts normal schools included a review of spelling, reading, writing,
grammar, geography, and arithmetic. The Bible was the daily text for students, and additional
subjects to be taught if time allowed were logic, geometry, bookkeeping, navigation, surveying,
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history, physiology, mental and natural philosophy, and “the principles of piety and morality
common to all sects of Christians” (Herbst, 1989, p. 62).
Cyrus Peirce often lamented that content area study dominated normal school curriculum
because students were less prepared than initially expected. Much time was spent reviewing
common school subjects (Fraser, 2007). William F. Phelps, principal of the Trenton, New Jersey
Normal School, agreed. He argued that the normal school curriculum should include advanced
liberal coursework, but he was constantly reminded that his students did not have a solid
elementary background to build upon. Supporting Phelps’ position, S.S. Parr, president of the
National Education Association’s Normal School Department in 1888, insisted that higher
standards of entry be expected for prospective normal school students so that more advanced
professional training could be accomplished (Borrowman, 1965).

However, Horace Mann

favored the restriction of the normal school curriculum because he wished for normal schools to
become distinct institutions where the students would realize a sense of mission and dedication
to service through teaching (Borrowman, 1965). He did not want students to become sidetracked
by academic offerings outside of the direct focus of common school teaching.
Although Mann wished for a narrow curriculum, the trend in the 1870s and 1880s was to
expand the course of study in the normal schools. The addition of subjects resembling those
taught in academies and high schools left critics sensing that normal schools wished to compete
with them. Normal school leaders defended their curriculum expansion by arguing that as
professional standards were raised, it was expected that elementary teachers should increase their
educational background as well. They also explained that the subject matter coursework was
different from offerings of academies and high schools because instructors emphasized how the
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content could best be taught to children (Lucas, 1997). This idea was promoted at Indiana State
Normal School, for example, where courses in subject matter modeled principles taught in
professional courses on the psychology of learning. The courses then engaged students in
reflection on their experience as learners so they could understand some of the issues their future
students might face (Feiman-Nemser, 1990).

Model Schools
Several types of practice were provided to pre-service teachers in the normal schools.
These included exercises in conducting the regular classes of the normal school, classes of peers
acting as children so the practicing teacher could have a near-authentic experience, and teaching
in a separate common school where they were entrusted with the class (Edwards 1865, as cited in
Borrowman, 1965).

Edwards continued by explaining, “The school for practice is

unquestionably essential to the complete idea of a normal school” (p. 81). This was the portion
of the normal school student’s learning where he or she encountered real world situations.
Sarason et. al. (1986) explained that the training of teachers in the techniques of teaching
fell short of the goal of blending educational theory and practice. The model school setting was
a place where aspiring teachers could apply theories they had studied to a real world setting,
receive immediate feedback from a supervisor, and practice reteaching a concept. This was a
“new and important breakthrough in the structuring of professional education” (Fraser, 2007, p.
54). Cyrus Peirce and his colleagues believed that the model school, or “direct school practice
under careful supervision,” was the most important part of the normal school venture (Fraser,
2007, p. 54). Fraser further explained that “when the links between the normal schools and their
practice school were in place, the opportunities for practice teaching were the pride and joy of
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the normal faculty” (p. 54). Clifford and Guthrie (1988) claimed that practice schools fostered
close ties between theory and practice, and this was a relationship that would be cited as lacking
in the future.

Normal Schools in Flux
Massachusetts Governor Edward Everett, who was supportive of the teacher education
movement, was defeated by Marcus Morton in the 1840 election, and the first two normal
schools were almost closed (Fraser, 2007). Morton felt that it was impossible and undesirable to
continue to support the normal school establishment for teacher education. The academies and
high schools cost the Commonwealth nothing, and their competitive spirit, Morton claimed,
would increase the quality of the graduates they were to produce. The Committee on Education
of the Massachusetts House of Representatives recommended abolishing the state board of
education, the office of secretary, and the two normal schools that were opened. The Committee
argued that the cause of poor quality teaching was not poor training on the part of the high
schools and academies, but poor compensation for the teachers. However, when the bill came to
a vote in the House of Representatives, the Committee report was rejected and all remained in
place (Fraser, 2007).
Other states soon followed Massachusetts’ lead and opened normal schools for the
purposes of preparing new teachers. New York, Connecticut, Michigan, Minnesota, and Illinois
were among the early followers, yet by 1865 there were still only 15 state institutions for teacher
education. By 1885, normal schools existed in states from Maine to California. However, their
expansion took over half a century.
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Although schools specifically dedicated to teacher education were spared in 1840, they
continued to face scrutiny. Institutions that traditionally supplied teachers such as high schools,
academies, and Latin grammar schools continued to operate, and many felt that their educational
offering was far superior to that of normal schools (Lucas, 1997). Lucas explained, “what
normal school students received…amounted to little more than a brief review of the subjects they
were expected to teach when they returned to primary classrooms, plus some didactic instruction
in pedagogy and a smattering of advice on school discipline and classroom management” (1997,
p. 30).
Near the end of the 19th century, the number of public normal schools reached 127;
however, all public and private normal schools together that year graduated no more than one
quarter of the new teachers hired (Tyack, 1967). Many common school teachers without formal
training were hired by locally oriented boards of education without strict standards of
qualification. They hired some individuals who attended common schools to simply return to
those schools as teachers (Urban, 1990). A survey of teachers in rural Pennsylvania in the early
1900s confirmed the limited impact of normal schools, showing that 76 percent of the 10,000
respondents had no normal school education of any kind. Only 18 percent were normal school
graduates. Many attended high school, but 39 percent reported they had no secondary education
(Fraser, 2007).
The public and the universities were apathetic toward normal schools because it was
generally assumed that teaching was an occupation that required no professional knowledge.
Sarason et. al. (1986) claimed the fact that normal schools developed outside of universities was
largely responsible for educational debates throughout history into the present regarding the
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worth and placement of teacher preparation programs. The number of normal schools reached
approximately 326 in 1920; however, the onset of accreditation, professional organizations like
the National Education Association, and the rapid growth of high schools prompted teacher
normal schools to become competitive with colleges.
In 1919, the National Council of State Normal School Presidents and Principals
appointed a Committee on Standards and Surveys to review the purpose, standards and
curriculum of normal schools. It was this council that stated the normal school admissions
standard would be satisfactory completion of four years of work in a secondary school approved
by a recognized accrediting agency or the equivalent (Fraser, 2007). Because of the rapid
increase in high school availability, the elementary and high school teacher shortage, and the
demand for all high school teachers to earn a bachelor’s degree, the committee was confident
that their recommendation must be supported. Additionally, normal schools were determined not
to allow universities to completely take control of the development of high school teachers.
Therefore, the normal school would offer only college level work from this point forward. The
committee and others involved in normal schools felt that their degree would only be meaningful
if it was equivalent to the collegiate baccalaureate degree (Fraser, 2007). Though they knew
they were still preparing only a fraction of America’s teachers, they felt it better to maintain
standards for what a teacher should know and be able to do.
When students began entering normal schools with a high school education, they were
able to begin studying the curriculum at an intellectually higher level.
progressively more complex analyses of teaching (Urban, 1990).

This included

Partly in response to

competition from liberal arts colleges, normal schools hired faculty from these institutions and
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began including more liberal arts in their programs of study (Morey et al., 1997). They opened
their doors to aspiring secondary teachers and extended the length of programs to two years for
elementary and four years for secondary certification, and by 1930 most normal schools became
collegiate institutions often referred to as teachers colleges (Levine, 2006; Morey et al., 1997).

Teachers Colleges
The addition of liberal arts professors to teacher education changed the culture of the
normal schools, which were transforming into teachers colleges. According to Levine (2006),
“there were tensions over just about anything arts and sciences and professional faculties could
disagree about” (p. 24). These disagreements included the quality of pedagogical instruction, the
relevance of liberal arts coursework, the appropriate balance between academic and vocational
coursework, and the requirements for admission to and graduation from teacher preparation
programs. Coble et. al. (2004) listed the following differences between normal schools and
teachers colleges:
[1.] A four-year curriculum versus one that was two or three years
[2.] Study of content well beyond what was to be taught
[3.] The addition of a general education program more comparable to the liberal
education provided for any baccalaureate degree
[4.] Increased requirements in a major field
[5.] A full program of professional studies in history and foundations of education, and
curriculum and teaching methods
[6.] Several practica, culminating in student teaching (pp. 4-5)
The first normal school to become a teachers college was Michigan’s state normal school
at Ypsilanti, which became Michigan State Normal College (Coble et al., 2004). By 1920, 46
public and private teachers colleges were established. The National Council of State Normal
School Presidents and Principals became the National Council of State Teachers Colleges, which
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then merged with the National Education Association’s Department of Normal Schools in 1923
to become the American Association of Teachers Colleges (AATC) (Fraser, 2007). Fraser
(2007) explained that many normal schools gradually accepted the AATC recommendations to
adopt the attributes of colleges, offering a four-year baccalaureate program. Some changed their
names to teachers colleges after implementing the standards, while others changed their names
first and then tried to live up to the academic expectations implied.
When normal schools became teachers colleges and began to compete with universities
as producers of high school teachers they began to offer considerably more general education
coursework (Urban, 1990). This led to the hire of faculty who were trained in academic subjects
and not in the preparation of teachers. The academic faculty, as they were called, did not have
the priority of preparing teachers and brought university values from their own disciplines into
the teachers college setting. Their goal was to have students major in their subjects and have
their identity formed by their subject matter professors, even if they also earned a high school
teaching certificate.
A common argument from critics of teacher education entering the college ranks was that
“educationists seized upon the opportunity to ensure their pedagogical interests would dominate
a disproportionate share of the undergraduate curriculum,” and this was at the expense of liberal
arts courses (Lucas, 1997, p. 57). According to liberal arts tradition, “to be liberally educated
and to be prepared to teach (were) equivalent” (Borrowman, 1965, p. 1). Contrary to the critics’
argument, in the early 1920s, the median number of education foundations and methods credits
required of secondary education majors was only approximately 20 hours out of 120 needed for
graduation. This included credit for practice teaching. However, many students chose to take
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more pedagogical courses. It was generally the case that elementary education majors were
required to take more credit hours in pedagogy than secondary education majors (Lucas, 1997).
Early on, the student teaching experience in teachers colleges was typically done in the
laboratory school setting. Laboratory schools were owned by the institution and not governed by
local boards of education. The students were generally sons and daughters of the college
faculties; therefore, they were quite segregated (Coble et. al., 2004). Laboratory schools around
the turn of the century focused on research activities that were designed to improve the
experiences of pre-service teachers.

John Dewey felt that the teaching laboratory was to

pedagogy what a clinical laboratory was to biology and physics. Like any laboratory, it had two
main purposes. The first was to exhibit, test, verify, and criticize theoretical statements and
principles, and the second was to increase the knowledge base of the profession (Stallings &
Kowalski, 1990). However, the laboratory school came under fire during the Civil Rights era
due to its exclusiveness; therefore, most of them disappeared by 1970 (Ogden, 2006). The
teachers college era was relatively short-lived and served largely as a transition between normal
schools and colleges and universities.
Those frustrated with the quality of American teacher education called for a study which
the federal government published in six volumes in the early 1930s. The authors of The National
Survey of the Education of Teachers acknowledged that teacher standards had been traditionally
low. They pointed out that while many states had accepted that the minimum preparation for
elementary teachers should be two years beyond the completion of high school, at least 25
percent of American teachers had not met this minimum.

Those teachers who were least

prepared were disproportionately located in rural areas. About 60 percent of teachers in one or
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two-teacher schools in the country had less than two years of college-level preparation.
Furthermore, across the country only one in eight elementary teachers held a college degree.
About 13 percent of high school teachers needed further study to complete their degrees. The
authors’ hope was that the Great Depression would offer time to reflect upon and raise teacher
standards while there was a surplus of teachers (Herbst, 1989).
A study of 57 teachers colleges in 1930 revealed that while all of them offered the fouryear teacher education program, 80 percent of them still offered the two-year elementary
certification program.

Six offered a three-year program, which left five teachers colleges

offering only the four-year degree. Great variety existed in the requirements of the two and fouryear teacher education programs. One college required 60 hours of student teaching while
another required 432 hours in their two-year programs. In four-year programs, 10 percent of
colleges required less than 120 hours of student teaching while approximately 50 percent
required more than 240 hours. The study concluded with the finding that teachers from both two
and four-year preparation programs at teachers colleges received inadequate general education
and professional preparation. Therefore, teachers colleges did not seem superior to the more
informal routes to teaching still in use in 1930 (Fraser, 2007).
Because teachers colleges had already diversified their programs and become liberal arts
colleges, it was not long before the word “teachers” was replaced with “state” (Labaree, 2004, p.
6). Community members and legislators promoted the evolution to state colleges because it
meant more students for their institutions. Over time the broadening scope of courses led to the
establishment of bachelor’s degrees in education. Education became a separate entity in many of
these colleges, which then became multipurpose universities (Morey et al., 1997).
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State Colleges and Universities
Many college and university trustees and presidents resisted pressures to offer teacher
training. Because universities were typically oriented to advanced study and research, their
faculties studied education with the purpose of providing a science of education, or a systematic
approach to the subject, by which the various schools and colleges that had been developing
could organize themselves (Urban, 1990). Their approach to education was largely related to
cognitive and behavioral sciences encompassing educational psychology.
Initially, college and university teacher preparation in the 19th century focused on the
teaching of subject matter and the preparation of high school teachers (Morey et al., 1997). High
school teachers needed training in advanced subject matter, and the number of normal schools
was clearly insufficient for the increasing number of high schools. Illinois provided one example
of the increase in high schools from 108 in 1870 to 208 in 1890 (Herbst, 1989). By focusing on
high school teachers, universities felt they could “affirm a link with the schools, but not one with
the low-status, common, elementary schools” (Urban, 1990, p. 64).
The impetus for the transition from teachers colleges to state colleges and universities
came about when educators realized that, like law and other professions, “education had been
growing up from the early normal school days of empirical application of vocational skills to a
more theoretical understanding of the profession” (Sarason, et. al., 1986).

Sarason et. al.

explained that the overwhelming need for teachers paired with the requirements that elementary
teachers were to develop ever-increasing competencies in a new technological society made it
obvious that teachers needed an education which normal schools and teachers colleges were not
able to provide.
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University colleges of education began to grow in the late 19th century. Universities saw
them as an avenue to alleviating enrollment problems because they would appeal to a different
demographic: prospective female students. According to Urban (1990), universities felt that
“this would be accomplished in a way that would allow women to enroll but not spread their
presence or their influence across the campuses” (p. 63). Further contributions to increased
enrollment in college and university departments of education were the end of World War II and
the GI Bill. There was a much greater demand for university education, and adding to existing
institutions was simpler than building new ones (Coble et. al., 2004).
By the end of the 1800s, at least 114 colleges and universities out of 400 sponsored a
teachers program of study.

Around 1892, at least 31 major universities housed chairs of

pedagogy, and others had linked chairs of pedagogy with appointments in philosophy or rhetoric
(Lucas, 1997). About 250 chairs of pedagogy existed in colleges or universities by 1910. The
sharp increase in the national birthrate during the 1950s and 1960s resulted in a doubling of the
number of teachers in America. According to Lucas, turnover, rising standards of preparation,
and new mandated educational services kept teachers in great demand. By the mid-1960s, 75
percent of American colleges and universities were preparing teachers, and approximately 90
percent of pre-service teachers were attending them.

Components of College and University Teacher Preparation Programs
According to Levine (2006), “the greatest commonality among university-based teacher
education programs (was) their diversity” (p. 15). There was no such thing as a typical education
school and “colleges of education (have) scores of programs in a cornucopia of subject areas,
covering education in the broadest sense of the term—in and out of the classroom and across the
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lifespan” (Levine, 2006, p. 7). Wilson, Floden, & Ferrini-Mundy (2001) reported not only of the
variance between course offerings, but also between the sequence of courses in teacher education
programs across colleges and universities. Although courses may have shared the same title,
they could have been alternatively structured or covered different material, further compounding
the problem.
However, given any title or course sequence, essential elements of teacher preparation
programs that allowed teachers to go through their initial phases of learning included acquiring
subject or content knowledge, studying the learning process or gaining knowledge of pedagogy,
and building a beginning set of approaches to planning, instruction, and assessment (FeimanNemser, 2004). The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (1997) reported
that teachers needed rigorous training in education theory and pedagogy. The four-year program
of study in which this typically occurred was referred to as a traditional teacher preparation
program.
The history of teacher preparation in the United States was a foundation for the
“continuing struggle to balance the amount of time and credit given to the various components:
liberal/general education, specialization in subject matter, and pedagogy” (Morey et al., 1997, p.
6). Liberal or general education referred to a body of knowledge which universities typically
attempted to instill in their students and generally took one to two years to complete. These
courses were rarely deliberately articulated with the professional sequence. Few questioned the
value of liberal education in the teacher education sequence; however, the issue was its quality
and coherence within the total program. Lucas (1997) shared that general education was in a
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state of growing disarray, and there was almost no shared vision of which core learning was
essential to teaching.
In addition to general education components across a university, there were those that all
students in a college of education should complete.

Some of these were pedagogical

coursework, which referred to the “knowledge teachers need in order to represent and impart
subject matter to students” (Morey et al., 1997, p. 8). These courses usually included human
development and learning, intelligence and its measurement, and human motivation. They were
often placed within the general education program of study along with educational foundations
coursework.

The educational foundations were cross-disciplinary and broad, deriving their

fundamental theories from a variety of academic disciplines, such as history, philosophy,
sociology, and psychology (Borman, 1990). Although the nature of educational foundations
coursework varied from one teacher preparation program to another, it was highly likely that preservice teachers would encounter such coursework at least once (Borman, 1990).
Usually following general coursework, subject matter coursework assisted students in
gathering a depth of knowledge and skill in their specified teaching area. Pre-service secondary
teachers most often earned an academic major in the subject they wished to teach, while
prospective elementary teachers enrolled in a more diversified series of courses. From the
beginning of college and university teacher education programs there existed the issue of how
much subject matter and pedagogy should be included (Coble et al., 2004). This continued to be
an issue in modern colleges and universities, and was especially debated in the preparation of
secondary teachers.
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Teacher preparation programs depended upon the development of expertise through
coursework and on the development of judgment through field experience.

Gratch (1998)

explained, “In order for either expertise or judgment to begin to develop in pre-service programs,
these programs must help clarify the deep and complex connections between coursework and
fieldwork experiences” (p. 2). Pre-service programs included various experiences throughout
their entirety to help aspiring teachers integrate theory with practice and become highly qualified
educators. Teacher educators continued refining and extending their own learning, building
knowledge about teachers, and organizing that information into strategies for encouraging
teacher growth (McNergney & Carrier, 1981). This was accomplished by working with more
educators in various settings, and reflecting upon those interactions.
Stemming from their association with lower-level normal schools, educationists
traditionally felt the need to elevate their status within the university (Lucas, 1997). Defenders
of their place in the university originally based this on an underlying science of education, just as
Pestalozzi had done in the 1800s.

Methods of testing were devised for intelligence and

achievement in order to ground practice in experimental and quantitative psychology and
sociology. However, this quest to gain prestige may have widened the gap between theory and
practical application in the classroom. A common complaint of students of education was that
the abstract findings of educational science were not adapted to the needs of classroom teachers.

Education Foundations and Teaching Methods Courses in State Colleges and Universities
Linda Darling-Hammond (1992), a prominent researcher of teacher education, listed the
foundational knowledge she felt teachers must have in order to facilitate student learning. It
included knowledge of cognition; learning styles; motivation and behavior; how children and
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adolescents develop physically, cognitively, and psychologically; organization of instruction;
classroom management; effective teaching methods; special learning circumstances; multiple
intelligences; and cultures. Foundational courses in traditional teacher preparation programs
generally exposed students to texts and ideas regarding educational philosophy, human growth
and development, contemporary issues and controversies, and the history of education.
Pedagogical coursework was often required in several areas including the learning process,
classroom management, curriculum development, multicultural education, and methods of
teaching in various disciplines. Teaching methods courses included the selection and use of
instructional materials and classroom teaching techniques (Morey et al., 1997). In a review of
the research on teacher education Wilson et al. (2001) found two correlation studies in which
research indicated education coursework was a better predictor of teaching success than content
area coursework or grade point average.
Academic traditionalists argued that pedagogy would never deserve the status of being a
true college discipline (Lucas, 1997). The general sentiment was that education lacked a welldefined body of knowledge and was unlikely to acquire one in the near future.

When

departments of education were established at colleges and universities, scholars experienced in
organizing college-level coursework in pedagogy did not yet exist. Universities sometimes
turned to former school superintendents and principals to help build teacher preparation
programs.

When pedagogical courses were organized by academics from the traditional

disciplines, they were abstract and theoretical. Often, these teacher educators looked to the
social science disciplines for any insight relevant to teaching children. Lucas (1997) explained
that the expectation was that these studies might contribute to “a better understanding of schools
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as social institutions, of learning in its cultural contexts, the nature of instructional goals,
formative processes of child development, or ethical considerations in instruction” (p. 43).
The formal study of pedagogy was questioned for relevance to the process of becoming
an effective teacher (Morey et al., 1997). Doyle (1990) argued that pedagogical knowledge was
flawed in that it was based on craft experience or artistic sources. On the contrary, Shulman
(1987) explained that the teacher educator could not prepare pre-service teachers without
instilling in them the fundamental pedagogical understanding of subject matter content. This
meant that teachers needed to know how to represent and impart subject matter to students. This
level of content knowledge enabled the teacher to organize and manipulate the information
associated with the discipline (Morey et al., 1997). Organization and manipulation involved
drawing analogies, examples, hypotheses and theories regarding the content in order to help
students grasp concepts and skills in the discipline. Shulman (1987) characterized this as the
metacognitive capability to recognize alternative methods of organizing the content.
Some assumed that an education student’s preparation program was comprised almost
entirely of education courses (National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education
[NCETE], 1985). In 1961, elementary education majors devoted nearly half of their studies to
methods courses, while those majoring in secondary education spent about a quarter of their
program in such coursework (Labaree, 2004). The National Commission for Excellence in
Teacher Education reported in 1985 that only 20 percent of a typical secondary education
program was comprised of education courses, and more than a third of that was student teaching.
In The Miseducation of American Teachers, James D. Koerner (1963) urged American colleges
and universities to examine their teacher education programs. He felt that teacher training could
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be accomplished in much less time, and that majors in education should be eliminated in favor of
majors only in academic subjects. He claimed that methods courses should be incorporated into
internships and managed by those who held advanced degrees in the academic subject.
Despite rather recent advances in understanding the learning process as well as the
teacher’s role as the facilitator of that process, pedagogical research did not achieve the rank of
research in the arts and sciences in the academic hierarchy (Morey et al., 1997). Teaching was
detached from its curricular and philosophical contexts and redefined as generic processes such
as discussion, inquiry and problem solving (Doyle, 1990).

Content Area Coursework in State Colleges and Universities
According to the Education Commission of the States (2000), “There is a strong
consensus that good subject matter knowledge is critical to effective teaching” (p. 2). Morey et
al. (1997) explained that subject matter coursework in the academic major was designed to instill
in the pre-service teacher a depth of knowledge, understanding, attitudes, and intellectual skills
in their chosen area of teaching. Subject matter preparation for students majoring in elementary
education was often across a broad range of areas, including English, mathematics, science, and
social studies. Some students concentrated on one area, and some universities also offered a
major in child development. Students who majored in secondary education typically earned their
undergraduate degree in the subject they wished to teach.
Still, even after the reform movement in teacher education, a notion prevailed that the
primary requirement of the teacher was to have a sufficient amount of knowledge to pass along
to the students (Burke, 1987). This led people to believe that if teachers had enough knowledge
they would be successful in directing student learning. However, knowledge of a subject did not
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matter if the teacher could not convey that knowledge in ways that helped students learn at a rate
and level based on their age and development (National Commission for Excellence in Teacher
Education, 1985). Ultimately, deciding what constitutes good teaching and who is a competent
teacher was a judgment call. Academic ability was but one consideration among many (Lucas,
1997). It was the knowledge combined with a myriad of teaching skills that made an effective
teacher.
Educators and policymakers need to explore strategies which would ensure that
prospective teachers acquire not only adequate knowledge of a subject area, but also expertise
concerned with how to teach that subject. Some educators believed that understanding of subject
matter in a way that makes it teachable to others was not available in a traditional arts and
sciences curriculum (Education Commission of the States, 2000). This indicated a need for more
subject matter courses in colleges of education, or ensuring that teachers were trained to teach
subject matter they already know. The Education Commission of the States recommended a
cooperative effort between colleges of arts and sciences and colleges of education in order to
build coherent programs.

Internship or Field Study in State Colleges and Universities
When liberal arts faculty was combined with teacher preparation faculty the culture of the
programs changed.
There were tensions over the quality of pedagogical courses, the relevance of liberal arts
instruction, the appropriate balance between academic and vocational courses, the
requirements for admission and graduation, and just about anything else arts and sciences
and professional faculties could disagree about (Levine, 2006, p. 25).
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In fact, as early as 1886 James P. Wickersham reported, “the experiment of educating
teachers in colleges failed…The general work of a college and the special work of a teachers’
school can never be made to harmonize” (Frazier et al., 1935, as cited in Coble et al., 2004).
Following the completion of a four or five-year program of study, most programs
required one to two semesters of classroom internships; these were otherwise known as field or
clinical experiences. Field experience linked teaching candidates to the actual teaching setting,
or “the real world” (Braun, Jr., 1989). The candidates were given their first opportunity to put
into practice what they learned in their coursework while they were supervised by a classroom
teacher. This portion of the traditional teacher preparation program greatly differed across
institutions.
Gratch (1998) explained that those who were involved in teacher preparation were
accustomed to hearing from interns and graduates that college coursework was unimportant. To
strengthen this point, Corley (1998) reported that participants in his study of beginning teachers
rejected much of their training and deemed it “too theoretical.”

Research suggested that

preparation in a given subject did not necessarily aid in developing understanding of how
subjects are best learned (Allen, 2003). This separation of theory and practice led to confusion
between what and how to teach. The most effective teachers combined the content and method
to deliver an engaging lesson; however, it was unclear how such knowledge and skills were best
acquired.
Internships were generally disconnected from coursework, and prospective teachers
experienced difficulty applying what they learned in their classes to a real world situation
(Wilson et al., 2001). Teachers learned best by studying, doing, and reflecting, and Darling48

Hammond (1997) stated that this kind of learning did not occur in college classrooms isolated
from practice or in public school classrooms isolated from knowledge about how to interpret
practice. Arntsen et al. (1998) agreed that the best quality learning environments for pre-service
teachers were those that shaped opportunities for exploration, examination, application and
reflection of the teaching and learning activity. They explained that linking methods courses and
fieldwork necessitated that college faculty become more involved in the public schools where
their students were placed.
A limited range of field experiences was offered to a student teacher. In addition, there
was often miscommunication or lack of communication between universities and schools where
pre-service teachers were placed (Wilson et al., 2001).
In one study, researchers found that when the student teachers become overwhelmed with
the challenges of learning to teach, they revert to the norms of the schools in which they
were taught, which sometimes means that they teach in ways quite different than those
envisioned by university instructors (Wilson et al., 2001, p. 18).
Field experiences were usually the final step in the teacher education process during
college, yet they gave the students their first real opportunity to try out their decision to teach
(Sears et al., 1994). Students most likely finished three years of coursework, but had not taught a
class of students. Too often, pre-service teachers emerged from a college classroom armed with
knowledge of subject area content and human development, but were confronted with what was
being taught, who was being taught, who was teaching it, and how it was taught all concurrently.
Interns and graduates claimed that their classroom experience was invaluable. Corley
(1998) agreed that universities must provide their prospective teachers with more authentic
teaching experiences prior to their graduation. In fact, Gratch (1998) completed a study of five
beginning teachers in North Carolina, and the two teachers perceived to be the most successful
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had spent significant time in schools from the onset in their preparation programs. One student
in the study told her, “We all know that we don’t know what teaching is really like until we get
to do it during student teaching” (p. 14).
Howey and Gardner (1983) reported that although opportunities for elementary preservice teachers to teach in schools became more frequent, such hours made up about 15% of a
student’s pre-service career. Secondary students engaged less frequently in internship hours.
About 10% of secondary teachers’ pre-service education was designated for supervised practice
with students. There was little, if any consensus on how the school experiences should be
conceptualized, organized, and implemented, and research failed to provide the kind of
information necessary to establish content effectiveness in teacher preparation (Sears et al.,
1994). However, the Education Commission of the States (2000) reported that in the absence of
conclusive research, it appeared that no matter the teacher preparation program type, those that
included solid field experience and supervision produced teachers who stayed in the profession
longer and were more effective in the classroom than programs that did not include these
components. Darling-Hammond (1992) maintained that the internship period, when teachers
translated knowledge into practice, provided an important kind of learning that did not happen in
a college classroom. Furthermore, she argued that we must restructure teacher education to
address the problem of translating knowledge to skill.
It is possible that the student teaching experience allowed pre-service teachers to explore
preconceived notions about the profession; they assimilated information and shifted their prior
understanding of the dynamics of a classroom. Braun, Jr. (1989) described this as learning that
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was no longer abstract. The student teachers worked with real students in real situations under
the direction of teachers who faced the challenge everyday.

Criticism of Traditional Teacher Preparation Programs
Critics of teacher training programs felt “they do not provide aspiring teachers with
rigorous academic-content knowledge or practical skills, yet generally take four years to produce
teachers” (Blair, 2004, p. 1).

They treated the absence of a substantial body of research as a

negative finding about the effectiveness of university preparation programs (Levine, 2006).
According to these critics, alternative certification programs offered the opportunity to
circumvent inadequate traditional programs and increase the number of minorities entering the
profession (Legler, 2002).
Those critical of traditional teacher preparation programs argued that institutions should
be more selective in their screening process of potential students, more intellectually challenging,
and more connected to elementary and secondary schools (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1999).

The National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education (1985)

explained that neither formal instruction nor field work alone was sufficient for preparing a
classroom teacher. They wrote, “Quality teacher education programs do not have a mechanical
separation of class work and field experiences (p. 13). They recommended that class work and
field experiences should be intertwined from the beginning of the program until its end.

The Reform Movement of 1983
The national government’s 1983 report, A Nation at Risk, caused policymakers and
citizens of the United States of America to take a deeper look at the quality of education in their
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schools. A Nation at Risk focused on the need for a renewed teaching profession that attracted
top students, prepared them within an academic discipline with a de-emphasis on educational
methods courses, and awarded them with adequate salaries (Sears et al., 1994). This report
spawned increasing scrutiny and reform in education throughout the 1990s and 2000s. Most
states responded to the report by devising more stringent certification procedures and mandating
teacher certification tests. Sears, Marshall, and Otis-Wilborn wrote that the states’ response to A
Nation at Risk made the education profession seem as if it “follows directions mapped out by
others” (p. 4), and that the emphasis on education shifted from meeting the concerns of
beginning teachers to satisfying systemic needs.
Groups such as the Carnegie Task Force on the Future of Teaching and the Holmes
Group prompted universities to “strengthen teacher preparation by requiring more subject matter
preparation, more intensive coursework on content pedagogy and strategies for meeting the
needs of diverse learners, and more systematic and connected clinical experiences” (DarlingHammond et al., 2002, p. 1). However, a growing demand for teachers in critical shortage areas
caused many states to lower the teaching entrance standards that were increased after A Nation at
Risk. Hiring teachers who were unprepared to face the challenges of the 21st century classroom
resurfaced (Darling-Hammond et al., 2002).

The National Commission on Teaching and

America’s Future (1997) reported that minority and low-income students were served with
under-qualified teachers in much greater proportion than their middle to upper class peers.

Alternative Certification Programs
Alternative Certification Programs (ACPs) allowed individuals who typically, but not
always, held an undergraduate degree in a field other than education to learn on the job or
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complete a shortened training program in order to gain full certification (Legler, 2002). Levine
(2006) defined alternative certification programs as “everything under the sun except traditional
university programs” (p. 16). Individuals who qualified for ACPs included those who wished to
change careers, left the military, graduated with other degrees, or received teaching certification
or education degrees years ago and later decided to teach.
Throughout America, alternative certification programs varied in terms of content,
duration, rigor, and support for the novice teacher (Berry, 2001).

According to Legler,

components of alternative programs involved intensive, condensed academic coursework or
training and supervised, job-embedded training in pedagogical skills.

Beginning in 1983,

Feistritzer and Chester (2003) catalogued information about each state’s alternative programs.
They reported that similar characteristics emerged among the programs, including the
requirements that participants have at least a bachelor’s degree, pass a screening process, begin
teaching while engaging in on-the-job training, complete education coursework, work with
mentor teachers and meet performance standards. Eventually, new teachers from ACPs were
expected to pass required state teacher certification examinations.
Two reasons why alternative programs continued to grow were the need to fill regional
and subject-specific teacher shortages and diversify the teacher workforce (Legler, 2002). ACPs
emerged in the mid-1980s with New Jersey and Texas leading the way. Texas developed an
ACP in 1984 that relied on local school training and instruction by college faculty. New Jersey’s
first ACP in 1985 was a centralized program with the state responsible for training, monitoring,
and supervising new teachers (Legler, 2002). When No Child Left Behind provisions recognized
ACPs as an effective method of training new teachers, states were encouraged to develop more
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programs (Mikulecky et al., 2004). Alternative certification programs continued to grow in
response to the ever-increasing demand for teachers. As of 2006, the total number of such
programs was 124 (Feistritzer, 2006).
According to the United States Department of Education in 2006, 47 states had
alternative programs and about half of them were administered by colleges and universities, 21%
by school districts, 6% through regional educational service centers, 5% by state departments of
education, and the remainder by other groups. From 2000 to 2004, the number of alternative
program teachers increased almost 40% from 29,671 to 40,925 (US DOE, 2006). ACPs enlisted
a greater percentage of minority and male teacher candidates than traditional programs, thus
contributing to the diversity of the teacher workforce (Allen, 2003). However, Berry (2001)
reported that about 60 percent of people who entered teaching through alternative certification
programs left the profession by their third year.
In most alternative certification programs, individuals with degrees in fields other than
education were allowed to teach before having the chance to practice with supervision and
feedback. Alternative certification programs generally focused on pedagogy instruction because
students in these programs typically possessed subject matter mastery (US DOE, 2006).
Debate occurred regarding the merits of alternate routes to teaching as opposed to
traditional teacher preparation programs.

Opponents of Alternative Certification Programs

argued that traditional teacher preparation programs made strides toward more rigorous,
standards-based approaches to teacher education (Legler, 2002). They said that it was best to
continue to strengthen university programs rather than circumvent them through alternative
means. In addition, they pointed out that no other professions with the potential for ill-prepared
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practitioners to do harm - such as medicine and law - made optional the components of collegebased instruction, supervised internship, and testing.

Cochran-Smith (2006) reported that

proponents of traditional programs felt alternate routes to certification were inferior and they
worried that policymakers saw alternative certification as a quick, easy way out of the teacher
shortage.
Those who were critical of ACPs suggested that alternatively certified teachers should be
expected to pass all certification examinations before being assigned to teach (Legler, 2002).
However, most ACPs involved learning while on the job before gaining full certification.
Former Dean of the College of Education at Arizona State University, David C. Berliner,
compared alternative certification to “going into a hardware store and not knowing the names of
the things you need to buy.” He explained,
Professional education teaches the vocabulary of schools—learning disabled, gifted,
mean, median, mode. And it teaches the pedagogy: What does it mean to do reciprocal
teaching? How does one teach math in a way that allows kids to discover the answers?
Untrained teachers cannot invent reciprocal teaching on their own (Scherer, 2001, p. 7).
However, “states are free to redefine, in accordance with state law, their certification
requirements or create non-traditional approaches to certification” (US DOE, 2005, p. 4). This
allowed some leeway, especially needed in those states where critical teacher shortages existed.

Teacher Certification Examinations
In order to measure how well teacher education programs prepared their students for the
classroom, 44 states required new teachers to take one or more certification examinations in
order to obtain licensure (US DOE, 2006). Several states used some of the same assessments;
however, there were an estimated 1,100 different certification tests among the 44 states (US
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DOE, 2006). The number of prospective teachers taking certification examinations increased by
25% from 2000 to 2004, and the number of those passing successfully remained at or above 95%
(US DOE, 2006).

Students from traditional teacher preparation programs taking teacher

certification examinations increased 14% from 2000 to 2004, yet pass rates remained stable (US
DOE, 2006). Alternative certification program teachers taking examinations increased by 169%
from 2000 to 2004, and these pass rates also remained stable (US DOE, 2006).
According to the United States Department of Education (2006), the pass rate for teacher
certification examinations served as one way to measure how well new teachers knew the subject
area content which they planned to teach. In addition to tests of subject area content, prospective
teachers in most states had to pass basic skills tests and professional pedagogical knowledge
tests. States were allowed to set their own minimum passing scores, and generally did so below
the national median scores for their assessments (US DOE, 2006). A four-year study of the
research on teacher education conducted by the American Education Research Association found
little evidence to indicate that teachers who scored high on state certification examinations were
more successful in the classrooms than those who scored lower on the tests (Viadero, 2005).
Most researchers agreed that understanding teacher preparation and qualifications was more
complex than determining whether or not a teacher had a degree or had passed a certification
examination (National Center for Education Statistics, 1999). This finding underscored the need
to further research elements that are, in fact, crucial to teacher success.

First Years in the Classroom
Preparing capable professionals for the classroom required “intensive teaching training,
meaningful licensing and thoughtful professional development” (Darling-Hammond, 1997, p.
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334). There seemed to be no consistent definitions for “intensive, meaningful, and thoughtful”
as they related to teacher education.

Historically, universities separated knowledge from

practice, as in liberal arts programs of study. McNergney and Carrier (1981) explained that it
was traditionally thought that the best teacher preparation was a strong liberal education with an
emphasis on a particular discipline. They noted, “some believe that the best approach to the
preparation of teachers is to train people as scientists or problem solvers who will discover and
apply laws of teaching and learning” (p. 1). This type of program prevented the student of
education from learning about pedagogy hand-in-hand with academic content (Britzman, 2003).
Therefore, this may not be the “intensive teaching training” of which Darling-Hammond wrote.
Norton (1997) suggested six pre-service activities which, as judged by first year veteran
educators, were significantly related to growth in effective, reflective professional practice.
These activities were clinical field experiences during methods and foundations courses,
microteaching lessons, video analyses of student teaching performances, weekly seminars during
full-time student teaching, reflective journals, and professor-modeled reflective thinking.
Beginning teachers often did not realize the incredible amount of preparation and followthrough that were necessary to succeed in educating students. They practiced writing lesson
plans that included accommodations for students with learning difficulties, but then found they
were unable to successfully implement the accommodations with their own students. They
experienced students with behavioral issues during their internship, but in their own classroom a
supervising teacher was unavailable to assist with classroom management. Where some of the
workload during the internship was shared with the supervising teacher, the first year teacher
was completely on his or her own. Williams (2003) clarified that student teachers were sheltered
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from some of the unexpected events that could lead to the need to restructure activities at a
moment’s notice.

However, on their own, new teachers experienced every possible event

firsthand with their students.

Beginning Teacher Needs
During the push for teacher education reform in the 1980s, Veenman (1984) questioned
beginning teachers regarding their common problems within their first year in the classroom.
Veenman’s findings are listed below in descending order:
1. Classroom discipline
2. Motivating students
3. Dealing with individual differences among students
4. Assessing student work
5. Relationships with parents
6. Organization of class work
7. Insufficient materials and supplies
8. Dealing with problems of individual students
Gratch (1998) polled beginning teachers more than a decade after the supposed reforms
spurred by A Nation at Risk had time to run their course. If the needs found by Veenman had
been addressed by teacher preparation programs, the differences in the needs of new teachers
could be seen. However, Gratch’s study revealed that during the first two months of school, the
beginning teachers mentioned concerns related to classroom discipline, time management,
obtaining sufficient materials, organizing the classroom, dealing with parents, daily scheduling
and planning, paperwork, motivating students, and meeting individual students’ needs. Of the
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eight major themes from Veenman’s 1984 findings, five of Gratch’s 1998 findings were exactly
the same. Two of Veenman’s categories, dealing with individual differences among students and
dealing with problems of individual students, could be grouped together to match Gratch’s
category of meeting individual students’ needs. Gratch’s time management and daily scheduling
and planning could fit under the organization umbrella along with organizing the classroom and
Veenman’s organization of classwork. At this point, the only differences between the two
studies’ results were assessing student work from Veenman’s study and paperwork from
Gratch’s study. New teacher knowledge voids were virtually the same from 1984 to 1998.
A 1998 survey conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics differed from
Veenman’s and Gratch’s studies because this survey included teachers with varying years of
experience.

The teachers were asked to indicate how well prepared they felt for certain

classroom demands. The demands were: maintaining order and discipline in the classroom,
implementing new methods of teaching, implementing state or district curriculum and
performance standards, using student performance assessment techniques, addressing the needs
of students with disabilities, integrating educational technology into the subject or grade level
taught, and addressing the needs of students with limited English proficiency or from diverse
cultures. Data suggested that the majority of teachers felt either “moderately” or “somewhat”
well prepared for most classroom activities which included implementing new teaching methods,
implementing state and district curriculum and performance standards, and using student
performance assessment techniques. Seventy-one percent of teachers felt “very well prepared”
for maintaining classroom order and discipline, which was typically identified as a key source of
teachers’ stress and an essential prerequisite for student learning (National Center for Education
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Statistics, 1999). Seventeen percent of teachers felt they were “not at all” prepared to address the
needs of English language learners or students from diverse cultures. Only as much as nine
percent of the teachers surveyed felt “not at all” prepared for any of the other activities. Finally,
teachers were least likely to report being “very well prepared” for integrating technology into the
grade or subject taught, addressing the needs of English language learners or students from
diverse cultures, and addressing the needs of students with disabilities.
While the study from the National Center for Education Statistics included teachers with
differing years of experience, the results showed no significant difference between new and
experienced teachers in feelings of preparedness for implementing new methods of teaching.
There was also no difference in feeling “very well prepared” to address the needs of English
language learners or students from diverse cultures. However, teachers with three or fewer years
of experience were less likely to report feeling “very well prepared” to maintain order and
discipline in the classroom (National Center for Education Statistics, 1999).
Torff (2005) conducted a survey of principals who answered questions about threats to
teacher quality. They rated how frequently they felt teacher ineffectiveness was caused by the
following factors: deficiencies in content knowledge; deficiencies in lesson planning skills;
deficiencies in lesson implementation skills; deficiencies in the ability to establish rapport with
students; and deficiencies in classroom management skills. Torff reported that the most common
causes of teacher ineffectiveness cited were classroom management skills, the ability to establish
rapport with students, and lesson implementation skills.

Interestingly, these survey results

indicated that principals and teachers alike viewed classroom management skills as their primary
weakness; however, principals noted lesson implementation skills as a concern whereas teachers
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did not. In the case of these three studies, pedagogical knowledge emerged as the problem area
for new teachers. “The finding that pedagogical knowledge was the main threat to teacher
quality could be interpreted as a sign of failure on the part of the teacher preparation program in
which such knowledge is taught” (Torff, 2005, p. 304). People were often accustomed to
learning content from all of their years of schooling, but learning pedagogy was a new and
difficult challenge. Torff (2005) wrote that the results of his study of principals indicated more
time should be devoted to pedagogical knowledge in teacher education programs; additionally,
because these skills were difficult to master in the time allotted did not mean the programs
should be discarded.

Conclusion
Education in the United States was regarded as the foundation of democracy (Morey et
al., 1997). Given its level of importance, it was expected that departments of education in
American colleges and universities were highly regarded. However, this was often not the case.
Other academic departments within universities often regarded departments of education as
“ambiguous, peripheral, and lacking in self esteem” (Morey et al., 1997, p. 15). To expound,
Levine (2006) explained that while some college and university departments of education had an
explicit mission and goals, the field of teacher education as a whole disagreed about what, where,
when and how much education future teachers need.
Some experts in the field of teacher preparation contended that there was a strong and
common knowledge base for educating teachers.

Others argued that despite advances in

research, analysis, and knowledge of teaching and learning, teacher education had yet to develop
a strong theoretical base for professional practice (Morey et al., 1997). The unpredictability of
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teaching meant there was not necessarily continuity from the pre-service program to the first year
of teaching. Teachers were challenged by reform initiatives and new requirements that had not
typically been included in the expectations for effective teaching. A major portion of the
learning process during the induction year of teaching involved adjusting to a context in which
responsibility for pupils and their learning now rested fully with the beginning teacher (Williams,
2003). Unfortunately, much about the experience of learning to teach was negative, such as
“learning what to avoid, what not to do, and what not to become even as one finds oneself
performing these disclaimed actions” (Britzman, 2003, p. 4). Feiman-Nemser (2004) wrote that
beginning teachers were on their own, faced with the same responsibilities as their experienced
colleagues, and Gratch (1998) summed up this feeling by writing that the new teacher was given
the same responsibilities as a veteran teacher and was expected to “sink or swim.”
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

In order to appreciate the current characteristics of American teacher preparation
programs and where the major ideas about learning to teach were derived, the history of teacher
education was studied via historical analysis and interpretation. This included explaining issues,
identifying patterns, establishing cause-and-effect relationships, weighing evidence to draw
conclusions, and making defensible generalizations based on information gathered from three
types of teacher preparation programs: college or university programs which originated from
teacher normal schools, college or university programs which did not originate from teacher
normal schools, and alternative certification programs.
In An Elusive Science: The Troubling History of Educational Research, Lagemann
(2000) cautioned that the history of teacher education has been so understudied that one must be
careful when utilizing the information for making hypotheses or writing reports.

Noting

Lagemann’s statement, this research was conducted with the understanding that “instead of
(imposing) mandates and models, we need to learn from the past, experiment with alternatives,
and clarify what is entailed in helping people in different settings learn to teach” (FeimanNemser, 1990, p. 212). Krathwohl (1998) explained that this type of historical analysis gives us
“perspective so that we may better judge progress” (p. 572).
In addition to tracing patterns and trends from the beginning of formal teacher education
in America, the study of teacher preparation programs throughout history highlighted elements
of professional study in teacher preparation programs, such as coursework in education
foundations, teaching methods or subject area content, which could be effective in filling teacher
knowledge voids and readying new teachers for the classroom. The research also shed light on
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whether programs have prepared teachers with the view of teaching as an art or a science, and if
that concentration remained consistent throughout the decades of the programs’ existence. The
significance of this study was in its attempt to deepen understanding of the complexity of teacher
preparation, to inform teacher educators and policymakers about effective and ineffective
practices in teacher education, and to add to the body of knowledge and research regarding
teacher preparation programs.
In order to organize this historical research and connect it with the present, a conceptual
framework was utilized. Leedy, Newby and Ertmer (1997) explained that “events do crystallize
into meaningful clusters,” (p. 174) and Maxwell (2004) added that a framework imposes a
structure which has pattern-making capacity and allows us to better understand and manage
reality. The conceptual framework utilized for this research was identified by Doyle (1990), who
clarified five major paradigms or themes underlying research in teacher education.

Doyle

believed that teachers in America were prepared to be “good employees,” or those who could
carry out standard teaching responsibilities with minimum supervision; “junior professors,” or
those who knew only of the liberal arts and not enough about pedagogy; “fully functioning
persons,” or those who learned best through discovering their own meaning and style of teaching
based on a sound knowledge of human development; “innovators,” or those who were prepared
for the science of teaching with a technical and prescriptive focus; or “reflective professionals,”
or those who were prepared for the art of teaching with reflective capabilities and the ability to
choose appropriate teaching methods based on differing situations. As teacher preparation
program data were disaggregated, they were related to one or more of Doyle’s paradigms.
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The study of teacher preparation throughout American history was guided by the
following research questions:
1. How has American teacher education evolved since the inception of formal public
teacher preparation programs?
2. How has American teacher education, as well as the metaphorical view of teaching as
an art or a science, been affected by historical events, politics, and other outside
influences?
3. What program requirements specific to education foundations such as the history and
philosophies of education, behavioral sciences and teaching methods such as
instructional design and student behavior management, and subject area content were
included in traditional and alternative elementary and secondary teacher preparation
programs from 1839 to 2007?
4. How did American teacher education program requirements throughout history align
with commonly cited teacher knowledge voids such as student behavior management,
time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating students, and
meeting individual students’ needs?
In order to complete this study, the following procedures were implemented. A review of
related literature provided a knowledge base regarding the history of teacher preparation
programs in America. The teacher normal school, teachers colleges, departments of education in
state colleges and universities, and alternative certification programs for teacher preparation were
traced and summarized from 1839 to 2007. Information was provided pertaining to program
components, which included education foundations, such as the history and philosophies of
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education; teaching methods such as subject area pedagogy and student behavior management,
and subject area content coursework. Viewpoints regarding teaching as an art, a science, or both
an art and a science were highlighted throughout the historical review.

The longstanding

disconnect reported by beginning teachers, between coursework and actual practice in the
classroom, led to a review of the literature about commonly stated knowledge voids among
beginning teachers. The lack of applicable preparation for the classroom was the perceived
problem in teacher education.
A sample of three types of teacher preparation programs was selected, and archive
librarians or program assistants of those colleges, universities, or school districts were contacted
in order to gather information. Programs included traditional four-year college of education
programs at universities which began as teacher normal schools, traditional four-year college of
education programs at universities which did not begin as teacher normal schools, and school
district-based alternative certification programs.

Primary source documents, including

undergraduate catalogs and program descriptions from the teacher preparation programs dating
from 1839 to 2007, were obtained and analyzed within the framework of events and eras in
American history and Doyle’s paradigms for teacher preparation. Furay and Salevouris (1988)
explained that researchers possess historical-mindedness when they are aware of themes of
change and continuity in human affairs, are sensitive to multiple causation, and are sensitive to
how other times and places, or context, differ from our own.

Sampling Methodology
A small number of the original nineteenth century United States normal schools evolved
into existing colleges or departments of education across the nation; therefore, the majority of
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institutions did not have roots in teacher education. Due to the sheer number of programs from
which to choose, a system was necessary for narrowing the amount of colleges and universities
for this study. Methods were developed using categories established for the periodical report on
higher education entitled America’s Best Colleges 2008 (U.S. News & World Report, 2007).
Although the aforementioned guide publishes a ranking of American colleges and universities,
only the objective data such as enrollment figures and types of programs offered were utilized
for this study.
A subscription to the Premium Online Edition of America’s Best Colleges 2008 was
purchased from http://www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/college/rankings/rankindex.php.

This

provided the researcher with full access to all data sets regarding the colleges and universities
and enabled the use of search features. The first search conducted in order to narrow the
selection of colleges and universities removed all but those that offered majors in elementary
education and/or secondary English education.
The second criterion used for narrowing the choices was the size of the college or
university.

America’s Best Colleges 2008 (U.S. News & World Report, 2007) developed

categories based on undergraduate enrollment at each institution. The colleges and universities
chosen for this study were listed as “Medium,” “Large” or “Extra Large.” This indicated that
they had enrollments between 3,500 and 30,000 students.
America’s Best Colleges 2008 (U.S. News & World Report, 2007) criteria for assigning a
label for the type of college or university was based on the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching's Carnegie Classifications.

The Carnegie Foundation grouped

American colleges and universities according to their mission, such as being recognized as a
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research university, and factors such as the highest level of degrees conferred by discipline.
According to U.S. News & World Report (2007), “the U.S. Department of Education and many
associations use them to organize their data and to determine colleges' eligibility for grant
money. In short, the Carnegie categories are the accepted standard in higher education.”
U.S. News & World Report (2007) combined Carnegie’s categories into four groups:
National Universities, Liberal Arts Colleges, Universities-Master's, and Baccalaureate Colleges
and outlined four regions of the United States: North, South, Midwest and West. For the purpose
of this study and further narrowing the selection, colleges and universities were limited to the
categories of National Universities and Universities-Master’s.

National Universities were

defined as those that offered a full range of undergraduate programs as well as master’s and
doctoral degrees. Most National Universities focused heavily on research and were federally
funded for research endeavors. Programs defined as Universities-Master’s closely mirrored the
National Universities, although they offered few or zero opportunities for doctoral degrees. Two
programs from each region were chosen: one from a college or university which began as a
teacher normal school and the other from a college or university which did not begin as a teacher
normal school.
Framingham State College in Massachusetts, the first teacher normal school, was the
foremost choice for this research because it provided a foundation for formal teacher education
in the United States. It represented the North region and was classified as a “Medium” college in
size. Because it was Medium, the Medium category was included in the college sizes chosen.
Otherwise, the researcher would have further narrowed the size category.
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Normal schools which were established following Framingham’s lead, fit the National
Universities or Universities-Master’s categories, and matched one of the three size categories
were selected to represent the remaining three regions. After multiple contacts via telephone and
electronic mail with a representative at San Jose State University in California, no information
was obtained. Table 1 presents the current name of the selected colleges or universities that
contributed information for this study, the name of their founding normal schools, the category
assigned to them by U.S. News & World Report, their represented region of the United States
and their size.
Of the four universities without a normal school background that were originally chosen
for this research, none responded after multiple attempts to contact them. Therefore, alternate
universities were contacted in California, Indiana, Massachusetts, and Tennessee.

After

numerous contacts via electronic mail and telephone, the University of Tennessee, Knoxville did
not send information for the study. Those which responded to requests for undergraduate
catalogs for teacher education from their inception are reported in Table 2 along with their U.S.
News & World Report category, their represented region of the United States and their size.
A sample of three district-based alternative certification programs in Florida was selected for this
research. These districts were representative of a rapidly growing, multicultural America with district
programs typical of those across the country. Table 3 lists the Florida school districts that contributed
information about their alternative certification programs to this study.
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Table 1:
Contributing Traditional Teacher Preparation Programs, Originally Normal Schools
College/University
Framingham State College
Vanderbilt University,
Peabody College
Ball State University

Normal School Name
Framingham Normal School
Peabody Normal School

U.S. News & World Report Category
National Universities

Region of U.S. Size
North
M
South
L

Eastern Indiana Normal School

National Universities

Midwest

Universities – Master’s

Table 2:
Contributing Traditional Teacher Preparation Programs, Not Originally Normal Schools
College/University
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Indiana University
University of Southern California

U.S. News & World Report Category
National Universities
National Universities
National Universities

Region of U.S. Size
XL
Midwest
XL
West
XL

North
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XL

Table 3:
Contributing Alternative Certification Programs
School District
Brevard County Public Schools, Florida
Hillsborough County Public Schools, Florida
Orange County Public Schools, Florida

Data Collection
Traditional teacher preparation programs at colleges and universities were researched
primarily by contacting archive librarians listed on their Web sites via electronic mail or
telephone. The researcher requested copies of programs of study and syllabi in elementary
education and secondary English education from the earliest to the most recent available. For
colleges and universities which originated as teacher normal schools, this was a substantial
undertaking for the personnel due to the number of years involved. In some cases, documents
were not available from the initial normal school years. In several cases, recent undergraduate
catalogs and syllabi were posted on the institution’s Web site.

One university declined the

request for information due to the breadth of additional work it would cause for limited staff
members. In conversations with two archive librarians who agreed to provide information, it
was decided that the documents would be copied in two or three-year increments in order to save
time, therefore enabling them to participate. Two colleges requested that the researcher pay a
student assistant to make copies of the documents. All copies and postage were paid by the
researcher. The amount of information contributed by each institution ranged from 256 to 413
pages.
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Alternative teacher certification programs were researched by contacting the
administrator or personnel supervising the program in each of the three Florida school districts
that were studied. Requests were made for information regarding all program coursework and
requirements. This may have included information about internships or fieldwork required of the
participants and all other evidence needed for successful completion of the program. District
personnel either mailed a copy of their alternative certification handbook or referred the
researcher to a Web site where the information was provided.

Analysis of Data
Data were analyzed and reported first by individual teacher preparation program and then
aggregated by the college or university origin (as a normal school, other type of college or
university, or alternative certification program). Analysis of data was facilitated with Thinking
Maps®, visual tools which provided graphic representations of the voluminous data collected.
Thinking Maps® creator, David Hyerle, wrote, “Texts are information stored through time…and
meaning is created through the interaction of the mind of each individual learner and those
overlapping texts” (2000, p. 105). Because the purpose of this research was to provide a deeper
understanding of themes and patterns found in those texts collected, such as the debate between
teaching as an art or a science, that have emerged from teacher education history and connect
them to present concepts, as well as to determine the root causes of teacher knowledge voids, it
was necessary to employ visual tools for extracting meaning from the documents. Authors
Hyerle and Piercy (2007) explained, “Thinking Maps® are the bridge explicitly connecting the
linearity of language to the deeper, multifaceted, overlapping patterns of thinking that exist in
our mind.”

Furthermore, “words and concepts are not held in isolation, but spread like
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intricately spun webs across the (brain’s) hemispheres, and the human brain patterns and
constructs mental maps of information” (p. 5). Thinking Maps® assisted in bridging the mental
maps of information and bringing connections in and among the data to visible form.
In order to begin analyzing the data from each teacher preparation program, the circle
map (Figure 1) was utilized.

Figure 1: Circle Map

The circle map is a graphic tool for putting things into context, and how one names or
symbolizes such things are possibly connected to metaphorical extensions (Hyerle, 1993). In the
case of this research, circle maps about each teacher preparation program were the precursor to
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insight about program content throughout time, Doyle’s five paradigms, the view of teaching as
an art or science, and reasons why beginning teachers report knowledge voids.
The flow map (Figure 2) consists of an operation broken down into events and stages,
and it acted as a timeline of events for each teacher preparation program.

Figure 2: Flow Map

Each stage represented a decade and depicted the changes within the programs, therefore
defining their evolving eras. The flow maps of each teacher preparation program also assisted
with comparison and contrast of content between the various programs.
Once each college, university, and alternative certification program content was defined
and organized, research questions could be addressed. To assist in answering Research Question
1: “How has American teacher education evolved since the inception of formal public teacher
preparation programs?” a flow map of major events between and among all of the programs
studied was utilized. By combining the individual programs’ flow maps into one, greater insight
was gained into the evolution of American teacher preparation through a visual representation.
The flow map of teacher education history also began to assist in delving into the effects
of outside influences on teacher education by highlighting major changes or turning points in
teacher preparation programs. This laid the foundation for answering Research Question 2:
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“How has American teacher education, as well as the metaphorical view of teaching as an art or
a science, been affected by historical events, politics, and other outside influences?” However,
to further visualize the changes effectuated, the multi-flow map (Figure 3) was used. Hyerle
(1993) explained that often embedded in sequences of events are their causes and effects. The
multi-flow map allowed the researcher to identify major events, such as the emergence of
alternative certification programs, and work backward to investigate possible causes.
Conversely, this map also guided the researcher forward to look for possible short and long term
effects of the events.

Figure 3: Multi-Flow Map

The flow maps also assisted in organizing information for Research Question 3: “What
program requirements specific to education foundations such as the history and philosophies of
education, behavioral sciences and teaching methods such as instructional design and student
behavior management, and subject area content were included in traditional and alternative
elementary and secondary teacher preparation programs from 1839 to 2007?” However, to
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devise a clearer picture of the requirements in each branch of teacher education, a tree map
(Figure 4) was utilized.

Figure 4: Tree Map

According to Upton (as cited in Hyerle, 1993), the tree map is a diagram for conducting a
working classification of ideas. Categories were represented by education foundations, teaching
methods, and subject area content.

Subcategories and details listed information about the

programs that supported each area.
The circle, flow, multi-flow, and tree maps were further analyzed to answer Research
Question 4: “How did American teacher education program requirements throughout history
align with commonly cited teacher knowledge voids such as student behavior management, time
management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating students, and meeting individual
students’ needs?” The tree map of education foundations, teaching methods and subject area
content provided the greatest insight into the areas of possible knowledge voids.
Finally, a tree map was once again used to complete the framework of Doyle’s five
paradigms for teacher education.

Each paradigm was visually represented by a branch or
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category, and details included specific teacher education programs and eras in which they may
have fit each paradigm.
Through the use of visual tools, over 100 years of teacher preparation program content
was analyzed. Connections were made to Doyle’s paradigms, the art or science of teaching, and
commonly stated teacher knowledge voids. Furthermore, possible causes and effects of trends in
teacher preparation programs were acknowledged. The Thinking Maps® and findings were
presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and the Appendixes.
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CHAPTER 4: PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The purpose of this study was to trace and examine elements of American teacher
preparation programs which may have affected the National Center for Education Statistics
(1999) findings that many teachers were not adequately prepared during their pre-service
education for the complex and changing demands they faced in their classrooms. Possible
causes or links to the teacher knowledge voids reported by Veenman (1984) and Gratch (1998)
based on their studies of new teachers were researched. These knowledge voids were: student
behavior management, time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating
students, and meeting individual students’ needs. Two longstanding debates regarding teacher
education were also researched to determine possible effects of one philosophy versus the other
on teacher knowledge voids. The first debate was the viewpoint of teaching as an art or a
science. The second issue was which teacher preparation program content, such as education
foundations, teaching methods, or subject area content coursework, was necessary to produce
effective teachers.
Undergraduate programs of study and historical information were gathered from colleges
and universities which originated as teacher normal schools as well as colleges and universities
which did not begin as teacher normal schools.

Program descriptions and completion

requirements were also gathered from a sample of school district-based alternative certification
programs. Historical data were gathered from 1839 through 2007. Each teacher preparation
program’s data was individually analyzed for content and important occurrences throughout its
history. The data were also arranged chronologically and analyzed for trends and patterns in
education foundations, teaching methods, and subject area content coursework, how those course
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offerings may have been affected by outside influences such as war, economic conditions, or
education legislation, and how they may have contributed to teacher knowledge voids.
In order to characterize the perceived objectives of teacher preparation programs based
on their coursework, the study was conceptually framed by Doyle’s five paradigms of teacher
education, or the “type of teacher” that preparation programs planned to produce. Three of the
paradigms aligned closely with the view of teaching as an art, a science, or both an art and a
science. This enabled the researcher to analyze which type of program may have contributed
more or less to specific teacher knowledge voids. The five paradigms were:
1. The good employee, or teachers prepared in the norms of the classroom including
enforcing rules, managing classrooms and carrying out standard forms of supervision
and instruction with minimum administrative supervision.
2. The junior professor, who was instilled with knowledge of the liberal arts in preservice teachers with little or no pedagogical coursework.
3. The fully functioning person, who was encouraged to discover their own meaning and
style of teaching.

At the center of this paradigm were knowledge of human

development and ability to create learning environments that promoted growth. This
paradigm was closely aligned with the view of teaching as an art.
4. The innovator, who was trained in the science of teaching with a technical and
prescriptive focus.
5. The reflective professional, who developed reflective capabilities through
observation, analysis, interpretation, and decision making. Learning specific teaching
skills was important when embedded in different contexts which enabled aspiring
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teachers to choose appropriate methods and then reflect on them. This paradigm
supported the view of teaching as both an art and a science.
Data in this chapter were interpreted with respect to the following research questions:
1. How has American teacher education evolved since the inception of formal public
teacher preparation programs?
2. How has American teacher education, as well as the metaphorical view of teaching as
an art or a science, been affected by historical events, politics, and other outside
influences?
3. What program requirements specific to education foundations such as the history and
philosophies of education, behavioral sciences and teaching methods such as
instructional design and student behavior management, and subject area content were
included in traditional and alternative elementary and secondary teacher preparation
programs from 1839 to 2007?
4. How did American teacher education program requirements throughout history align
with commonly cited teacher knowledge voids such as student behavior management,
time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating students, and
meeting individual students’ needs?

Presentation of Traditional Teacher Preparation Program Data
Colleges and Universities Which Originated as Teacher Normal Schools
Framingham State College, Massachusetts
Region of the United States: North
Medium Universities – Master’s (U.S. News & World Report, 2007)
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Background
The Massachusetts legislature passed a bill in 1837 establishing a State Board of
Education. The Secretary of Education, Horace Mann, lobbied for normal schools after learning
of such successful teacher education models in Europe. Three normal schools were legally
established in 1838 on a three-year experimental basis.

The first state-supported school

dedicated to training teachers in America opened in Lexington, Massachusetts in 1839 and was
simply called The Normal School. It accepted only female students.
The Reverend Cyrus Peirce was The Normal School’s first principal. He created the
model school, a functioning common school in which pre-service teachers could observe and
practice, as a practicum for preparing future teachers. During the early years of The Normal
School, there was much controversy over whether or not formal teacher education programs
were necessary. Less than one year after The Normal School’s opening, the Massachusetts
Committee on Education asserted that “every person, who has himself undergone a process of
instruction, must acquire, by that very process, the art of instructing others” (Fraser, 2007, p. 56).
Because instruction in the art of teaching was The Normal School’s priority, the Massachusetts
Committee on Education felt the funding could be spent elsewhere and pre-service teachers
could attend academies and high schools at no cost to the Commonwealth (Fraser, 2007). This
seemed to be the earliest foreshadowing of the current debates over the need for educational
foundations and teaching methods coursework in preparation programs.

Teacher Preparation Program Content: Framingham State College
Programs of study were obtained beginning in 1844 through 2007, although information
from 1839 through 1844 was located in other reference materials. A circle map defining the
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major highlights within the programs of study is available in Appendix A.

A flow map

sequencing the highlights and changes is shown in Figure 5.
1839-1869. The flow map in Figure 5 provided a mental model of the change and
expansion of the Framingham State College teacher preparation programs since their inception.
The foundation for the inaugural program in 1839 was based on the teacher normal schools of
Europe, which included a review of common school subjects and model schools for practice
teaching as core elements of their success (Coble, Edelfelt, & Kettlewell, 2004).
Possibly due to the Massachusetts Board of Education’s disbelief in the necessity of
specific teacher training institutions and in attempt to become stabilized, The Normal School
underwent very few changes during its first two decades of existence. The major changes were
in its location. After opening in Lexington, Massachusetts in 1839, the school was moved to
West Newton, Massachusetts in 1844, and finally to Framingham in 1853.
The preparation program consisted mainly of a review of common school subjects. In
1844, The Normal School course catalog listed “Studies” for “Juniors,” or students in their first
year, as “Orthography, Enunciation and Reading, Geography and Map Drawing, Writing,
Arithmetic, Physiology, Punctuation, Phonography, and Drawing.” The “Middle Class” (second
semester) “Studies” were “Orthography, Writing, Reading, Ancient Geography and Map
Drawing, Arithmetic, Phonography, The Globes, Algebra, Geometry, Grammar, Scripture
Reading, and U.S. History.” A scanned image of the 1844 program of study was included in
Appendix B.
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Framingham State College
Teacher Preparation Program Content
1839-2007
1839
• The Normal School, the first
school dedicated to educating
teachers in America, opened.
• The Common School Teacher
Preparation Program was one and
a half years long.
• The Model Department was
an experimental school for
seniors.
• The program was a review of
common school subjects with one
foundations course, “Moral
Philosophy,” in the third
semester.

1880s
• The Massachusetts State
Board of Education
prescribed the normal course
of study to include “content
area, methods, and mental
training.”
• Courses included “Science
of Education and Art of
Teaching” (one course) and
“History of Education.”
• 1889: Framingham State
Normal School became State
Normal School at
Framingham.

1840s-1850s
• Few changes took
place, other than
increased
enrollment.
• Cyrus Peirce
described his
methods of instilling
the art of teaching in
his students.
• Principals
proclaimed teaching
a profession based
on the science of
education.

1890s
• “Science of
Education and Art
of Teaching” was
moved to
advanced
coursework.
• Discipline was
first mentioned in
course
descriptions.
• 1894: The first
alternative
certification
program may have
been established.

1860s
• 1861: The Normal School became
Framingham State Normal School.
• The program was extended to two
years.
• Those with prior teaching
experience could finish in a year and a
half.
• “Moral Philosophy” became
“Mental and Moral Philosophy.”
• “Theory and Art of Teaching” was
added to the program.
• An advanced course for those who
finished the regular course and
“desired review” was implemented.

1900s
• Professional
development was
implemented for
practicing
teachers.
• Course catalog
no longer
mentioned the art
of teaching.
• Subject area
content methods
courses (i.e.,
History Methods)
were emphasized.
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1910s-1920s
• Few changes
occurred in the
program of
study.

1870s
• The school offered a second two-year
program to qualify for teaching high
school.
• A psychology course was required, and
the course catalog described psychology as
“the science of the soul” and “a foundation
for all true teaching.”
• The fourth term included “Mental and
Moral Science” (the psychology course)
and “Theory and Art of Teaching,” which
was comprised of “principles and methods
of instruction, school organization and
government, and school laws of
Massachusetts.”

1930s
• 1932: State Normal School at Framingham
became known as State Teachers College at
Framingham.
• The program of study was extended to three
years for earning a regular teaching diploma.
• An option to take coursework after the threeyear program to earn a Bachelor of Science in
Education was available.
• By 1935, only the four-year degree program
was offered.
• A new course concurrent to the internship was
introduced, “Problems of Teaching and
Management,” to “connect theory work with the
problems” in practice teaching.

1940s-1950s
• The program of
study reverted to
more subject area
content coursework
rather than
methods.
• Home economics
and family
relationships were
introduced as
electives.
• 1959: A Bachelor
of Arts degree was
offered.

1980s
• The
secondary
English
program of
study increased
the internship
requirement to
two semesters.
• Secondary
education
students again
took no specific
methods
coursework.

1960s
• 1960: State Teachers College at Framingham became known as State
College at Framingham.
• A Master of Education degree program was added.
• Programs were added in Secondary History and Secondary English
education.
• The secondary English education program was mainly subject area
content coursework with one Principles of Education (until 1968), one
Philosophy of Education and one Methods of Teaching English course.
• 1964: Men were admitted for the first time, but only in biology and
medical technology.
• The course catalog asserted that “all programs contain a solid
foundation in liberal studies” (12 courses).
• During the end of the decade, more teaching methods courses were
reintroduced into education programs.

1990s
• The elementary program of
study increased requirements
to three field studies and two
internships for a total of 300
hours of student participation
in classrooms.
• The secondary program of
study increased student
participation in the real world
setting to two field studies and
two internships.
• There were still no specific
secondary teaching methods
courses.

1970s
• The name was changed to Framingham State College.
• “Professional preparation” for elementary and
secondary programs “integrates the basic principles of
teaching and classroom methodology.”
• Content area methodology in the elementary program
was only in reading, math and music.
• Elementary had two eight-week internships, while
secondary had one eight-week internship.
• English education had no specific methods
coursework in 1971.
• 1979: Professional preparation and Practicum
included the basic methods of teaching health, science
and social science as well as working in a classroom one
day per week.

2000s
• The Massachusetts legislature passed a law requiring
teacher education candidates to complete state-specified
general education courses.
• The elementary education program of study aligned one
field study with foundations coursework and two field studies
with methods coursework.
• Secondary education students completed a major in a
subject area content and a minor in education.
• The secondary education program of study aligned one
field study with foundations coursework and one field study
with methods coursework.
• Elementary and secondary programs of study were fiveyear programs which required students to earn master’s
degrees.

Figure 5: Framingham State College Flow Map
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Finally, the “Seniors Studies” were “Algebra, Geometry, Reading and Scripture Reading,
Orthography, Natural Philosophy, Astronomy, Rhetoric, Constitution of U.S., Book-keeping, and
Moral Philosophy.” In addition, “all the school attend to vocal music, drawing, and composition,
during the entire year” (The Normal School, 1844, pp. 19-20). In such courses Massachusetts
Governor Edward Everett expected that equal weight be given to the art of teaching and the
content of the curriculum (Fraser, 2007). He said, “There are peculiar methods, applicable to
teach each branch of knowledge, which should be unfolded in the instructions of a Normal
School” (Fraser, 2007, p. 53). However, according to Ogren (2005), very little was known about
pedagogy in the early normal school days; therefore, the schools relied on those who had
experience in classrooms to explain their teaching methods. In a letter written in 1841 from
Principal Cyrus Peirce to Henry Barnard, the leader of the common school movement in
Connecticut, Peirce attempted to explain how he taught the art of teaching. He wrote, “…you
may get some idea of what I attempt, and of the manner of it... 1. To teach thoroughly the
principles of the several branches studied, so that the pupils may have a clear and full
understanding of them. 2. To teach the pupils, by my own example, as well as by precepts, the
best way of teaching the same things effectually to others” (Peirce, as cited in Borrowman, 1965,
p. 60). Peirce continued to write about the four methods by which he attempted to instill the art
of teaching in the students. These included question and answer, conversation, asking students
to analyze the subject of the lesson, and requiring written analysis.
Christine Ogren (2005) recounted the Governor’s opening day speech from the
normal school at Barre, Massachusetts, which opened shortly after The Normal School. In the
speech, Everett clarified that the normal schools should prepare future teachers to be experts in
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the government of the school, serve as a moral influence in the community, and maintain order in
the classroom.Perhaps the “Moral Philosophy” course in the 1840s and 1850s was the forum for
lectures regarding these topics, as explained in the 1844 course catalog with “Moral Philosophy
is taught to the whole school in remarks, or familiar lectures from the Principal, in connection
with opening exercises in the morning” (p. 20). This was likely the earliest form of what has
come to be known as education foundations coursework. In addition to the Moral Philosophy
course, the 1844 course catalog described, “a general lesson, or lecture…given to the whole
school…each day (including) subjects, miscellaneous, moral, scientific and historical” (p. 20).
According to Borrowman (1965), the “normal school people…waxed romantic about
teaching as a ‘profession’” (p. 24). However, when asked for the definition of a profession, they
struggled to articulate one. Of the utmost importance to normal school leaders like Horace Mann
and Cyrus Peirce was instilling in students a “sense of being called to serve” (p. 24), but this in
itself did not make teaching a profession. At the first annual normal school convention in 1859,
the normal school principals passed a resolution and claimed that “teaching is a profession based
on a science of education” (p. 25). Borrowman (1965) wrote, “Having said it, they labored to
make it true, appropriating whatever scientific or pseudo-scientific knowledge the social
scientists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries offered” (p. 25).
In 1861, The Normal School became Framingham State Normal School. During the
1860s the teacher preparation program extended to two years; however, those with prior teaching
experience were given the option to complete the coursework in one and a half years. According
to the State Normal School course catalog of 1865, “The length of the regular course is two
years; but pupils who have had much experience in teaching, and are well qualified, may
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complete it in a year and a half, the shortest time in which one can be a member of the School”
(p. 10).

The Moral Philosophy course became Mental and Moral Philosophy.

A second

education foundations course, School Laws, was added along with a course which could be
considered a combination of education foundations and teaching methods requirements: “Theory
and Art of Teaching” (Framingham State Normal School, 1861, p. 10). The remainder of the
courses during the 1860s were a review of common school subjects along with “teaching
exercises…given during the second and third terms, subject to the criticism of pupils and
teachers” (Framingham State Normal School, 1861, p. 11). It was assumed that the normal
school educators were attempting to fulfill Governor Everett’s expectation that half of each
subject area course be devoted to the methods of teaching; however, there was no evidence
available in the data to confirm this assumption.
Overall, in the first 30 years of the normal school’s existence, the majority of teacher
preparation consisted of subject area content coursework out of necessity. As much as half of
the studies were devoted to the review of common school subjects and the methods of teaching
them, or “the art of teaching,” while a small portion of coursework was dedicated to education
foundations.
1870-1899. During the Reconstruction Era following the Civil War, reuniting and
building a stronger country was the mission of national and state governments. While the first
graduate programs were established at Harvard and Yale in the 1870s, Framingham State Normal
School expanded in its own way by adding a second program of two years for ladies aspiring to
become high school teachers (Framingham State Normal School, 1871).
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A restatement of Framingham’s work and objectives was prominently displayed on page
one of the 1876 course catalog. “The imperfect preparation of most of the pupils admitted
renders a thorough drill in common school branches necessary; but the object of the school, and
the chief aim of its work, is instruction in teaching. This object is kept in view from the first, but
during the last year of the course is specially prominent, the pupils having constant opportunity
to observe and criticize the teaching of others, and to practice teaching themselves, both as
assistants in the school of practice…and as teachers of single classes of children….This practical
work is combined with a thorough course of study of the history and progress of education, the
school laws of Massachusetts, and the best methods of organizing, governing and teaching the
public schools” (p. 1). Coursework over the two-year period continued to include Mental and
Moral Science and Theory and Art of Teaching.
The course catalog of 1879 included an explanation of the aim of teaching subject area
methods at Framingham. “A review of the common branches is deemed necessary, and is
combined with the study of teaching. Thus, if the subject be the fundamental rules of arithmetic,
the class, with the subject fresh in their minds, are led to consider what are the best methods of
teaching…and are required to give, under the direction of an experienced teacher, a series of
lessons…adapted to the various schools in which they are taught….At the end (of the course),
the whole subject is generalized and methodized, so that the class take from their study a definite
idea of how to begin and continue the teaching of arithmetic in the common schools, which will
at least serve them till they are able to evolve others from their own experience, and will preserve
the children under their care from vicious or aimless teaching” (Framingham State Normal
School, 1879, p. 9). With that being described about the art of teaching, the catalog also touched
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upon a description of the science of education. Psychology was described as “the science of the
soul” and “the foundation for all true teaching” (p. 10).
In 1880, the Massachusetts State Board of Education passed a vote to prescribe the
normal school course of study. The legislation stated, “…there must be the most thorough
knowledge, first, of the branches of learning required to be taught in the schools; second, of the
best methods of teaching those branches; and, third, of right mental training” (State Normal
School at Framingham, 1889, p. 12). The first year of study was devoted to subject area content
training, while the second year included a new course entitled “Science of Education and Art of
Teaching” and a new foundations course called “History of Education” (State Normal School at
Framingham, 1889, p. 13). The behavioral sciences were also represented by a psychology
course “for the purpose of ascertaining true principles and good methods” (p. 13).
During the 1890s, rather than highlighting subject area content knowledge in the first
year of teacher preparation, the State Normal School at Framingham course catalog listed a
“General Two-Years Course” as “Psychology, history of education, principles of education,
methods of instruction and discipline, school organization, school laws of Massachusetts, (and)
methods of teaching the following subjects: 1. English—reading, language, rhetoric,
composition, literature, history. 2. Mathematics—arithmetic, book-keeping, algebra, geometry.
3. Science—elementary physics and chemistry, geography, physiology, study of minerals, plants
and animals. 4. Drawing, vocal music, physical culture, manual training” (State Normal School
at Framingham, 1894, pp. 11-12).
In addition to this new emphasis on education foundations and teaching methods courses,
the normal school introduced a program whereby “graduates of colleges and universities, and of
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high schools of a high grade and standing, who give evidence of maturity, good scholarship and
of aptness to teach, may…select…(a course of study) which may be completed in one year, and
when such course is successfully completed they shall receive a certificate for the same” (State
Normal School at Framingham, 1894, p. 12).
1900-1929. In 1900, the State Normal School at Framingham expanded in two ways.
The first was by offering a type of professional development on Saturdays. Graduates of any
normal school were invited to “take up any line of work in existing classes” and “remain as long
as possible” (State Normal School at Framingham, 1900, p. 9). The second area of growth for
the school was the addition of The Mary Hemenway Department of Household Arts, whose
graduates “easily found positions as teachers in public and private institutions” (State Normal
School at Framingham, 1900, p. 9).
Throughout the early 1900s as male-dominated companies such as Ford and U.S. Steel
were formed in an increasingly industrial America, the normal school curriculum underwent few
changes.

The State Normal School at Framingham continued to provide in its teacher

preparation program for females “the study of the educational values of English, mathematics,
history, science, drawing, vocal music, physical training, and manual training, and of the
principles and methods of teaching them” as well as “the study of man, body and mind, for the
principles of education; the study of the application of these principles in school organization,
school government, and in the art of teaching; the history of education; (and) the school laws of
Massachusetts” (State Normal School at Framingham, 1903, p. 8). Observation and practice in
the model school, a program staple from the beginning, was still offered during the senior year.
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“Health Conditions” were given prominence for the first time in the 1903 course catalog.
“All students…are obliged to take exercise in the gymnasium…during the entire course. This
training has a double object. Its purpose is to build up the student physically, and to enable her
to meet successfully the exacting work of the school; it also prepares her to give instruction in
this subject in her life as a teacher” (State Normal School at Framingham, 1903, p. 9).
Population growth due to the influx of immigrants to America may have been the impetus for the
focus on student and teacher health. Additionally, schools were growing due to the increase in
blue collar families working in industry, thus placing more demand on teachers.
1930-1959. In the early 1930s, the normal school era was reaching its end. The State
Normal School at Framingham became known as The State Teachers College at Framingham.
Departments within the college were “The Elementary Department,” “The Department of
Household Arts,” and “The Department of Vocational Household Arts” (State Teachers College
at Framingham, 1932, p. 10). The teacher preparation program length for common school
teachers increased to three years. An option was available to take collegiate courses following
the completion of the three years in order to qualify for a Bachelor of Science in Education.
Two new courses, “Problems of Teaching and Management I and II,” were introduced
into the curriculum.

This marked the first time courses dedicated mainly to classroom

management were required.

Problems of Teaching and Management I was to be taken

concurrently with the first of two internships, or “Practice Teaching.” The purpose was “to
connect…theory work with the problems (that students were experiencing in their internship)”
(State Teachers College at Framingham, 1932, p. 20). The second part of the course was taken
along with the second internship.
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It was obvious in the course catalogs during this decade that the teachers college was
attempting to better prepare its students for success in all facets of managing and teaching the
classroom. In the 1934 course catalog, students were warned, “Beginning in September, 1935,
students admitted to this Department (The Elementary Department) will take only a four-year
course” (State Teachers College at Framingham, 1934, p. 14). A scanned image of the new fouryear program from 1937 was included in Appendix B. A “Freshman Orientation” course was
implemented, with the purpose of aiding the student “in becoming adjusted to her new
environment” (State Teachers College at Framingham, 1941, p. 19).
While references to the art of teaching went absent from the course catalog, additional
coursework in the sciences was added. “Education Measurements” with the aim of teaching
students to give intelligence and standardized tests was included in the preparation program.
Furthermore, an “Introductory Course in Psychology” was added prior to “Educational
Psychology” (State Teachers College at Framingham, 1946, p. 21).
Framingham State Teachers College became accredited in 1942 by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, which shortly thereafter became the National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (State College at Framingham, 1963). This
occurred at the same time as America was involved in World War II. Subsequently, the GI Bill
made available to soldiers after the war would cause many males returning home to take
advantage of educational opportunities.
1960-1989. In September, 1960 Framingham State Teachers College changed its name
yet again, and it became known as State College at Framingham (State College at Framingham,
1963). In May, 1961, the State Board of Education allowed the college to award Master of
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Education degrees. In the fall semester of 1962, teacher education programs in secondary
English and history began.
Many colleges and universities, spurred by the “Space Race,” expanded their horizons by
adding new programs. The State College at Framingham initiated a bachelor of arts program in
biology and a bachelor of science program in medical technology in the fall of 1964 (State
College at Framingham, 1963). This also marked the first time males were admitted to the
undergraduate program of study; however, they were only accepted to the biology or medical
technology programs.
The 1963 course catalog read that “all (four-year programs leading to the bachelor’s
degree) contain a solid foundation in liberal studies and sufficient professional education to
provide competence in the major chosen” (State College at Framingham, 1963, p. 5). Students
preparing to become English teachers majored in English and minored in secondary education.
This meant that students in the secondary program were exposed to teaching elements later than
those preparing to teach elementary school. While students preparing to teach elementary school
were exposed to “Principles of Teaching,” which was “designed to introduce the student to the
curricular principles that are common to the specific subject matter areas” (p. 23) during their
second year, those studying to become English teachers took the course during their third year.
The greatest difference between elementary and secondary teacher preparation programs
at the State College at Framingham during the 1960s was in the amount of subject area teaching
methods coursework in each. Elementary pre-service teachers took nine courses devoted to
subject area teaching methods, while secondary pre-service teachers took one such course in
their major subject area. Although the courses aligned with their specific area of study, multiple
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methods courses may have given the students time to generalize learning across subject areas or
deepen their metacognition about the most effective ways to impart knowledge.
During the 1970s, the college changed its name to the current Framingham State College.
Teaching methods coursework was much less pronounced in the elementary course catalogs,
decreasing from 18 to 12 semester hours (Framingham State College, 1970). Secondary English
teaching majors still took one Methods of Teaching English course, although the semester credit
hours decreased from three to two. Total semester hours required for the Bachelor of Science in
Education degree decreased by four in both the elementary and secondary programs of study.
The 1970s brought an increase in the amount of classroom observation and internships
required in Framingham’s teacher preparation programs. Elementary pre-service teachers were
required to complete a field study in education, two practica and one internship in the early part
of the decade. Beginning in 1977, students of elementary education completed the field study,
two practica and two internships to “comply with changes in state mandated student teaching
requirements” (Framingham State College, 1979, p. 82).

With each course, the students’

involvement in the classroom progressed from observation to assistance to full-time instruction.
Secondary pre-service English teachers completed one field study, one practicum, and one
internship. There was less time required of them for real-world practice (Framingham State
College, 1972). According to the course catalog of 1974, “these experiences (the field study and
practicum) are designed to provide a transition from theoretical knowledge to professional
application, culminating in assignment to student teaching” (p. 51).
Framingham State College was reflective of the attention given to education, particularly
the education of new teachers for the nation’s schools, in the 1980s. The 1983 course catalog for
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Framingham State College referenced “new regulations governing the certification of teachers
and other educational personnel” which were published in the summer of 1979 (Framingham
State College, 1983, p. 45). It cautioned that “students with a minor in secondary education
should take careful note…of the increased requirements for completion of that minor” (p. 45).
Furthermore, it announced that beginning with the class of 1983, students majoring in
elementary education had to choose a minor as well. Finally, it clarified that “The Professional
Standards Committee (of Framingham State College) uses a number of criteria, both objective
and subjective, for permitting students to progress through the teacher education programs” (p.
106). These criteria included maintaining a 2.5 grade point average in required coursework and
earning a minimum grade of C in professional education coursework.
Students majoring in elementary education were required to successfully complete
“Education Foundations and Field Study I” as well as “Psychology of Learning and
Development” related to traditional education foundations coursework.

Teaching methods

coursework was “Mathematics for the Elementary Grades,” “Physical Education in the
Elementary School,” “Science, Health, Social Science Methods and Field Study II,” and
“Reading, Language Arts and Children’s Literature” (Framingham State College, 1987, p. 60).
Although students majoring in English with a minor in secondary education had to
complete the same education foundations coursework as elementary education majors, the
Methods of Teaching English course was now absent from the curriculum. The secondary
program of study did, however, include two field studies and two internships just as the
elementary course sequence (Framingham State College, 1987).
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1990-2007. Framingham State College continued to grow in the 1990s. Commensurate
with the on-going argument between which was more important, subject area content knowledge
or knowledge of pedagogy, the college made a point of incorporating both. The 1991 course
catalog explained “after September, 1994 individuals applying for teacher certification must
complete a two-stage process. Stage 1, provisional certification, requires that students have a
liberal arts major. At Framingham State College, students will meet provisional certification
requirements for Early Childhood or Elementary Education with a liberal arts or science major
and a Coordinate Major in Education. Secondary Education students will have a minor in
education. Stage 2, full certification, requires that graduates obtain a master’s degree within the
first five years of teaching” (Framingham State College, 1991, p. 63). In the first explanation of
this new approach in 1991, an interdisciplinary liberal arts and sciences major or a choice from
seventeen traditional liberal arts or science majors were offered to early childhood and
elementary education students, and six were available to students minoring in secondary
education. All students continued to take twelve general education courses.
The coordinate major in elementary education included “Education in American Society;
with Field Study I,” “Psychology of Development,” “The Child and Literacy; with Field Study
II,” and “Elementary Curriculum: Reading, Mathematics, Social Studies/Science” (Framingham
State College, 1991, p. 64). In addition, the elementary education students completed two
internships. The program of study for obtaining a secondary education minor included the same
elements, although the content methodology work was in the specified area of study.
The late 1990s marked the first time the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks were
mentioned in the Department of Education’s programs of study overview. The 1999 course
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catalog promoted the connection between the 12 required general education courses and the
Frameworks (Framingham State College, 1999). An additional field study was added to the
elementary education coordinate major program of study. Courses taken concurrently with field
studies then included: “Education in American Society,” “The Child and Literacy,” “Elementary
Curriculum: Mathematics,” and “Elementary Curriculum: Science, Social Studies, and Special
Needs” (Framingham State College, 1999, p. 78). Although the minor course of study for
secondary education continued to include two field studies, the description “Methods, Special
Education, and Technology for High School” was added to Field Study II.
In the era of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, education was brought into the
spotlight with strict federal regulations and a new system of accountability for schools and
school districts called Adequate Yearly Progress.

Teachers were required to be “highly

qualified” and teach only in their field of certification, placing new demands on teacher
preparation programs. Framingham State College continued to require that elementary education
students take three field studies along with education foundations and teaching methods courses,
while secondary education students took two. Both groups of students participated in two fulltime internships toward the end of their studies, and were required to complete a master’s degree
within their first five years of teaching.
Throughout the history of the first college in America dedicated to preparing teachers, it
was plain to see the ever-increasing demands placed by society and the national government on
teacher education. Subject area coursework, which grew out of necessity in the common school
era, continued into each new millennium. The struggle to provide adequate time in the program
for teaching methods preparation continued as well, as evidenced by the wavering amount of
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coursework dedicated to such throughout the years.

Education foundations coursework

continued to be a staple in teacher preparation programs as well, although in minimal numbers of
courses. One constant which began and grew stronger throughout Framingham State College’s
history was student participation in real world scenarios. Students in the 1800s were given
opportunities to observe, assist, and teach and these were built upon throughout the years until
2007.

Peabody College at Vanderbilt University
Region of the United States: South
Large National Universities (U.S. News & World Report, 2007)

Background
George Peabody, an American who achieved financial success as an investment banker in
London, donated one million dollars in 1867 to establish a fund for improving education in the
South. Trustees of the fund decided that the best use of the donation was to establish a teacher
education school. In 1875, the Peabody Education Fund financed the State Normal College,
which opened in connection with the University of Nashville in Tennessee (Dorn, 1996).

Teacher Preparation Program Content: Peabody College, Vanderbilt University
Programs of study were obtained beginning in 1875 through 2007. A circle map defining
the major highlights within the programs of study is available in Appendix A. A flow map
sequencing the highlights and changes is shown in Figure 6.
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Peabody College, Vanderbilt University
Teacher Preparation Program Content
1875-2007
1870s
• Males and females were accepted.
• Teachers were prepared to teach
in common schools.
• A review of the elementary
courses “with reference to the best
ways of teaching them” was
included in the program of study.
• It was a three-year program.
• Three semesters of practice and
observation in the model school
were included.
• “Theory and Art of Teaching”
was included in the program.

1910s
• The name
changed to George
Peabody College
for Teachers.
• The “Division of
Education” was
separated into
departments.
• Teaching
methods and
education
foundations
coursework was
more proportional.

1880s
• The program included the
general management of
classes and schools,
organization, government, and
discipline.
• Theory and Art of Teaching
was replaced with Psychology
in the third year of study.
• The course catalog
recognized that teachers are
not a “finished product” once
they complete their program
of study.

1920s
• More electives were
offered (some
overviews, some
methods, etc.).
• More subject area
methods courses were
required for
elementary education
majors.
• A new secondary
requirement was titled
“Conduct of the
Recitation.”

1890s
• The name was changed to
Peabody Normal College.
• The college offered a
certification program called
“Science and Art of Teaching.”
• Education foundations and
teaching methods coursework was
emphasized.
• An English teaching degree was
introduced.
• English Language had one
methods course; English
Literature had no methods course.

1930s-1940s
• Observation/
Directed teaching
was included in
every quarter along
with practica.
• Three
foundations and
two “overview”
methods courses
were still required
in elementary and
secondary
programs.
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1950s
• Guided
observation,
teaching
methods, and
education
foundations
were the first
courses in
the major.
• Courses
were taken
alongside
internships.

1900s
• The name
changed to
Peabody College
for Teachers.
• There was
heavy emphasis
on education
foundations
coursework.
• There were
fewer, less
specific methods
courses.

1960s
• The elementary
program of study
included six foundations
and four methods
courses.
• The secondary
program of study
included four
foundations and two
methods courses.
• Behavioral sciences
coursework was
included in both
programs of study.

1970s
• Special Education
101 was required.
• Students still
participated in field
experiences as their
first major course,
then as teacher aides
during their second
course.
• Both programs of
study added
education
foundations
coursework.

1980s
• A research course was
added for students to study
“individual programs of
research.”
• Elementary and secondary
education majors continued to
have one field experience for
observation, one for an
increased level of
participation, and one
semester of student teaching.
• Practica were taken
concurrently with methods or
foundations courses.

1990s
• Elementary education majors were
required to take three credit hours of
“Curriculum and Instructional Design”
coursework, but the four course choices were
extremely broad. Some included field
experience, while others did not.
• Elementary majors were required to
complete three hours of field work.
• Elementary majors were required to
complete three teaching methods courses.
• Secondary English education majors were
required to complete one course in methods of
teaching reading and one course in adolescent
literature.

Figure 6: Peabody College, Vanderbilt University Flow Map
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2000s
• Secondary English education
added more methods courses.
Students were required to take
one “Teaching of Literature”
course and two “English
Education Methods” courses.
• Secondary English education
majors were required to take two
theory courses from the
“Reading, Language and
Composition” set.
• No changes took place in the
elementary education program of
study.

1875-1899. The State Normal College, which was designated for teacher education,
opened in 1875. The school operated by George Peabody’s motto: “Education, a debt due from
present to future generations.” It included a model school for the purposes of “practice in all the
grades of instruction” (State Normal College, 1875, p. 11). The college accepted male and
female applicants between the ages of 16 and 30.
Normal school principals had complained of students’ lack of knowledge in the common
subjects, stating that they spent too much time reviewing subject matter and little time in the
instruction of pedagogy. The State Normal College’s 1875 course catalog made clear that it did
not, “where it can possibly be avoided, propose to undertake any work which can be as well
performed in the ordinary schools” (p. 12). The goal of the college in its first year was to
prepare students for “the organizing, teaching, and general management of schools….To this end
there should be the most thorough knowledge—first, of the branches of learning required to be
taught in the schools, and second, of the best method of teaching those branches” (p. 12).
The program of study at the State Normal College in the 1870s was described as “a rapid
review of the more elementary studies with reference to the best ways of teaching them, a review
of the higher branches of knowledge with the same object, and a careful study of such other
branches as time and circumstances will permit” (State Normal College, 1875, p. 12). The
length of the program was three years, each divided into three terms.

During the first year

at the State Normal College, pre-service teachers studied “primary and grammar-school studies,
with reference to teaching them” (p. 12). Subjects included arithmetic, geography, map drawing,
English grammar and analysis, geometry, chemistry, history of the United States, physiology and
hygiene, rhetoric and book-keeping (State Normal College, 1875). The second year contained
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additional subject area and methods coursework. Classes in the third year consisted of some
advanced subject areas, as well as “School Laws of Tennessee,” “Moral Science,” and “Theory
and Art of Teaching” (p. 13).

The three terms in the third year included “Practice and

Observation in (the) Model School” (p. 13).
In the 1880s, a new qualifier was added to the “Course of Instruction” description. As in
the previous decade, the course of instruction included management of classes and schools,
organization, government, and discipline; however, the statement, “with full recognition of the
fact that NO PERSON’S ABILITY IN THESE RESPECTS CAN BE PROPERLY TESTED
UNTIL HE IS ACTUALLY CLOTHED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SCHOOL
ROOM” (State Normal College, 1886, p. 8) was added.
The course in moral science was moved to the second year of study, and school laws and
theory and art of teaching were deleted from the course sequence (State Normal College, 1886).
Psychology was added in the third year, representing a possible shift to a focus on the science of
education. Rather than list practice and observation in the model school as courses in the third
year, the course catalog listed specific areas which “receive attention throughout the year” (p. 9)
during the newly added fourth year of study.

These were: “Drawing with black board

delineations, English Composition, Declamation, Reading, Spelling, Defining, Penmanship,
Vocal Music, etc., and Practice in Teaching” (p. 9).
The State Normal College changed its name to Peabody Normal College in 1889,
honoring its benefactor. During the 1890s, Peabody Normal College awarded collegiate degrees
instead of the diplomas or certificates of completion of the past. Students earned a Bachelor of
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Arts, Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Letters depending upon their course of study (Peabody
Normal College, 1895).
Many curriculum changes occurred at Peabody Normal College in the last decade of the
19th century. Professional education coursework in the Science and Art of Teaching for the
elementary education degree included “Theory and Practice,” “Science of Education—Lectures,”
“Primary Methods—Lectures on Reading, Writing, Numbers, Form, and Color,” “Outlines of
Educational Doctrine,” “Lectures on Pedagogy,” “History of Education,” “School Supervision,”
and “Primary Methods—Lectures on Language, Geography, History, and Elementary Natural
Science” (Peabody Normal College, 1895, p. 33-34). A scanned image of the 1895 program of
study was included in Appendix B. New degree programs including English Language and
English Literature were also added in the 1890s. Both programs of study were comprised of
subject area content coursework.
1900-1929. The Peabody Education Fund dissolved in 1910, and trustees gave $1.5
million and received matching funds to transform the school into George Peabody College for
Teachers (The Tennessee Historical Society, 2002). In the early 20th century, the Vanderbilt
University chairman offered adjacent land to George Peabody College for Teachers. “Peabody
College became its own mini-university including liberal arts, music, physical education, and
arts departments; a library school; a demonstration school” and more (The Tennessee Historical
Society, 2002).
The 1915 course catalog of the George Peabody College for Teachers listed more specific
teaching methods coursework for studying elementary education than the two “Primary
Methods” courses of the late 19th century. Classes included “Methods in Reading and Phonics
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for the Primary Grades,” “Language Study, Spelling, and Penmanship for the Primary Grades,”
“Number Work for Grades I, II, and III: also Methods in Nature Study and Home Geography,”
and “Special Methods in Grammar Grade Subjects” (George Peabody College for Teachers,
1915, pp. 34-35).
The course entitled “Principles and Practice in the Elementary School” included in its
description some of the commonly cited teacher knowledge voids, according to Veenman’s
(1984) and Gratch’s (1998) surveys of new teachers. Course topics in alignment with such
knowledge voids were: “the preliminary organization of schoolroom conditions; means of
securing attention, memory, and habit; …selection of topics and organization of subject matter in
studies; (and) planning of lessons” (p. 34). An observational course was also required of
elementary education students “to enable students to observe application of pedagogical methods
and principles” (p. 36).
The 1915 course catalog outlines a series of “Saturday Studies for Town and City
Teachers” for students. Topics were relation to theory and practice, fundamental principles,
“loss of time and waste in teaching,” and individual instruction (p. 35).
In the 1920s, degree programs in elementary education were divided into Early
Elementary Education and Intermediate and Upper Grade Education. Teaching methods courses
were again combined into “Elementary Method of Primary, Intermediate, and Grammar Grades”
(George Peabody College for Teachers, 1926, p. 55), although specific methods electives were
available. A new requirement, “The Improvement of Instruction Through Standard Tests and
Scales,” was added to the program of study. Courses in the history and principles of education
continued to be staples of professional study.
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1930-1959. During the 1930s at George Peabody College for Teachers, more
opportunities were given to students for observation and participation in real world classroom
settings, as evidenced in the course catalogs. Six course descriptions in the elementary education
program of study specifically listed observation and demonstration in the Peabody Laboratory
School, while two such descriptions existed in secondary English course descriptions.

A

practicum and an internship were required of all education majors. The practicum was to be
taken concurrently with the internship “to enrich and make the laboratory experiences of student
teachers more meaningful” (George Peabody College for Teachers, 1937, p. 74).
A new elective available in 1937 was “Studies Affecting Elementary Education.” The
purpose of the course was for elementary majors to “acquaint themselves with the changes the
science of education is making in the theory and practice of our elementary schools” (p. 86).
Few changes occurred to the programs of study during the 1940s and 1950s, although one
major shift was in the amount of student teaching required for both elementary and secondary
education majors. Each program included three experiences in addition to early observation in
the laboratory school. The first student teaching was comprised of one course for four credit
hours, where students were in a school for two hours per day. The second experience was a bit
different for elementary and secondary. Elementary majors received eight credit hours for
spending five hours per day in the school, while secondary majors earned eight credit hours for
working four daily hours in the school as well as completing a weekly two-hour seminar in
teaching. Finally, elementary student teachers earned 12 credits for full-time student teaching,
and secondary student teachers earned 16 credits for full-time student teaching, two two-hour
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seminar meeting and school-community relations (George Peabody College for Teachers, 1955,
p. 77).
1960-1989. During the 1960s, both elementary and secondary education programs of
study included much of the same professional education coursework. Education foundations
courses were: “An Introduction to American Education,” “Human Growth and Learning,”
“Guidance and Adjustment in the Elementary (or Secondary) School,” and “Measurement and
Evaluation in the Elementary (or Secondary) School” (George Peabody College for Teachers,
1965, p. 65).

Elementary education majors took two additional classes in which they

participated in observations in the Peabody Demonstration School. Elementary and secondary
student teachers took a curriculum course alongside their second internship to “utilize student
teaching experiences to develop skills in coping with curriculum problems” (p. 66). Elementary
education students completed methods courses in reading and the language arts and social
studies, while secondary English education students earned credits for a methods course in
teaching English.
While there were few changes in the education programs of study during the 1970s, a
recession in that decade led to a merger with Vanderbilt University. In 1979, Peabody College
of Vanderbilt University became Vanderbilt’s ninth school (The Tennessee Historical Society,
2002).

In its first decade as part of Vanderbilt University, Peabody College continued to offer

many of the same experiences it had in the past. Students in elementary and secondary education
programs carried on with participation in real world settings at increasing levels of responsibility
throughout their programs. Reading seemed to take on greater importance, as the elementary
program of study divided the methods course in reading and language arts into two separate
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courses. Furthermore, the secondary program of study added a course entitled “Reading in the
Secondary Content Fields” in addition to “Teaching English in the Secondary Schools” (Peabody
College, 1985, p. 118).
A new requirement in the 1980s for both elementary and secondary education majors was
“Research in Education,” which was an “individual program of research in various education
fields” (p. 122). This represented an opportunity, in addition to the internship, for students to
take control of their own learning.
Computers became more affordable and accessible to schools in the 1980s. Computer
electives were introduced at Peabody College in the 1980s, with such courses available to
students as “Application of Computer Based Systems to Educational Settings” (p. 117) and
“Basic Computer Technologies” (p. 119).
1990-2007. The 1990s brought increased rigor and requirements to Peabody College. A
scanned image of the 1995 major program requirements for elementary education and English
education was included in Appendix B, along with course descriptions from the Department of
Teaching and Learning. Students of elementary and secondary education were required to have
a second, non-education major in the College of Arts and Science. According to the Peabody
College Web site, “Through this non-education major, students are expected to develop in-depth
knowledge in an academic subject.”
In this era of increased subject area content coursework, the elementary program of study
contained 19 credit hours of pedagogical coursework. These included subject area teaching
methods courses as well as one course in classroom management. Nine credit hours of education
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foundations were included in the elementary program of study along with three practica, a
student teaching seminar, and a full-time student teaching experience (Peabody College, 2005).
The secondary education program of study included 12 credit hours in education
foundations coursework and nine credit hours in pedagogical coursework. It also incorporated
three practica, one student teaching seminar and one full-time internship. As in the past, students
aspiring to teach secondary English completed the subject area content study requirements for
the English major.

Ball State University
Region of the United States: Midwest
Extra Large National Universities (U.S. News & World Report, 2007)

Background
The Eastern Indiana Normal School was established in 1899 on the site of the future Ball
State University Administration building in Muncie, Indiana. Due to a lack of funding, the
school was closed in 1901, but reopened a year later because of a donation of $100,000 by
Francis Palmer, a retired Indiana banker. The school was renamed Palmer University.
In 1905, the school again changed its name to Indiana Normal College and had two
divisions: the Normal School and the College of Applied Sciences. Again, due to lack of
funding and a decreasing enrollment, the school closed in 1907 and sat vacant until 1912.
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Teacher Preparation Program Content: Ball State University
Programs of study were obtained beginning in 1912 through 2007. A circle map defining
the major highlights within the programs of study is available in Appendix A. A flow map
sequencing the highlights and changes is shown in Figure 7.
1912-1929. The school reopened for the 1912-1913 school year with a mortgage from the
Muncie Trust Company. The Muncie Normal Institute’s Department of Pedagogy included
courses in Psychology, Principles and Methods of Teaching, School Organization and
Administration, History of Education, School Economics, and Special Primary Work (Muncie
Normal Institute, 1912). The course catalog stated, “These subjects are known as ‘professional’
subjects” (p. 42). The Principles and Methods of Teaching consisted of two courses entitled
“Method (1)” and “Method (2)” of which content was broad. A portion of the Method (2)
description read, “This course is concerned with special method or the application of method to
the different branches of study” (p. 42).
Two courses were also required under the topic “History of Education”—one dealt with
“the meaning of education…the characteristic features of the education and educational ideals of
different people” and the other covered the history of education in Indiana (p. 43). The Special
Primary Work portion of the program of study included three components: “Story Telling,”
“Regular Observation,” and “Manual Training and Busy Work” (p. 43-44). According to the
course description, “Busy work is a necessity in primary grades and teachers who adequately
fortify themselves along these lines increase their efficiency many fold” (p. 44).
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Ball State University
Teacher Preparation Program Content
1912-2007
1910s
• 1912: Muncie Normal
Institute opened.
• The program included
two methods and four
foundations courses,
along with two
observation/internship
opportunities.
• In 1915, students
completed one
observation and one
internship in the common
school and the high
school.

1940s
• Additional
subject area content
coursework was
added in science
and social science.
• Electives homeschool relationships
and the education
of slow and fast
learners were
added.
• Internship
electives were
added.

1920s
• 1921: Indiana State Normal School opened.
• Two and four-year programs were offered.
• Those studying to become secondary English teachers majored in
English and minored in secondary education.
• Four-year degree majors completed an additional internship.
• Early 1920s: Methods courses were broad topics except for
reading and language arts.
• 1923: The name changed to Ball Teachers’ College.
• “High School English” was required in both programs.
• Late 1920s: Elementary methods courses became more specific.
• Ten subject area content courses were required for English
education.
• 1929: The name changed to Ball State Teachers College.

1950s
• The
History of
Education
course was
deleted
from
elementary
and
secondary
education
programs.

1960s
• Amount of choice in
electives was increased.
• 1965: The name changed
to Ball State University.
• Reorganization into the
Division of Education took
place, although course
sequences remained
relatively unchanged.
• Human growth and
development was added.
• Measurement was an
elective.

1970s
• Secondary
English
education
majors were
required to
take only 16
credit hours
in the
Department
of Secondary,
Adult and
Higher
Education.

Figure 7: Ball State University Flow Map
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1930s
• There were several curriculum
programs from which to choose.
• Fewer subject area methods
courses were required in the
intermediate program of study.
• The secondary English program
included two teaching methods
courses.
• All teaching curriculum was
four years long by the end of the
decade.
• Junior and senior student
teachers majored in a subject area.

1980s-1990s
• The
elementary
program of
study
increased by
nine hours.
• Few
changes
took place.

2000s
• Elementary
electives were to
be concentrated
in a specific area
of study.
• Secondary
English
education majors
took three
additional
courses in
subject area
content.

Muncie Normal Institute was “equipped with a graded and country training school” (p.
43). In one of two observation courses, students observed teachers in charge of the training
schools. The class met “to discuss the lessons observed and the principles of teaching involved
in them” (p. 43). In the second observation course, students taught under the direction of the
trained teacher as well as observed other classmates practicing teaching.
During the school year of 1915-1916, Muncie Normal Institute became known as Muncie
National Institute (Muncie National Institute, 1915). The largest change to the program of study
was that one observation course was dedicated to the common school and the other to the high
school. Practice teaching, or internship, underwent the same change with one internship devoted
to each school level.
The school again faced financial trouble in 1917 when foreclosure proceedings began.
However, the Ball brothers, founders of the Ball Corporation, bought the Muncie National
Institute. Less than a year later, they gifted the school and surrounding land to the state in hopes
of keeping it out of financial strain. The state granted operating control to the Indiana State
Normal School out of Terre Haute, Indiana, and the Muncie Normal Institute became Indiana
State Normal School, Eastern Division.
The Indiana State Normal School offered a two-year normal course of study and a fouryear program to earn a collegiate degree. The course catalog from 1921 listed the purpose of the
new Department of “Principles of Education, Observation, and Supervised Teaching” as dealing
with “both the theoretical and the practical phases of the process of education. The work
involves a study of the principles and methods of instruction as set forth in the best current
literature on the subject and the application of such principles and methods in the training
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schools” (p. 83). The first of six education foundations courses in the program of study was
“Introduction to Education,” which included some study of classroom management.

Two

teaching methods courses were also required.
Those students wishing to earn the four-year degree were expected to complete a major
area of study. One such area was English, and those preparing to teach secondary English
completed “Special Methods for High School Teachers” (p. 89). Additionally, those obtaining
the four-year degree completed two supervised teaching experiences instead of just one.
Because of the generosity of the Ball brothers, the Indiana legislature renamed the college
yet again to Ball Teachers’ College in 1922, although it remained part of the Indiana State
Normal School. Coursework in teaching methods became separate and specific. Methods
courses were required in arithmetic, geometry, handwork, reading, and storytelling (Ball
Teachers’ College, 1924).

While elementary education majors completed many teaching

methods courses, students majoring in English education took approximately 10 subject area
content courses and one teaching methods course. However, whether studying elementary or
secondary education, students took “Principles of Teaching and Classroom Management” (p.70).
All students completed two internships as well.
During the regular Indiana legislative session of 1929, the Indiana State Normal School
campuses of Terre Haute and Muncie were officially separated. The Indiana State Teachers
College Board of Trustees was given governing duties, and the Muncie campus was officially
renamed Ball State Teachers College.
1930-1959. The Department of Education at Ball State Teachers College offered several
programs of study in 1930. The elementary curricula choices were the four-year kindergarten112

primary, the two-year intermediate-grammar, and the four-year intermediate-grammar. The
secondary choices were the three-year junior high and the four-year curricula for regular and
special high school teachers.
Although the education foundations courses were still required for elementary and
secondary education students, the majority of subject area methods courses were included only in
the four-year kindergarten-primary curriculum. However, the two and four-year intermediate
grammar programs contained methods of teaching reading and methods of teaching grammar and
language. The four-year high school program included methods in high school English and
methods in high school literature (Ball State Teachers College, 1930).
By 1931, all elementary and high school programs of study were four years long, while
the junior high program was three years in length (Ball State Teachers College, 1931). In order
to teach in a junior high or high school, pre-service teachers majored in a subject area in addition
to completing the program of study for teaching.
During the 1940s, additional subject area content courses in science and social sciences
were added to the professional education program of study for elementary education. Electives
were added in home-school relationships and the education of slow and fast learners (Ball State
Teachers College, 1945). Students could elect additional student teaching coursework “for the
student who wishes to have experiences in additional and different phases of teaching” (p.112).
Ninety-six credit hours were required for elementary teachers with 24 of them being electives.
Secondary education majors took a total of 64 hours in general requirements in addition to 36
hours in English.
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The junior high school language was eliminated from the course catalog in the 1950s.
Coursework was available in elementary and secondary education. Two internships were still a
requirement of both programs of study. The student teaching experience of the secondary
education student teacher was explained more specifically in the 1953 course catalog than in
those that preceded it. It described the student taking two student teaching courses concurrently.
“In the half day which the student will spend in the laboratory school he will teach one course in
each of his two concentration areas or two courses in his special subject. Also, he will be
assigned by the principal to extra-class activities in addition to the regular classroom
participation” (Ball State Teachers College, 1953, p. 42).
1960-1989. In the early 1960s, a complete description of the “Curriculum for the
Preparation of Elementary School Teachers” was included in the Ball State Teachers College
undergraduate course catalog.

It was explained that the “curriculum, with opportunity for

elective as well as required courses, fully meets the latest minimum certification
requirements…as established by the Indiana Teacher Training and Licensing Commission,
which specifies the curriculum content as follows: social studies, 22 ½ quarter hours; science and
mathematics, 30 quarter hours; language arts, 22 ½ quarter hours; arts, 15 quarter hours; human
growth and development, 15 quarter hours; professional education, 45 quarter hours; and elective
courses to build the total of quarter hours for the degree to 186” (p. 56). The greatest difference
between this program of study and those of previous years was in the amount of elective choice
given to the student.
In 1965, Ball State Teachers College became known as Ball State University (Ball State
Teachers College, 1965). The Department of Education, Psychology, and Special Education was
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reorganized, and those studying teaching took their professional coursework from the Division of
Education in the Departments of Elementary Education and Psychology.
By the 1970s, programs in elementary education were much the same as those of the
1960s. Professional education requirements of education foundations, teaching methods, and
internships totaled 48 hours, and subject area content, which included psychology in the course
catalog totaled 107 hours. Twenty-two credit hours of electives were also required. Professional
education requirements of secondary education majors were a minimum of 16 semester hours in
the Department of Secondary, Adult, and Higher Education as well as two psychology courses
and a teaching methods course. In addition, they earned a teaching major in English with 60
credit hours of subject area content coursework (Ball State University, 1972).
In the early 1980s, the elementary education professional requirements again included
psychology coursework alongside teaching methods, education foundations and internships for a
total of 58 hours. One hundred six credit hours were required in subject area content courses as
well as 22 in electives. The total number of credits needed for the elementary teaching degree
increased by nine in the early part of the decade (Ball State University, 1984).
1990-2007. In the last decade of the twentieth century and the beginning of the new
millennium, few changes were made to the teaching curriculum at Ball State University. Those
studying secondary English education took three additional courses in subject area content.
These three particular classes provided time for students to work on case studies and individual
projects.
The elementary program of study remained consistent with the preceding few decades.
One notable change was that the electives were to be concentrated on a specific area such as
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English as a Second Language, Home/School/Community Relations, or Wellness (Ball State
University, 2007). The elementary program continued to require students to complete field
studies and observation in the first major area course and provided opportunities throughout the
program for participation in the real world setting (Ball State University, 1996).

Analysis of Teacher Preparation Program Content in Colleges and Universities Which
Originated as Teacher Normal Schools
A flow map was created which combined information from the three teacher preparation
programs selected for this research which originated as teacher normal schools. The flow map
was used for the following analysis and was included in the appendix.
Of the teacher preparation programs which contributed to this study, Framingham State
College was established over 35 years prior to any other. In the era between its establishment in
1839 and Peabody College’s establishment in 1875, Framingham was dedicated to preparing
female teachers for the common schools, but this was not accomplished without scrutiny from
the public and the state legislature.

In 1840, the Massachusetts Committee on Education

announced that everyone who had been through school must understand the art of teaching,
which was the focus of the normal school; therefore they nearly closed the school because they
did not see a reason for teacher education. This was evidence that as long as teacher education
has existed, its necessity and effectiveness have been questioned. It could also be deemed proof
that there has always been a disbelief that the art of teaching is a subject that is teachable rather
than skills acquired over time.
During its first 35 years, the majority of the teacher preparation program content at
Framingham included a review of common school subjects. Governor Edward Everett was one
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who believed that the art of teaching was an important and teachable subject, so the aim of
Principal Cyrus Peirce was to instill in his students how to best instruct others. From 1839
through the 1850s, the principal’s lectures about his experiences in teaching and schoolkeeping
and a course in moral philosophy were included in the program of study for teachers. Students
practiced teaching lessons and were critiqued by their classmates, and they had opportunities to
observe and practice teaching in the model school. In the 1860s, the moral philosophy course
became one of mental and moral philosophy, and a course in the theory and art of teaching was
added. Overall, this time period focused on a review of common school subject area content,
education foundations and practice teaching.
Upon opening in 1875, Peabody College offered males and females programs of study for
both elementary and secondary education. Both Framingham and Peabody required a review of
the common school studies, although Peabody’s course catalog specified that the students were
responsible for the obtaining common school knowledge prior to enrolling at Peabody and theirs
would be a quick review.

The catalog at Peabody also explained, “All studies, from the

beginning to the end of course, will be taught with special reference to teaching them” (State
Normal College, 1875, p. 13). There seemed to be more emphasis on teaching methods at
Peabody College, while Framingham included more common school subject review.
By 1879, Framingham also included in their catalog a statement as to the importance of
teaching methods. Both colleges required students to practice teaching and critique their peers
throughout the course of study, as well as spend the final year in a full-time internship with
complete responsibility for a class of students. Both colleges offered courses in school law,
moral science, and theory and art of teaching. By the end of the 1870s, both colleges placed
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major importance on teaching methods and practice. However, Peabody’s course of study
included additional subject area content beyond the common school subjects and was three years
in length, while Framingham’s two-year program concentrated on the common school subjects.
Throughout the 1880s and 1890s, psychology coursework became more prevalent in both
colleges’ programs of study. Framingham included more education foundations coursework in
their program of study until, in the 1890s, Peabody added coursework on the history of education
and the science of education.

Peabody’s “Lectures on Pedagogy” could be compared to

Framingham’s “Art of Teaching.”
Both teacher preparation programs’ course catalogs during the 1880s and 1890s
acknowledged in some way that their work did not fully prepare teachers for the schools.
Framingham’s course catalog deemed their programs “imperfect preparation” while Peabody
noted that “no person’s ability…can be properly tested” until he actually takes responsibility for
the classroom. This was an early indication of teacher knowledge voids during their first years
in the classroom; however, specific areas in which teachers felt deficient were unclear. An
indication that classroom management was a problem area was the addition of a course including
discipline methods at Framingham during the 1890s.

These two frontrunners in teacher

education blatantly stated their opinion of what would become a highly publicized argument in
the late twentieth century—Are traditional teacher education programs effective? Furthermore,
doubts about the quality of American teacher education programs and their abilities to staff the
nation’s schools led states to devise alternative certification programs. According to Legler
(2002), such programs emerged in the mid-1980s. However, Framingham, America’s first
college for teacher education, may have truly founded alternative certification. In the 1890s,
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graduates of colleges, universities or select high schools who possessed certain qualities could
elect to complete an accelerated course of study to receive a teaching certificate. This mirrored
many of the contemporary alternative certification programs which were in their first years of
existence over 100 years later.
Changes occurred in the early 1900s when Framingham began to emphasize subject area
teaching methods and discarded their general course on the art of teaching. Peabody generalized
their methods coursework into classes such as “Primary Education,” which offered instruction in
teaching methods of various subjects within one course. However, by 1915, Peabody had again
specified subject area teaching methods courses.

Both colleges included the history and

principles of education in their foundations coursework. However, because Peabody’s program
of study was four years as opposed to Framingham’s two years, it continued to offer a wider
range of liberal studies and a bachelor’s degree.
The third normal school selected for this research, now Ball State University, opened in
1912. The teaching methods coursework was combined into two general methods courses,
similar to how Framingham and Peabody had once included this content, but different from them
at the time. Observation and a teaching internship were required in the program of study as they
were in the two other colleges’ programs studied.
A rise in the cost of living and a decrease in the value of the teacher’s salary took place as
the United States fought in World War I from 1914 to 1918 (Learned & Bagley, 1919). Teachers
reportedly left the profession, and Learned and Bagley (1919) wrote “the whole problem of the
service of the schools themselves hangs absolutely upon the ability to obtain the requisite supply
of devoted, able, and well-prepared teachers” (p. xviii). This sentiment would be echoed time
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and again throughout American teacher preparation history. Furthermore, Learned and Bagley
explained, “Before all else we must have in our minds a clear knowledge of what good teaching
is, of the methods by which teachers may be fitted for their calling, and under what supervision
and organization the schools shall be conducted in order that the intellectual, social, and spiritual
aspirations of teachers may be realized for the common good” (p. xviii). Changes began to occur
in teacher preparation programs which exemplified the never-ending quest to exert the
professional status. Learned and Bagley (1919) reported that “Education has been much, and on
the whole reverently, on our lips, but…the sole factor which can give it reality and meaning,
namely, the teacher, is grossly ill-equipped, ill-rewarded, and lacking in distinction” (p. 8). This
sentiment has repeated itself time and again throughout history.
Following World War I and entering the Great Depression, the quest for building a
stronger education system and thus, a democracy, was paramount. Learned and Bagley (1919)
warned that teacher preparation, as it had existed, needed to change if democracy was to survive.
Throughout the 1920s all three colleges began requiring additional subject area teaching methods
courses of their elementary and secondary education pre-service teachers. Programs of study
were extended, and by the end of the 1930s four-year college degrees were offered at each
school. The first two years of the four-year programs were dedicated to liberal studies. In each
of the programs, observation in the model or laboratory schools was required in the early
semesters within the major, usually during the third year of study. This was paired with a
seminar or coursework to study and discuss the observations. Framingham and Ball State
required 12 hours of practice teaching along with time for conferencing and discussion.
Framingham students took “Problems of Teaching and Management” concurrently to assist in
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connecting theory to practice in the classroom. Peabody students completed 16 hours of practice
teaching alongside a practicum for studying problems in the classroom. Ball State offered
electives in practice teaching during the 1940s for those who wished to obtain additional
classroom experiences.
In the 1940s and 1950s Framingham, Peabody and Ball State began to distinguish
themselves from each other as an array of electives were offered and various credit hours were
required. Framingham and Ball State both began offering courses dealing with home-school
relationships and the education of slow and fast learners, although neither required these courses
within the program of study.

Subject area teaching methods which were required in the

elementary programs of study for the three colleges were arithmetic, social sciences, reading,
language arts and physical education. All three also required secondary English teaching majors
to take a teaching methods course in their subject area. Peabody College required only the
aforementioned teaching methods courses. Framingham and Ball State also required a general
teaching methods course as well as classes in teaching penmanship and science. Furthermore,
Framingham required a music methods course as well as educational tests and measurements.
The measurement course was an elective at Peabody and Ball State during the 1950s.
Framingham and Ball State required coursework in classroom management, while Peabody did
not include this in their program of study. Peabody did, however, increase the amount of time
students dedicated to practice teaching and observation.
Possibly instigated by the “Space Race,” or the competition between America and the
Soviet Union to successfully launch the first spacecraft, more rigorous coursework was added to
teacher education programs. The behavioral sciences became more prevalent in the 1960s at
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Framingham, Peabody and Ball State.

In addition to the typical general psychology and

educational psychology courses which had previously been required, Framingham students
continued to take coursework in tests and measurements while adding a class in child
development.

At Peabody, tests and measurements became mandatory, along with human

growth and learning and guidance and adjustment. Ball State pre-service teachers took human
growth and development; however, tests and measurements continued to be an elective.
During the 1970s, the colleges began to differ even more. Framingham’s program of
study decreased education foundations requirements to include only one course paired with a
field study, one psychology of learning and development course, and one professional
preparation and practicum. Teaching methods courses were limited to reading and language arts,
music, and mathematics, although the practicum included methods of teaching other subjects.
Secondary English education students had no teaching methods coursework in their program of
study. Two eight-week internships with no concurrent courses were required for elementary
education students and one internship was required of secondary education students. Peabody
College and Ball State continued to provide the same education foundations courses and an
additional short field experience early in the major area of study. However, Peabody continued
to require only one full-time internship. More specific subject area methods courses remained in
the elementary and secondary programs of study at Peabody and Ball State, unlike Framingham.
The 1980s were a decade in which states were prompted by the national government to
increase standards for teacher education. A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983) warned, “Our society and its educational institutions seem to have lost sight
of the basic purposes of schooling, and of the high expectations and disciplined effort needed to
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attain them.” The National Commission on Excellence in Education reported that countries such
as Japan, Korea and Germany were overtaking the United States in education and industry. The
Commission also predicted that those people who could not or did not possess “skill, literacy,
and training essential to this new era will be effectively disenfranchised, not simply from the
material rewards that accompany competent performance, but also from the chance to participate
fully in our national life.” While there was increased nationwide scrutiny of the American
education system brought about by A Nation at Risk, few changes took place in any of the three
programs studied. It was thought possible that the colleges were analyzing their programs and
preparing to make changes in the future.
Changes in program requirements were apparent at Framingham and Peabody, where
students of elementary education were required to earn a coordinate major in the liberal arts and
sciences. Field studies were paired with three courses, one of which was education foundations
and two teaching methods of reading and mathematics. Two full-time internships were also
required. Secondary education students at Framingham majored in the content area and minored
in secondary education. They completed one field study with a methods course and one with a
foundations course. They also took part in two internships. Secondary education students at
Peabody completed two majors, which included three practica, one student teaching seminar and
one full-time internship.
Although Ball State University did not require students studying elementary education to
earn a second major or minor, electives were to be concentrated on a specific area such as
English as a Second Language or Wellness.

Those preparing to become teachers at the

secondary level majored in their chosen subject area and minored in education.
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After undergoing much change in the 1990s, none of the three colleges and universities
chosen for this research made further significant adjustments in the 2000s. Throughout their
history, these three schools which began as normal schools dedicated solely to teacher education
had similarities and differences. A persistent common thread in each program was practice
teaching, although it was approached from a different angle based upon the college or university.

Colleges and Universities Which Did Not Originate as Teacher Normal Schools
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Region of the United States: North
Extra Large National Universities (U.S. News & World Report, 2007)

Background
The University of Massachusetts Amherst was established in 1863 as a land grant
agricultural college known as the Massachusetts Agricultural College. The curriculum at that
time consisted of farming, science, technical courses, and liberal arts (University of
Massachusetts Amherst, 2008). In 1906, the Massachusetts legislature enacted a law supporting
agricultural teaching in the Commonwealth schools, and in 1907, the Department of Agricultural
Education opened at the Massachusetts Agricultural College. At that time, the department’s
program of study included an education foundations course entitled “Meaning of Education,”
and two teaching methods courses called “Methods in Agricultural Education” and “Seminar in
Pedagogy” (Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1907, pp. 34-35). Students took part in two
“Seminars in Education” in which “topics that may be taken up for rather exhaustive study are:
legislation and agricultural education, the place and value of agricultural science in school
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courses, etc.” (p. 37). Although elementary and secondary teacher education coursework would
not be offered for several years, agricultural teaching was the foundation for the Department of
Education at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Teacher Preparation Program Content: University of Massachusetts Amherst
Programs of study were obtained beginning in 1907 through 2007.

Because the

Department of Education was not founded until 1932, this is where the analysis of programs of
study began. A circle map defining the major highlights within the programs of study is
available in Appendix C. A flow map sequencing the highlights and changes is shown in Figure
8.
1931-1959. In 1931, the Massachusetts Agricultural College became known as
Massachusetts State College. By 1932, the Board of Trustees had changed the name of the
Department of Agricultural Education to the Department of Education. The mission of the
department was “to be of maximum service to those students who plan to engage in some form
of educational work and whose ability, personality, and attitude indicate that they are suitable
candidates” (Massachusetts State College, 1933, p. 31).

This was the beginning of the

certification of secondary teachers for teaching courses other than agriculture.
The 1941 Catalogue of the College included a description of the two-year plan and the
one-semester plan for meeting the minimum professional requirements for secondary school
teaching in Massachusetts, which totaled 16 course credits. A maximum of six credit hours were
allowed from psychology.
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University of Massachusetts Amherst
Teacher Preparation Program Content
1931-2007
1930s
• 1931: Massachusetts
Agricultural College
became Massachusetts State
College.
• 1932: The Board of
Trustees changed the
Department of Agricultural
Education to the Department
of Education.
• 1932: A general
secondary education
certificate could be earned at
the college.

1940s
• The course catalog included a detailed description of the twoyear and one-semester programs of study for secondary
education.
• It did not seem that internships were mandatory, but rather an
elective.
• One teaching methods course was available as an elective.
• Tests and Measurements course was an elective.
• The course catalog included acknowledgement of the
cooperation between the Department of Education and other
departments in educating teachers.
• 1945: Internship was included in the last semester of study.
• 1947: The importance of internship was downplayed with a
statement in the course catalog.

1960s
• A Laboratory School for teacher education
opened on campus.
• Freshmen were urged to request entrance
into the teaching program and complete
observation coursework during freshman and
sophomore years.
• 1967: New Dean, Dwight Allen was hired
and began reconstructing the School of
Education.
• 1969: The catalog did not include any
programs of study for the School of Education,
but a disclaimer stating that the faculty was in
reconsideration and expansion of programs.

1970s
• The School of
Education was
reorganized into 11
Learning Centers.
• The number of faculty
tripled from 1969-1970.
• All courses were
graded on a pass-fail
scale.
• Students had a high
degree of freedom in
choosing their program
of study.

Figure 8: University of Massachusetts Amherst Flow Map
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1980s
• Few
changes
took
place.

1950s
• 1951: Students were able to
major in Education or minor in
Education while majoring in a
subject area content.
• A degree program for
elementary education was
offered.
• 1959: Secondary students
majored in the subject area
content and minored in
education; they no longer had
the choice to major in
Education.

1990s
• The
School of
Education
focused on
only one
major, the
BA in
Education.
• Few other
changes took
place in
programs of
study.

2000s
• Students in
elementary
education
completed a
major in the
liberal arts and
sciences or an
approved
interdisciplinary
major, as well
as teacher
preparation.

Students were to choose two of the following education foundations courses: “Secondary
School Management,” “Principles of Secondary Education,” or “Secondary School Curriculum”
(pp. 90-91). They could choose from four remaining electives, including “Educational Tests and
Measurements,” “Principles and Methods of Teaching,” “History of Education,” or “Observation
and Practice Teaching” (pp. 89-91). The practice teaching did not seem to be mandatory,
according to the course catalog.
The 1945 course catalog mentioned that the secondary program was a partnership
between the Department of Education and “various subject-matter departments of the College”
(Massachusetts State College, 1945, p. 83). Furthermore, “the prospective teacher undertakes all
of his professional training in one semester of his senior year. Class work and practice-teaching
are scheduled in alternate weeks of that semester in such a way as to insure seven full weeks of
practice in neighboring schools” (p. 83).
Two years later in 1947, the importance of practice teaching was downplayed. As
explained in the course catalog, “opportunity for a small amount of practice teaching will be
available…if the student’s schedule permits. While this plan does not offer the continuity of
instruction nor the coordination of theory and practice…it has been considered adequate by
many superintendents in the past so far as preliminary training for prospective teachers is
concerned” (p. 90). A scanned image of the 1947 course catalog was included in Appendix D.
In 1948, University President Ralph Van Meter called on the Department of Education to
create a program which would meet the current and future needs of the citizens of Massachusetts.
A special committee was organized to “analyze the advisability of creating a school of education
that could respond to the drastic need for new teachers in Massachusetts in the post-war years”
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(University of Massachusetts Amherst, 2002, p. 2). The committee proposed an expansion of the
teacher education program.
Beginning in the 1950s, students interested in secondary education had two choices:
majoring or minoring in Education. They also majored in the subject area content to be taught
(University of Massachusetts Amherst, 1951). The major in Education was designed for students
who wished to teach more than one subject, who wanted a more diverse program than was
possible under a subject area major, or who wanted a greater opportunity for more practice
teaching.
In 1953, the University of Massachusetts opened a degree program for elementary
education. Students chose to either major or minor in elementary education. Those who opted
for the major took general education coursework during their first two years of study. They were
instructed to develop a minor of at least 15 hours in a general education field during their junior
and senior years. In addition to this, they completed a psychology course, four education
foundations courses, and a “concentrated Elementary Block” (p. 105) of three teaching methods
courses and an internship.
By 1959, secondary education students no longer had the choice to major or minor in
education. The course catalog clarified, “All candidates for secondary school teaching will
major in the subject field to be taught and minor in education. A maximum of eighteen hours
should be taken in this minor” (p. 107). The minor in education included two required education
foundations courses and one required general teaching methods course.
1960-1989. The 1960s brought additional opportunities for observation and participation
in the real world setting for students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Students who
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requested permission for entrance into the elementary education program during their freshman
year were urged to take directed observation courses during their first two years of study. These
courses were conducted in the new Laboratory School, which opened in 1961 (University of
Massachusetts Amherst, 1961).
Few changes occurred throughout the remainder of the decade until 1967. A new Dean,
Dwight Allen, was hired and enacted large-scale change.

“The curriculum, departmental

structure, and governance processes of the school were modified” (University of Massachusetts
Amherst, 2002, p. 3). In fact, the course catalog of the university for 1969 listed no programs of
study for the School of Education. A brief explanation was, “As the content of all programs is
under review, the offerings of the School of Education for the academic year 1969-1970 cannot
be specified precisely at this time. The School of Education Faculty is engaged in a total
reconsideration and expansion of the current programs” (p. 91). The paragraph ended with
instructions for those students interested in applying to the School to call in late spring to obtain
programs of study.
The reorganization brought about extreme change to the School of Education. Eleven
learning centers, ranging from “Aesthetics in Education, Humanistic Education, and
International Education, through the spectrum to Urban Education” (University of Massachusetts
Amherst, 1970, p. 86) were created. The number of faculty actually tripled from the previous
year. One aim of this new approach was to draw students from other schools within the
university and other nearby universities. Another was to encourage students to direct their own
learning while focusing on “problems and areas which have a high degree of social relevance”
(University of Massachusetts Amherst, 1971, p. 82). The new policy was to “give the student a
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high degree of freedom and alternatives to choose courses with respect to his individual and
professional interests” (p. 82). Grading was provided on a pass-fail basis for all courses.
The elementary education program of study continued to include a professional sequence
of four subject area teaching methods courses, two education foundations courses, a pre-student
teaching practicum, and one student teaching opportunity (University of Massachusetts Amherst,
1971).
By the middle of the 1970s, the School of Education was again reorganized, this time into
clusters. Those were: “Division of Humanistic Applications of Social and Behavioral Sciences
in Education, Transdisciplinary Education, Designs for Effective Learning, Educational Planning
and Management, and Educational Policy Studies” (University of Massachusetts Amherst, 1974,
p. 126). More opportunities for choice were provided with “flexible curriculum, based on the
philosophy that alternative instructional formats provide an improved potential in the
effectiveness and responsiveness of a total curricular program (p.126). Throughout the changes
during the 1970s, the core elements of the elementary education program of study remained the
same while electives and organization of courses were rearranged.
In the 1980s, the School of Education was organized into three divisions, and offered the
Bachelor of Arts in Education and the Bachelor of Science in Human Development (University
of Massachusetts Amherst, 1987). This School continued to provide the major coursework for
elementary education.

Secondary education majors continued to take their major area

coursework in their subject area content and minor in education.
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1990-2007. Few changes occurred in programs of study throughout the 1980s and 1990s;
however, the School of Education narrowed its focus to offer just one undergraduate major, the
Bachelor of Arts in Education (University of Massachusetts Amherst, 1999).
In the new millennium, the Massachusetts regulations for the licensure of education
began requiring that candidates for initial licensure have completed a degree in the liberal arts
and sciences as well as a program of study for educator preparation. Therefore, the Department
of Education no longer offered a major degree program. A minor in Education was available;
however, completion of only the minor without a subject area major was not enough for
education certification. The minor in education required completion of 18 credits, at least three
each in education foundations, teaching methods, social justice in education and human
development. A student teaching experience culminated the program of study (University of
Massachusetts Amherst, 2007).

Indiana University
Region of the United States: Midwest
Extra Large National Universities (U.S. News & World Report, 2007)

Background
Indiana University was established in 1820 as State Seminary and accepted its first class
of 10 men in 1824 before the first building was complete (Chronology of Indiana University
History, 2007). In 1828, State Seminary became known as Indiana College, and the name
changed once more to Indiana University in 1838. The School of Education was established in
1908.
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Teacher Preparation Program Content: Indiana University
Programs of study were obtained beginning in 1915 through 2007. Those from 1908 to
1914 were too fragile to scan or copy. A circle map defining the major highlights within the
programs of study is available in Appendix C. A flow map sequencing the highlights and
changes is shown in Figure 9.
Although the School of Education was founded in 1908, programs of study beginning in
1915 were obtained for this research of which a copy was included in Appendix D. At that time,
a two-year program for an elementary teaching certificate and four-year bachelor’s degrees for
elementary or secondary education were offered.
Education foundations courses such as Principles of Education and Secondary Education
were included in the program of study. While the content of the Secondary Education course
focused mostly on adolescent psychology, it also contained general high school teaching
methodology. A specific subject area teaching methods course was also required of secondary
teacher education students. The course catalog read, “A student making a certain subject his
major should take the course in the teaching of that subject at the end of his junior year” (Indiana
University, 1915, p. 209).

Students also took one observation course and one internship. By

1916, a measurement and evaluation course was added and in 1917, psychology was a separate
course from Secondary Education, indicating a shift toward focusing programs of study on
behavioral sciences (Indiana University, 1916-1917).
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Indiana University
Teacher Preparation Program Content
1908-2007
1908
• The School
of Education
was
established.
• Documents
through 1914
were not
obtained for
this study.

1910s
• Two-year program for elementary education certificate
• Four-year program for bachelor’s degree in elementary or
secondary education
• One education foundations course, Principles of Education,
was required for elementary and secondary education students
• One teaching methods course was required of secondary
teacher education students in their subject area content major,
and the Secondary Education course also included general
teaching methods instruction.
• All education students completed one observation course and
one internship.
• Measurement and evaluation course was added in 1916
• Shifted toward more behavioral sciences in 1917

1940s
• All programs of study in education
were four year programs.
• Many aspects of programs
remained the same: the elementary
program focused on teaching
methods; the secondary program
focused on subject area content.
• A new course titled “Principles of
Instruction” was an overview of
methods which included discipline
and unit planning.
• Elementary pre-service teachers
took an additional observation
course.

1950s
• Time observing, assisting
and practicing teaching
increased in both elementary
and secondary programs.
• Introduction to Education
became Introduction to
Teaching with greater methods
focus.
• Elementary program
electives could be concentrated
to earn a subject area teaching
certificate through ninth grade.

Figure 9: Indiana University Flow Map
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1920s
• Introduction to Education
was added as the first course
in the major.
• The History of Education
was added to programs of
study.
• Classroom management
was addressed in elementary
education coursework.
• Additional subjectspecific teaching methods
courses were added to the
elementary program of
study.

1960s
• New
certification
was
available
for teaching
junior high
school.
• Few
other
changes
were made

1970s
• The
programs
of study
remained
much the
same as
they had
been in
the 1950s
and
1960s.

1930s
• More behavioral
science courses were
added to both programs
of study.
• Students took 20-24
electives in a field of
study other than
education.
• The elementary
program of study
contained a more even
distribution of education
foundations and teaching
methods coursework.

1980s
• Few
changes
occurred.

1990s2000s
• Added
subject
area
teaching
methods
courses.
• Few
other
changes
occurred.

During the 1920s, Indiana University continued to add required courses such as
“Introduction to Education” and “History of Education” and electives such as Methods in
Drawing and Art (Indiana University, 1924).

Classroom management was addressed in

elementary methods coursework, but was not found in secondary courses. Character education
was added in 1928 along with more subject-specific elementary methods courses (Indiana
University, 1928).
Early in the 1930s, those studying elementary education continued to take specific
content area teaching methods coursework, and those who were studying to become secondary
educators continued to take one teaching methods course related to their specific subject area. A
course titled “Reading and Phonics” was added to the elementary teacher education curriculum.
As there was no course description, it was difficult to discern whether this was a subject area
content and/or methods course (Indiana University, 1932). Evidence of the course catalog pages
received from the 1930s for this research was included in Appendix D. Later in the decade, a
teaching methods class called “Methods and Study of Work” and “Laboratory in Methods of
Study” appeared in the program of study (Indiana University, 1935).

Behavioral sciences

became even more prevalent as evidenced by courses such as “Theory and Application of Mental
Measurements” and “Experimental Psychology Applied to Learning.” Students were required to
take 20 to 24 electives in a field of study other than education. The programs of study at the
elementary level contained a more even distribution of education foundations and teaching
methods, while the secondary level continued to focus mainly on subject area content.
Beginning in the 1940s, all education programs of study spanned four years. Psychology
courses were still required of students studying elementary and secondary education. Other
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education foundations courses remained in the program of study. “Introduction to Education”
was still the first major course, as it had been since the 1920s.

Elementary pre-service teachers

remained focused on teaching methods of specific subjects. Secondary pre-service teachers
continued their focus on subject area content knowledge. Whereas “Principles of Education”
was mainly an education foundations course in the 1920s, the new “Principles of Instruction”
course focused on topics such as “approved contemporary practices in teaching, discipline, unit
planning, examinations, records, and reports” (Indiana University, 1945, p. 283).

The

elementary program of study included an observation course for two credits and an internship for
three credits, while the secondary program included an internship for three to six credits.
New rules governing teaching certification for Indiana public schools were adopted by
the Teacher Training and Licensing Commission of the Indiana State Board of Education in 1946
(Indiana University, 1952). The first two years of the four-year degree program for elementary
or secondary became solely dedicated to coursework in liberal studies with the exception of
“Introduction to Teaching” (p. 26). This course was similar to “Introduction to Education,”
which had been an educational foundations course throughout previous years. The junior year of
the elementary program was comprised of nine subject area teaching methods courses,
observation and internship. The senior year included mainly electives. Electives could be used
to satisfy student interests or, if concentrated in one subject area, could qualify the student to
teach that subject through ninth grade.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the amount of time that students were required to spend
observing, assisting and practicing teaching in schools increased. Elementary and secondary preservice teachers spent up to 12 hours in such activities (Indiana University, 1960).
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New

certificates were available for teaching junior high school. A scanned image of the 1957 course
catalog was included in Appendix D. With the exception of adding choice via electives for
students and subject area teaching methods coursework, the Indiana University program of study
remained similar throughout the remainder of the millennium.

University of Southern California
Region of the United States: West
Extra Large National Universities (U.S. News & World Report, 2007)

Background
The University of Southern California (USC) was established as a liberal arts college in
1880. Judge Robert Widney formed a board of trustees and secured a donation of 308 lots of
land from three philanthropists. The gift provided not only the land, but also a source of
endowment for the college. Courses in education first appeared in the College of Liberal Arts in
1906. Four education foundations classes were offered (University of Southern California,
1906). By 1909, the Department of Education was established.

Teacher Preparation Program Content: University of Southern California
Programs of study were obtained beginning in 1910 through 2007. A circle map defining
the major highlights within the programs of study is available in Appendix C. A flow map
sequencing the highlights and changes is shown in Figure 10.
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University of Southern California
Teacher Preparation Program Content
1909-2007
1909
• 1909: Department of
Education was
founded
• Secondary teaching
certification was
available
• Majority of
coursework was
education foundations
• No internship was
required
• Observation was
available

1910s
• State Board of
Education prescribed
certification
requirements
• Certification in
high school education
required a Bachelor’s
degree, one year of
graduate work in a
major area of study,
15 credit hours in
education and
electives

1940s
• All education students took a
sequence of four education foundations
courses
• Specialized fields in high school
teaching (art, music, physical education
and business) could earn an
undergraduate teaching degree
• Others wishing to teach high school
still majored in subject area content and
earned secondary teaching credential
• Elementary and junior high education
students completed principal and
subordinate programs of study

1950s
• All
programs
were five
years in
length, as
all students
had to earn
a major
and a
minor
• Few
other
changes
were made

1920s
• 1923: USC opened
Department
of Education to elementary and
junior high certification
• Bachelor’s Degree was offered
• No longer was certification all
finished as graduate coursework
• Two teaching methods courses
were required, regardless of level
• High school pre-service
teachers earned a degree in their
subject area major along with
teaching credentials

1960s
• Elementary
program of
study
included
additional
subject area
methods
courses

Figure 10: University of Southern California Flow Map
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1930s
• Program of study for elementary
teachers required three methods
courses, one of which was reading
• Elementary majors took 28
credits in the professional
sequence, while junior high majors
took 24
• Those wishing to qualify to
teach high school earned a major in
a subject area and a secondary
teaching credential, which included
18 credits in education coursework
including an internship

1970s
• Bachelor of Science
in General Studies
became the major for
elementary education
• Elementary
reverted to four-year
program
• Three field studies
were required for all
education students
• An additional
internship was
required for all
students

1980s
• Few
changes
occurred

1990s-2000s
• Continued
Bachelor of
Science in
General Studies
for elementary
degree
• Many more
subject area
methods courses
required
• Internships
paired with
methods
coursework

1909-1929. The Department of Education opened in 1909, and it offered a high school
teaching certificate. Foundational psychology was required, along with nine other education
foundations courses. Two teaching methods courses were included in the program of study as
well as opportunities for observation in the schools of Los Angeles (University of Southern
California, 1910).
By 1915, the California State Board of Education began prescribing rules under which
high school teaching certificates could be awarded. The rules, together with the requirements of
USC, were a bachelor’s degree, one year of graduate work including a full year’s course in a
major subject area, 15 credits in education including school management, secondary education,
practice teaching, subject area teaching methods, and electives (University of Southern
California, 1915). These requirements remained in effect until 1923.
In 1923, students who had attained junior standing at USC could be admitted to the
Department of Education to earn a Bachelor of Science in Education. This included certificates
for elementary and junior high school. Coursework included two teaching methods classes and
practice teaching, along with a majority of credits in education foundations. High school preservice teachers earned a subject area major and a certification for teaching (University of
Southern California, 1923).
1930-1959. In the early part of the 1930s, USC began to differentiate between
coursework in elementary education and junior high school education. A scanned image of the
course catalog from 1930 was included in Appendix D. Those working toward a bachelor’s
degree in elementary education were required to take 28 education credits, and nine of those
credits were in teaching methods courses. One specific subject area methods course for reading
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was in the program of study. The remainder was taken in education foundations and one
internship. Students earning the bachelor’s degree with junior high school credentials took 24
credits in education courses, which included one teaching methods class, one internship, and the
remainder in education foundations (University of Southern California, 1930).
Those wishing to teach high school completed a major in a subject area content as well as
18 credits in education. While most of those credits were in education foundations, they also
included one teaching methods course and one internship.
Reorganization of the curriculum occurred in the early 1940s, as all students entering the
School of Education, regardless of program level, were required to complete a series of four
courses: “The Teacher and the School,” “The Learner,” “The Learning Process,” and “The
School and Society” (University of Southern California, 1940, p. 79).

The University of

Southern California organized the education courses into principal and subordinate groups in the
1940s. Principal and subordinate course groups were organized by subject area and included
only content and background. In order to earn a Bachelor of Science in Education with the
elementary credential, students completed one principal and one subordinate group of courses,
which increased the time required to earn the elementary teaching credentials to five years. To
earn the degree with a junior high school credential, students had the option of completing a
teaching major and minor or a principal and subordinate course group, also increasing the time
required to five years. Those studying to become high school teachers were still required to
complete a bachelor’s degree in order to gain admission into the postgraduate year of work for
the education minor (University of Southern California, 1944). However, a new option for those
students who wished to teach secondary art, business, music or physical education allowed them
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to earn an undergraduate degree in those specialized fields (University of Southern California,
1940).
The principal and subordinate course group semantics were changed to become majors
and minors in the early 1950s. A major in education and a minor in either elementary education
or a subject area content were required in order to earn elementary credentials. The minor
included additional teaching methods courses in art, music and physical education (University of
Southern California, 1952).
1960-1989. The 1960s included more required teaching methods courses for those
studying elementary education. Subject area methods courses included social studies, language
arts, and mathematics (University of Southern California, 1964).
Much of the curriculum remained unchanged throughout the remainder of the 1960s and
1970s; however, in the late 1970s the State of California required a diversified major for those
preparing to teach at the elementary level. Therefore, a Bachelor of Science in General Studies
was offered as the major for meeting this requirement, and it could be obtained in four years.
Students were also able to earn a subject area bachelor’s degree and pass an examination to earn
the diversified major requirement. The general studies major was basically a liberal arts major
consisting of several courses in English, mathematics, social sciences, science and humanities.
A scanned image of the 1974 course catalog pages detailing the General Studies requirements
was included in Appendix D.
The professional preparation for the teaching credentials included three initial courses,
“The Teacher, the School, and Society,” “Learning, Evaluation, and Development,” and
“Methods and Materials of Teaching Reading in Elementary and Secondary Schools”
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(University of Southern California, 1978, p. 69) all of which included field work. An additional
internship was added for a total of two. These opportunities for working in the real world setting
were a marked increase over the past.
1990-2007. In the latter part of the 1990s and into the 2000s, the School of Education
continued to offer the Bachelor of Science in General Studies, which included core teaching
courses. The professional requirement consisted of three education foundations courses and
eight stand-alone teaching methods courses. Two internships paired with teaching methods
courses were also included in the program of study.
For those preparing to teach secondary school, a content area major continued to be
required along with a minor in education. The minor included three education foundations
courses and three teaching methods courses in addition to two internships paired with methods
courses (University of Southern California, 2007).

Analysis of Teacher Preparation Program Content in Universities Which Did Not Originate as
Teacher Normal Schools
Three universities which did not originate as teacher normal schools contributed
programs of study and documents to this research: Indiana University (IU), the University of
Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) and the University of Southern California (USC). Indiana
University established its Department of Education in 1908 and the University of Southern
California followed suit in 1909. The University of Massachusetts Amherst converted the
Department of Agricultural Education to the Department of Education in 1932.
Although IU and USC founded departments of education within one year of each other,
their program offerings were very different.

IU had a two-year program for elementary
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education certification and a four-year program for a bachelor’s degree in elementary or
secondary education.

USC offered only a secondary education program for high school

certification, which required a bachelor’s degree, one year of graduate work in a major area of
study, and 15 credit hours in education foundations and other electives. While students at IU
completed one observation course and one internship, USC offered observation hours but no
internship.
It was not until the 1920s that USC expanded its Department of Education to include an
elementary education program. During this decade, earning the bachelor’s degree was again a
four-year endeavor instead of five. IU continued to offer its two-year elementary certification
program until the 1940s when all programs of study became four-year commitments. Although
USC’s programs took four years, the majority of courses were in the liberal arts. Students,
regardless of elementary or secondary concentration, took two general teaching methods courses.
However, at IU elementary education majors took several subject-specific teaching methods
courses. The IU course catalog also noted the study of classroom management.
When the University of Massachusetts opened its Department of Education in 1932, it
offered only a two-year program of study for secondary education certification. Both IU and
USC were building their elementary and secondary programs, adding more behavioral science
courses like Measurement and Evaluation. IU required students in the four-year degree program
to concentrate 20 to 24 electives in one area outside of education. USC’s students who wished to
become secondary teachers earned a major in a subject area and a secondary teaching credential,
which consisted of 18 credits of education coursework and an internship.
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In its first full decade of existence, UMass secondary education students had the option to
complete an internship, although it was not mandatory until 1945. At IU and USC, time in the
real world classroom setting observing, assisting, and practicing increased.

IU elementary

education students completed one more internship than secondary education students.
The 1950s were a decade in which the three universities researched offered education
students program choices so they could concentrate on a specific subject area. The University of
Massachusetts began offering an elementary education degree in the 1950s, when students had
the option of majoring in education, or minoring in education with a major in a subject area
content. At IU, electives could be concentrated on one subject area to earn a teaching certificate
in that subject through ninth grade. USC extended all education programs to five years, in which
all students chose a either a subject area or education major and vice versa for the minor.
The University of Massachusetts underwent major reorganization in the 1960s and 1970s.
A new Dean, Dwight Allen, tripled the number of faculty and added many new electives. A
laboratory school opened on campus for observation and practice teaching. Eleven learning
centers based on different facets of education were created, and students were given a high
degree of freedom in constructing their own programs of study. All courses were graded on a
pass-fail basis. However, this would all change by the 1980s, when the school would again offer
a more traditional four-year program with the first two years being liberal arts courses and the
next two years filled with professional education studies.
By the 1980s, USC’s programs reverted to four-year courses of study and the Bachelor of
Science in General Studies was earned by elementary education students. Three field studies and
two internships were required within the program.
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Internships were paired with teaching

methods courses in the attempt to provide a connection between theory and practice. Few other
changes occurred in any of the programs throughout the 1980s.
Throughout the 1990s and 2000s much of the professional education program content
remained the same at each university. UMass began requiring elementary education students to
complete a major in the liberal arts and sciences or an approved interdisciplinary major while
completing teacher preparation content.

Although USC continued to require elementary

education students to complete the Bachelor of Science in General Studies, additional subject
area teaching methods courses were infused into the education program of study.

Presentation of School District-Based
Alternative Teacher Certification Program Data
Three school district alternative certification programs (ACPs) in Florida, which
represented typical types of such programs throughout the United States, were chosen for this
study. Administrators or persons overseeing the ACPs were contacted via electronic mail and
telephone to obtain information.
All three of these district-based ACPs were designed in accordance with Florida Statute
1012.56(7), which stated:
By July 1, 2002, the Department of Education shall develop and each school district must
provide a cohesive competency-based preparation program by which members of the
school district’s instructional staff may satisfy the mastery of professional preparation
and education competence requirements specified in rules of the State Board of
Education.
Participants must hold a state-issued temporary certificate (Florida
Department of Education, 2002).
Each school district had flexibility in designing their program as long as it met the following
requirements:
[1.] Survival training prior to assuming responsibilities of teacher of record
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[2.]
[3.]
[4.]
[5.]
[6.]
[7.]

Pre-assessment of entry level skills
Individualized training plan
Support from peer mentors and building administrators
Opportunities for collaborative assistance from higher education partners
Training curriculum that targets the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices
Summative assessment that documents mastery of the Florida Educator
Accomplished Practices
[8.] Florida Professional Education Certification Test (Florida Department of Education,
2002).

The 12 Florida Educator Accomplished Practices targeted in these ACPs were:
1. Assessment
2. Communication
3. Continuous Improvement
4. Critical Thinking
5. Diversity
6. Ethics
7. Human Development & Learning
8. Knowledge of Subject Matter
9. Learning Environments
10. Planning
11. Role of the Teacher
12. Technology
Successful integration of these requirements led to the acceptance of the district-based ACP by
the State of Florida.
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Brevard County Public Schools
The Brevard County Public Schools’ (BCPS) alternative certification program utilized
the acronym, ACHIEVE, which stood for Alternative Certification Helping Individuals to
Embrace and Value Education (Brevard County Public Schools, 2007). Those who did not earn
a degree in education and who were teaching with a temporary certificate based on a degree in
another subject area were able to participate in the program. The BCPS ACP consisted of
coursework, field work, mentoring and independent study.
A three-day New Teacher Academy was offered prior to the beginning of school. The
academy contained “survival skills” to assist new teachers in preparing for and enduring the first
weeks of school. The survival skills training included an explanation of Florida’s Code of
Ethics; study of Harry Wong’s The First Days of School, which highlighted classroom
management strategies; and study of Ruby Payne’s A Framework for Understanding Poverty,
which provided new teachers with strategies for working with students from different
socioeconomic backgrounds.
A six-hour meeting was held during the first month of school to review classroom
management strategies including procedures and routines for the beginning of the year. An
additional six-hour course on classroom management was offered late in the first semester or
early in the second semester. A 12-hour course on building relationships with students and
dealing with challenging students in the classroom was required of ACP participants.

An

additional six hours, adding parent relationships to the course content, was a component in the
BCPS ACP.
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In order to learn instructional strategies for differentiation, brain-based learning, multiple
intelligences and subject area content, participants took part in the following training: 12 hours
of Thinking Maps® visual tools for organizing information and encouraging metacognition, 12
hours of CRISSTM (CReating Independence through Student-owned Strategies) training for
thinking skills, 12 hours of Kagan Cooperative Learning training, 60 hours of ESOL (English for
Speakers of Other Languages) training, and 60 hours of Reading in the Content Area training.
New teachers in the Brevard County ACP learned about assessing students in two
separate trainings for a total of 15 hours.

They also acquired strategies for integrating

technology into teaching and learning in a 12-hour course.
In order to follow up on all of the aforementioned topics, two three-hour meetings were
required of the ACP participants. In addition, a four-day summer institute provided time for
additional follow-up training and assisting new teachers transition into the profession (Brevard
County Public Schools, 2007).

Hillsborough County Public Schools
The Hillsborough County Public Schools’ (HCPS) alternative certification program
contained courses designed to “assist participants in gaining the knowledge, skills and abilities
required to successfully demonstrate each of the twelve Accomplished Practices” (Hillsborough
County Public Schools). Throughout the program, the participants were supported by trained
administrators and peer teachers.
New teachers in the ACP completed courses to learn about procedures and strategies for
success in the classroom. The 18-hour teacher induction course was based on Wong’s First
Days of School and included practice in setting up classroom routines and planning for
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instruction. The “Professionalism through Integrity” course was three hours long, and teachers
learned about the Code of Ethics for Florida educators.
“Transition into Teaching,” a 24-hour component of the ACP, taught participants about
human growth and development, learning styles, and the role of the teacher.

In addition,

teachers had the opportunity to delve into the Sunshine State Standards, or Florida’s curriculum,
and discuss how to craft the best possible lessons while keeping the end goal in mind. The
“Effective Teaching Strategies” course, 18 hours long, continued to focus the teachers on
instructional planning and delivery, communication, classroom management and subject area
content knowledge. Furthermore, the “Reading to Learn” 60-hour course enabled teachers to
take away research-based strategies for improving students’ reading skills at all grade levels. An
18-hour technology integration component gave participants hands-on learning opportunities to
learn how technology may be woven into their daily lessons.
Classroom management was the focus for a 24-hour course. The goal was “to increase
the effectiveness of educators in creating a classroom environment in which learning and
teaching can take place” (Hillsborough County Public Schools).

A district-wide diversity

training was included in the ACP, as well as training in crisis prevention and intervention.
Hillsborough County Public Schools’ ACP participants completed an on-line portfolio
with evidence that they achieved an acceptable level of success on the 12 Accomplished
Practices. Documents which would assist new teachers with ideas for portfolio evidence and
how to organized the portfolio were posted on the district Web site along with contact phone
numbers for questions and assistance.
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Orange County Public Schools
The mission of the Orange County Public Schools’ (OCPS) alternative certification
program (ACP) is “to expand the pool of educators to include non-education majors committed
to making a positive impact on student achievement and providing quality educational
opportunities” (Orange County Public Schools, 2007, p. 1). The circle map in Appendix E
defined important aspects of this alternative certification program. Specific qualifications as
follows were necessary in order to enter the OCPS ACP:
[1.] Be a paid instructional employee of OCPS with a teaching assignment that does not
vary from day-to-day
[2.] Hold or be eligible for a three-year temporary certificate from the Florida
Department of Education
[3.] Hold at least a bachelor’s degree, meet the subject area requirements for which a
professional certificate may be issued or pass the state subject area exam, and be
certified for the teaching assignment
[4.] Obtain the signature of the hiring principal on the ACP application as agreement to
host the program on site
[5.] Sign the ACP application as agreement to participate
[6.] Obtain a passing score on all four parts of the General Knowledge examination (p.
1)
The length of the alternative certification program is a minimum of 360 days plus preplanning and post-planning participation. This must be accomplished under the supervision of a
trained administrator and ACP mentor.
Participants in the Orange County ACP participated in Great Beginnings, which was a
twelve-hour training conducted prior to pre-planning that included information regarding
classroom management based on Harry Wong’s book, The First Days of School. Participants
reviewed research and practiced skills to prepare them for classroom effectiveness. They also
became familiar with the Code of Ethics and the ethical issues that relate to teaching in Florida.
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To follow up on this training, they took a course entitled “Role of the Teacher” in which they
learned about the laws regarding child abuse and their obligations in such situations.
Teachers in the OCPS alternative certification program completed 12 hours of
cooperative learning training for successful classroom management.

They completed a

management plan for immediate use and committed to using a cooperative learning structure in
their classroom.
Participants worked with a content mentor for at least six hours to develop a resource file
of lesson plans for use in their classroom. They took a Web-based course entitled Reading to
Learn, a 60-hour learning opportunity about scientifically based reading research and its
implementation in the classroom.

In addition, they received a three-hour overview and

workshop about integrating curriculum and writing integrated lesson plans.
Another 60-hour course, English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) Strategies,
provided ESOL awareness for participants and equipped them with effective instructional
strategies. In a six-hour diversity course, they learned how to plan with diverse learners in mind.
A 15-hour course about critical thinking and multiple intelligences also gave them strategies for
teaching diverse learners. Teachers in the ACP also learned about human development and the
brain in a nine-hour course, and were asked to implement and reflect upon their use of brainbased strategies in the classroom. They completed a six-hour course on multiple measures of
assessment. Finally, they learned how to utilize technology in the classroom in a 12-hour class
which culminated in the upload of their personal classroom Web site (Orange County Public
Schools, 2007).
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In addition to time spent in the coursework, OCPS ACP participants completed a virtual
portfolio based on the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices. Forty-one assignments were
completed by participants and scored by district assessors. One example of an assignment based
on the communication competency is as follows:
The teacher videotapes two 20-30 minute lessons, evaluates her/his performance, and
obtains an evaluation from the ACP mentor. The teacher writes a summary of strengths
and weaknesses, including improvements made (Orange County Public Schools, 2007).
All assignments were listed on the OCPS ACP Web site, and a link to a complete
explanation of the task was available along with a link to the assessor’s electronic mail in case of
questions. Once the assessor completed scoring on individual task assignments, they posted the
score on the “Tracking System” designed especially for Florida’s alternative certification
program. Scores were “Demonstrated,” “Partially Demonstrated,” or “Not Demonstrated” for
each task. The assessor could also write comments and feedback on the tracking system. When
all tasks were completed, the tracking system calculated whether or not the ACP participant had
successfully demonstrated all 12 Florida Educator Accomplished Practices (Orange County
Public Schools, 2007).

Analysis of School District-Based Alternative Certification Programs
The school district-based alternative certification programs included in this research were
located in Florida, a state which provided a choice of following the state’s program model or
creating unique programs based on a set of guidelines. The three school districts in this research
chose to incorporate unique training elements into their programs while using the state
guidelines.
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Content of these alternative certification programs related to Florida’s 12 Educator
Accomplished Practices, most of which were based on pedagogy. Examples of training which
included teaching methods were classroom management, teaching strategies for diverse learners
such as English Language Learners and students from various socio-economic backgrounds, and
cooperative learning.

Other pedagogical coursework provided by the school district-based

programs was integration of technology and assessment.
One of the accomplished practices, Knowledge of Subject Matter, was satisfied through
passing the state subject area examination and the General Knowledge examination. Typically,
subject matter coursework was completed with the participant’s prior degree program.
The alternative certification programs were completed while participants were teaching.
This gave them the opportunity to immediately apply what was learned and dialogue with other
professionals at their schools or peers in their ACP classes about successes and challenges. The
new teachers were also paired with trained mentors who provided assistance throughout their
learning process.

Research Questions
Research Question 1 sought to determine how American teacher education evolved since
the inception of formal public teacher preparation programs. In order to seek and find answers to
this question, the flow maps of individual teacher preparation programs were combined into one
flow map, (Appendix E), which served as a timeline organized in increments to show the
additions and changes to content over time.
The first schools dedicated to educating teachers in America opened in the mid-1800s
and were patterned after the normal schools of Europe. They were established as an avenue
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toward staffing the common schools, which were tax-supported public elementary schools.
Since common schools had opened and enrollment in them rapidly expanded, the private
colleges and high schools that had previously trained elementary teachers could not meet the
demand. Normal schools often offered their students free tuition in exchange for their agreement
to teach in the local common schools upon completion of the teacher preparation program.
Normal schools provided a review of common school subjects and methods of teaching
them. They included practice teaching opportunities in “model schools” for students to gain
real-world experience under the supervision of a trained teacher before taking the classroom
responsibility on themselves.

The first programs of study for teacher certification took

approximately one and a half years to complete, although many students left for various reasons
before finishing. Some received teaching job offers, meaning that they were not fully trained for
the responsibilities of the classrooms they accepted.
Normal school educators claimed to instill in their students the “art of teaching,” while
striving to progress teaching as a profession. They struggled for acceptance in higher education
from their inception. Normal school principals proclaimed teaching was a profession based on
the science of education at their first annual normal school convention in 1859. Soon thereafter,
Framingham State College declared psychology “the foundation for all true teaching.”
Psychology and the behavioral sciences began appearing in elementary and secondary education
programs of study. This was evidenced by “Theory and Art of Teaching” being replaced by
“Psychology” at Peabody College in the 1880s and the addition of “Measurement and
Evaluation” at Indiana University in 1916.
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In further efforts to become competitive with the more expensive colleges and
universities, normal schools began to expand their course offerings in the late 1800s. The
expansion eventually led them to change their names to teachers colleges. Some programs, like
those offered at Peabody College for Teachers, were four years in length. Framingham added a
program for the preparation of high school teachers. In the early 1900s, students in secondary
English education at Ball Teachers’ College took ten subject area content courses. Programs
increased time in real-world classroom teaching experiences through observations, field studies,
and internships in varying requirements.
Interestingly, both Framingham and Peabody stated in their course catalogs that they did
not fully prepare teachers for all that they would encounter in the classroom. Therefore, history
showed that even as American teacher education was in its earliest stages, the issue of its
insufficiency was present. This correlated to the problem associated with the research that
teachers were often critical of their preparation programs for not fully preparing them for the
classroom. Although they completed teacher education programs of study, they were left with
knowledge voids upon entering the classroom. History indicated that this problem was everpresent in teacher education.
The issue of supply and demand was also evident from the very beginning of teacher
education. In fact, it was the foundation upon which teacher preparation was built. America
needed teachers for the common schools, so right away the demand was greater than the supply.
In the 1980s, alternative certification programs moved to the forefront of teacher education as
states created other avenues besides four-year colleges and universities for preparing teachers.
However, again the research indicated that historically this was already accomplished.
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Framingham may have created the first alternative certification program in the late 1800s when it
provided an accelerated teaching program for graduates of other colleges or universities who met
criteria.
During the early 1900s, Ball State University, Indiana University and the University of
Southern California were established. Of the five colleges and universities researched from that
time period, education foundations, teaching methods and subject area content coursework
requirements varied from year-to-year. One consistency among all five colleges and universities
during the early 1900s was that the “art of teaching” language disappeared from course catalogs.
This may have been a result of teacher educators making the assertion that teaching is a science.
The prominence of subject area teaching methods coursework in programs of study was clear in
some, yet not in others. Additionally, while some programs concentrated many credit hours on
subject area teaching methods in one year, they may have had a different concentration in
subsequent years.
In the 1930s, some of the researched programs increased rigor and required teacher
education students to earn an additional major or minor. Examples of this occurred at the
University of Southern California, where all students of education earned both a major and a
minor. At the University of Massachusetts Amherst, elementary education students were able to
either major in elementary education or minor in elementary education while majoring in a
subject area content.
While all colleges and universities included classroom observation and internships by the
1950s, the University of Massachusetts was the last to make internships mandatory. They were
offered as an elective until that point. By the 1950s, all colleges and universities which began as
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teacher normal schools in the study required students to take coursework, discussion hours, or
conference hours alongside their internships. This may have been an effort to connect theory and
practice.
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, several colleges and universities restructured their
teacher education programs. As teacher educators had always struggled for acceptance within
the larger university context, these changes pointed to efforts in gaining such. At the University
of Southern California, elementary education students earned a Bachelor of Science in General
Studies. The University of Massachusetts Amherst gave their education students much more
autonomy in choosing from 11 major areas of study in education. The number of education
faculty tripled during these two decades; therefore, course choice also increased. Students were
essentially able to build their own programs of study. This did not last long, however. UMass
Amherst reverted to a four-year program of study by the 1990s, when students of elementary
education earned a bachelor’s degree in liberal studies.
Colleges and universities which began as teacher normal schools remained focused on
traditional four-year programs of teacher preparation.

They underwent few changes from the

1970s through 2007. The typical program took four years, in which the first two years were
courses in liberal arts and sciences. The following two years for elementary education students
were courses in education foundations, teaching methods, and subject area content. For students
aspiring to become secondary educators, the following two years consisted mainly of subject
area content coursework along with one or two teaching methods courses and a few in education
foundations. All colleges and universities included observation, field study and/or internships in
their programs of education. Although components of these programs were consistent on a
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broad scale, they were inconsistent in course title, content, and amount of classes in each
category.
Research Question 2 focused on how American teacher education, as well as the
metaphorical view of teaching as an art or a science, was affected by historical events, politics,
and other outside influences.

Supply and Demand
The very existence of American teacher education was based on a demand for teachers.
In the cause-and-effect map in Figure 11, it was obvious that once a system of free, public
education was established by opening common schools, the demand for teachers was suddenly
much greater than the supply.
The demand caused towns to hire teachers who were not fully prepared for the
responsibilities they would face in the classroom. This practice continued over a century later,
especially in hard-to-staff areas where minority and low-income students were served
disproportionately with under-qualified teachers than their middle to upper class peers (National
Commission on Teaching and America’s Future, 1997). History showed that this problem
associated with recent growth and diversity in America was actually present from the very
beginning of teacher education.
The demand for teachers lingered throughout history, although it was sometimes greater
than others or concentrated in specific regions of the United States. The teacher shortage made
the most memorable headlines beginning in the 1980s and continued throughout the new
millennium.
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Figure 11: Cause and Effects of Common Schools

Alternative certification programs reportedly came into existence in 1984, with the
establishment of the first of such programs in Texas. However, through this research it was
found that Framingham State College, the first teacher education school in America, actually
created the first alternative certification program in the 1800s. What was generally touted in the
1980s and beyond as an inventive avenue toward solving the teacher shortage had been invented
over 100 years prior. Figure 12 shows some causes and effects of alternative certification
programs. These programs provided quicker routes to teacher certification for those who held a
degree in another field. This helped school districts to fill positions, typically with more diverse
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individuals including minorities and males. These programs were also an avenue to filling
positions in critical shortage subject areas such as mathematics and science.

Figure 12: Causes and Effects of Alternative Certification Programs

The Struggle for Acceptance
Throughout the early years of teacher normal schools, teacher educators felt a disconnect
from the professional ranks of doctors and lawyers, although they believed they deserved a place
in the professional hierarchy. During the 1850s, the normal school principals gathered for their
annual conference and together declared “teaching is a profession based on the science of
education.” Subsequently, though not quickly, behavioral sciences entered programs of study.
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In the 1870s, Framingham State College called psychology “the foundation for all true teaching.”
Scholars John Dewey and Edward Thorndike contributed findings regarding social neuroscience
and cognitive organization theory.

Teaching methods were said to be based on the behavior

sciences and tried and true actions in the classroom.

It was not until 1873 that the first

permanent university chairman in education was established. Figure 13 depicts possible causes
and effects of teacher education’s struggle for acceptance in higher education.
Colleges and universities initially focused on preparing high school teachers through the
teaching of subject matter. With this focus, they secured their link with the schools, but not the
low-status common schools. In the late 19th century, universities needed to increase enrollment,
so they began adding colleges and departments of education to help alleviate this problem. In
this way, they could appeal to women while confining them to one area of the campus. With the
demand for space in colleges and universities brought about by the GI Bill at the end of World
War II, increasing numbers of them opened teacher education programs. The University of
Massachusetts Amherst was an example of this, expanding its agricultural programs to include
secondary education in the 1930s and elementary education in the 1950s. Opening additional
programs and seats was simpler than building new colleges and universities.

Although this

sequence of events opened doors to teacher education, the struggle for acceptance within those
doors would continue into 2007.
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Figure 13: Teacher Education’s Struggle for Acceptance in Higher Education

Continuing Criticism
The national government’s 1983 report, A Nation at Risk, was prompted by a fear that
other nations were surpassing America in terms of education.
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It recommended increasing

admission requirements for teacher education programs, preparing students in an academic
discipline with less emphasis on education foundations and teaching methods courses, and
raising teacher salaries to attract top candidates. Figure 14 shows some possible causes and
effects of A Nation at Risk.

Figure 14: Causes and Effects of A Nation at Risk

Throughout this research, it was interesting to find that of the colleges and universities
studied, few changes were made to their teacher education programs. The 1980s brought the
fewest changes of any decade to the programs overall. The 1990s were the era in which possible
effects of the national government’s widely-publicized report were most evident. Framingham
State College, Peabody College, and the University of Southern California increased time in the
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real-world setting for both elementary and secondary education programs of study. In the 2000s,
the Massachusetts legislature passed a law requiring teacher education candidates to pass specific
general education courses in order to receive their certification. This affected Framingham State
College and the University of Massachusetts Amherst.
Many of the colleges and universities studied began requiring different degrees or areas
of concentration in the 1990s and 2000s. Ball State University’s elementary education teacher
preparation program asked that students concentrate their electives on a specific area of study.
At the University of Massachusetts Amherst, students of elementary education earned a
bachelor’s degree in the liberal arts and sciences or an approved interdisciplinary major. The
University of Southern California had begun requiring elementary education students to earn a
Bachelor of Science in General Studies in the 1970s, and this continued through 2007. It seemed
that by 2007, fewer courses concentrated on education foundations and teaching methods, while
more time was devoted to liberal arts coursework and field study or internships.
Research Question 3 had the purpose of determining which program requirements
specific to education foundations such as the history and philosophies of education, teaching
methods such as instructional design and student behavior management, and subject area content
were included in traditional and alternative elementary and secondary teacher preparation
programs from 1839 to 2007.
Figure 15 depicts the three broad areas of study in teacher education throughout 1839 to
2007 and lists many of the common courses by which they were represented.
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Figure 15: Teacher Preparation Program Content, 1839-2007
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Course titles toward the top of the tree map were those typically found in earlier course
catalogs. “Art of Teaching” was the earliest form of teaching methods course, and it was found
in Framingham and Peabody’s course catalogs. References within course descriptions were also
found in Ball State University’s course catalog. Interestingly, these three institutions were those
from this study which began as teacher normal schools.
“School Law,” “Principles of Education,” and “History of Education,” were found
throughout the time period studied in every college or university. However, they appeared at
different times and had different course descriptions.
Research Question 4 sought answers to how American teacher education program
requirements throughout history aligned with commonly cited teacher knowledge voids such as
student behavior management, time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating
students, and meeting individual students’ needs. Figure 16 shows these areas in which teachers
felt they were ill-prepared in the classroom and content found within the research that would
support them.
It was simple to see that areas reported by new teachers as problematic were not wellrepresented within teacher preparation programs. However, it was not as clear to pinpoint which
courses might have included these topics somewhere in their study even though they were not in
the catalog description. Student behavior management and meeting individual students’ needs
were possibly the best represented; however, there were no courses in traditional teacher
preparation programs which were completely devoted to these topics.
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Figure 16: Common Teacher Knowledge Voids and Supporting Course Content
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Discipline and classroom management were included in course descriptions for classes
titled “Problems of Teaching and Management” at Framingham State College in the 1930s and
“Principles of Instruction” at Indiana University in the 1940s, but these topics were only part of
what was covered in those classes. Florida’s alternative certification programs perhaps had the
most specific coverage of student behavior management techniques, although courses in ACPs
were much shorter than the typical college course. Therefore, the topic did not receive the
attention it would need to assist teachers in feeling more competent in the classroom.
Meeting individual students’ needs was a broad topic, and through the research it was
noted that colleges and universities began to touch upon it around the 1940s.

Ball State

University offered an elective titled “Education of Slow and Fast Learners.” Later in the 1970s,
“Special Education 101” was required of all students of education at Peabody College. These
were examples of specific references found in the research of traditional teacher preparation
programs that would support this knowledge void. Florida’s alternative certification programs
included more specific coursework pertaining to meeting individual students’ needs as evidenced
by the English for Speakers of Other Languages Strategies course and the study of Ruby Payne’s
A Framework for Understanding Poverty. However, these courses were much more condensed
than a college class would be.
Organization was somewhat represented in catalog descriptions, although the topic was
so broad that it was difficult to pinpoint with which aspect of organization teachers felt
uncomfortable.

The evidence of organization found within the research was of classroom

organization and unit planning. In order to address this issue for teachers, one would have to
drill down to their true needs regarding organization.
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The other three areas, time management, dealing with parents, and motivating students,
were barely touched upon, if at all, in traditional and alternative certification programs. As these
specific teacher knowledge voids were those from studies conducted in the 1980s and 1990s, and
they were still not being fully addressed in 2007, it was assumed that they continued to remain
the same.
A summary of the analysis of data for this study revealed the following findings:
1. American teacher preparation programs began in 1839 with elements of teaching
methods, subject area content and education foundations which remained the
common elements in 2007.

Furthermore, the ratio of each element in teacher

preparation programs fluctuated throughout history, often influenced by politics such
as government groups like the National Commission on Teaching and America’s
Future.
2. The dissent over teaching as an art or a science was evident in the early years of
teacher normal schools, and the argument continued in 2007. A major effect on the
debate was the absence of a clear definition of teaching as an art or a science. An
example was the Art of Teaching course, in which the content was based on teaching
methods that were science driven.
3. Early teacher normal schools admitted that teacher education programs were
“imperfect preparation” for the classroom, and teacher knowledge voids remained an
issue in 2007.
4. From the inception of common schools in America, there was a shortage of teachers
to fill them, and the teacher shortage continued in 2007.
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5. Alternative routes to teacher certification were sought and enacted in the 1800s, and
alternative certification programs were widely used in 2007.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study traced and examined elements of American teacher education programs which
may have affected teachers’ feelings of unpreparedness for the classroom. Possible causes or
links to the teacher knowledge voids reported by Veenman (1984) and Gratch (1998) based on
their studies of new teachers were researched. These knowledge voids were: student behavior
management, time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating students, and
meeting individual students’ needs. The study also researched and traced the viewpoints of
teaching as an art or a science by examining coursework in education foundations, teaching
methods, or subject area content coursework throughout selected programs. Programs selected
for this research were traditional teacher preparation programs from colleges and universities
which began as teacher normal schools and from those that did not, as well as alternative teacher
certification programs.

Summary
A sample of the three types of teacher preparation programs was selected, and archive
librarians or program assistants of those colleges, universities, or school districts were contacted
from March 2007 through January 2008 in order to gather information.

Primary source

documents, including undergraduate catalogs and program descriptions from the teacher
preparation programs dating from 1839 to 2007, were obtained and analyzed with the following
research questions in mind:
1. How has American teacher education evolved since the inception of formal public
teacher preparation programs?
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2. How has American teacher education, as well as the metaphorical view of teaching as
an art or a science, been affected by historical events, politics, and other outside
influences?
3. What program requirements specific to education foundations such as the history and
philosophies of education, behavioral sciences and teaching methods such as
instructional design and student behavior management, and subject area content were
included in traditional and alternative elementary and secondary teacher preparation
programs from 1839 to 2007?
4. How did American teacher education program requirements throughout history align
with commonly cited teacher knowledge voids such as student behavior management,
time management, organization, dealing with parents, motivating students, and
meeting individual students’ needs?
Results from the qualitative research indicated that the three types of teacher preparation
programs shared similarities and differences between and within themselves.
Research Question 1, regarding the evolution of teacher education in America, revealed
that many of the problems facing teacher education in 2007 were present from the very
beginning in 1839. For example, America continued to face a teacher shortage in certain areas of
the country as well as specific subject areas in 2007. This was nothing new, as teacher education
in normal schools was established due to the need to staff common schools. It seemed as though
teacher education programs were constantly attempting to “catch up” by producing enough
teachers alongside learning how they could best be prepared.
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Normal school teacher preparation faced challenges to its existence from its
establishment. This led normal school principals to declare teaching a profession based on the
science of education. Normal schools expanded their curriculum to compete with high schools,
and eventually they added liberal arts faculty and competed for enrollment with colleges and
universities. Normal schools became known as teachers colleges and eventually assimilated into
colleges or universities.
While normal schools originally taught pre-service teachers the art of teaching, soon
thereafter their principals felt the need to be recognized as a profession just as were doctors and
lawyers. Many who reported on this era in teacher education noted that they seemed to struggle
to live up to this proclamation. The argument over “teaching as an art” or “teaching as a
science” thus began in the 1850s and continued throughout history.
One major issue in researching the debate between the art and science of teaching became
apparent during the review of literature. Neither the art nor science of teaching was clearly
defined within the literature or the research, and thus contributed much confusion when
attempting to interpret course definitions and content. Researchers such as Borrowman (1965)
described the art of teaching in the sense of teaching methods, while others such as Payne
referred methods the science of teaching.

Furthermore, courses which were titled Art of

Teaching were described as lessons in the methods of teaching.
The original normal schools in Massachusetts were charged by Horace Mann to instill a
sense of calling in future teachers. W.C. Ruediger (cited in Borrowman, 1965) wrote that normal
schools contributed to their students a “pride of craft” and an “indispensable spirit of the
teaching profession” (p. 25). These extremely abstract concepts emerged from this research as
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the greatest factors involved in the art of teaching, and therefore contributed to the difficulty with
which it was defined. The art of teaching was ultimately defined by the researcher as the use of
techniques highly influenced by individual personality traits, viewpoints, and background
experiences, to enhance teaching methods. The question that arose based on this definition was
whether or not the art of teaching could actually be taught to others. A more appropriate
approach in teacher preparation was most likely to assist others in developing their individual
style, or art. The art of teaching, then, would look and sound different based on the individual,
and thus may be difficult to assess.
While teaching methods were sometimes deemed the art of teaching throughout the
literature, they were based on the behavioral sciences of psychology and human growth and
development. In fact, Framingham State College defined psychology as “the science of the soul”
and “a foundation for all true teaching” in the 1870s. Therefore, the science of teaching was
defined by this research as teaching methodology based on the foundation of behavioral sciences.
Because teaching methods could be taught in a somewhat formulaic fashion, they were most
often taught in pre-service courses separate from the real world setting.

This led to the

disconnect between theory and practice referred to by so many new teachers and possibly
deepened the knowledge voids presented in the fourth research question.
Based on the early normal school principals’ hope to establish teaching as a profession
equal to medicine and law, a parallel emerged from this research due in part to the confusion
between art and science. Both doctors and lawyers certainly employ the sciences in their work;
however, those doctors who have the best “bedside manner” and those lawyers who consistently
craft believable cases become the most well-known and possibly the most successful. As with
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teachers, doctors and lawyers have an element of art in their work based on personality and
experiences which relates to Max Weber’s theory of charismatic leadership. This theory and its
application throughout these three professions should be further researched.
Although all programs researched were different, one consistency from the beginning in
1839 was the opportunity for practice in the real-world setting. Framingham State College
opened with a model school where aspiring teachers observed, practiced teaching, and were
critiqued by their peers. This type of practice continued in places of varying names such as
laboratory schools and practice schools. While the element of practice was consistent, the
amount of credit hours and types of concurrent coursework were vastly different across the six
colleges and universities studied.
Another constant in all of the programs researched was education foundations and
teaching methods coursework. However, again, colleges and universities required these courses
in varying amounts, in different sequence and with different descriptions. It was not guaranteed
that History of Education at one school was identical to the same course at another school,
although they shared the same title.
The evolution of teacher education also brought alternative certification programs to
light. Popular research said that these sorts of programs began in the 1980s in Texas and New
Jersey. They offered an avenue to teacher certification for those who typically held a degree
from a program other than education and who completed requirements such as additional
coursework and passing a certification examination. Through this research, it was found that
Framingham State College highlighted the same type of program in its course catalog in the
1800s.
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Research Question 2 viewed outside factors which may have influenced teacher
education throughout history.

While the issues of supply and demand and alternative

certification surfaced, several other events could have also made an impact. Teacher education’s
struggle for acceptance in higher education and the assertion that teaching was based on the
science of education may have led to the addition of psychology and other behavioral science
courses in programs of study. Some educators deemed pedagogy a science, while others said
pedagogy was an art based on facts and ideas from the behavioral sciences. This debate between
teaching as an art, a science, or both an art and a science continued throughout teacher education
history.
Although colleges and universities did not believe that teacher education belonged in
their institutions, the end of World War II and the GI Bill did much to effect change. Because
servicemen were returning home and there were not enough jobs for them, the GI Bill gave them
the opportunity to get an education. However, there were not enough seats in colleges and
universities. Rather than build new ones, they opened other programs of study such as teacher
education and in this way teacher education received a boost into the colleges and universities.
The Space Race between the Soviet Union and America to be the first country to
successfully reach space also affected teacher education. This was one major impetus of A
Nation at Risk, the national government’s report about the dire status of education in America.
Immediately following the report’s release, change was not evident in the researched programs.
However, throughout the 1990s and 2000s, colleges and universities began to require more
liberal studies, concentrated electives, and additional practice teaching in attempts to betterprepare their students for classroom teaching.
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Research Question 3 traced coursework in education foundations, teaching methods, and
subject area content. Although it was found that all three types of coursework were in traditional
programs that began as normal schools and those that did not, they were present in varying
amounts and in different semesters throughout the programs. There were no specific programs
that had disproportionate amounts of this coursework; however, courses with the same title had
various descriptions. In all six traditional teacher preparation programs, secondary English
education students took mainly subject area content courses, often majoring in English and
minoring in education. The majority of elementary teacher education programs consisted of
teaching methods coursework, although sometimes courses concentrated on a specific subject
such as Methods of Teaching Reading, and other times the courses were general such as Art of
Teaching.
Alternative certification programs in Florida in 2007 concentrated on teaching methods
training.

Subject area content was expected to have been learned in the student’s degree

program, as typically they earned a certification based on that subject. Alternative certification
programs seemed to lend the most attention of the three types of programs studied to teacher
knowledge voids. This was especially evident in classroom management and discipline and
meeting individual students’ needs.
Research Question 4 researched common teacher knowledge voids, and found that little
coursework was dedicated to filling them. The two knowledge void topics most often found in
the research on teacher preparation programs were student behavior management and meeting
individual students’ needs. Although these topics were touched upon sporadically in traditional
teacher preparation course content, there were virtually no classes dedicated specifically to them.
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Alternative certification programs seemed to be more in tune with new teachers’ needs, as they
touched upon almost every knowledge void; however, they offered condensed coursework which
did not lend itself to in-depth study of any of the problem areas.

Conclusions
Trends and patterns in teacher education throughout history were ignored, according to
Warren (1985). This was evident throughout this research as three continuing themes were
found to be significant. First, teacher education was always driven by supply and demand. This
led to the addition of alternative certification programs and increased the differences between
teacher preparation programs in America.

Next, other than the broad topics of education

foundations, teaching methods and subject area content there was no consistency in teacher
preparation program content across the United States. The debate over teaching as an art or a
science continued, as well as the disagreement about how a teacher should best be trained for the
classroom. Some colleges and universities began to require a liberal arts major, while others
continued to require an education major. Finally, there was separation between learning in the
teacher preparation program and application in the real world which led to teacher knowledge
voids that were consistent problem areas from the 1800s through the 2000s.
It was clear that there was not enough measurable research to determine the effectiveness
of teacher education programs. Additional research into the factors that overwhelm new teachers
is necessary to reform pre-service teacher programs.

If the most prominent strategy for

achieving the nation’s educational goals is to recruit, prepare and support excellent teachers for
every school (Long & Riegle, 2002), then more research on the missing links between teacher
education and practicing teachers’ needs is required. Wilson and Floden (2003) described the
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variables associated with teacher education program impact and effectiveness as teacher
retention and attrition, teacher behavior and instructional practice, teacher knowledge and skill,
and student achievement. They also reported that researchers have not yet found measures for
these outcomes. Improved teacher preparation programs depend on systematic evaluation which
involves time, funding, and effort.

Recommendations
Because teacher education is still driven by supply and demand and the United States will
continue to face the overwhelming need for teachers to fill vacancies or new positions, teacher
education should be streamlined across the country. Teacher education programs in colleges and
universities should include the same coursework and requirements from one to the next.
Alternative certification programs should include the same requirements from state to state. If
teachers were to move, this would ensure that they did not have to backtrack and take additional
credits due to differing programs of study. If certification requirements were consistent across
America, teachers could move between states and immediately be ready for hiring. The country
loses many teachers due to frustrations involved with these types of instances. If coursework
were made consistent, the focus could be placed on improving the teaching of the courses
through the collaboration of faculty across states instead of within one program.
Teacher education programs must focus not only on providing background knowledge
and practical experience, but also on equipping teachers with the skills necessary for surviving
their first years of teaching. In Florida’s alternative certification programs, the first training is
actually titled Survival Skills. Although it may be true that teacher education students can never
learn all they need to know until the responsibility for the classroom lies solely with them, they
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need more opportunity to gain those crucial skills than they currently receive. More field
experiences over the duration of the undergraduate education would provide a wider range of
exposure to different teaching styles, more classroom management techniques, and the
differentiation of these from grade level to grade level. Students should be exposed to classroom
experiences during every semester of the professional course of study.
Based on this research of teacher preparation programs and teacher knowledge voids
throughout history, the following program of study which aligns with teacher needs is
recommended for four-year colleges and universities. First, colleges and universities would
greatly benefit from the reestablishment of laboratory schools. These on-campus schools should
be an integral part of general education coursework. It is recommended that general education
courses during the first two years of study remain similar to those currently required, such as
English, mathematics and science. However, the study of psychology and sociology as it is
currently practiced could be greatly enhanced with real-world experiences by incorporating the
laboratory schools while giving students exposure to the K-12 setting. Interaction with students
and teachers in the laboratory school would assist college students in making better-informed
decisions about the major they wish to undertake and may decrease changes of major during later
years. Most colleges and universities do not provide this type of school-based experience until
students have declared a major or minor in education and taken associated coursework, which is
usually during their third year of study. Under this model, only those who choose to study
education are exposed to school settings from perspectives other than that of student. It is
possible that freshmen or sophomores who were not planning to study education may realize
they enjoy it and want to do so.
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As a requirement for acceptance into a program of study in education, students should
show proof of volunteering a minimum of 50 hours in three different capacities within a school.
The laboratory school would accept any student enrolled at the college or university; however,
students could volunteer at other schools if they wished.

Volunteer tasks could include

mentoring, coaching, reading to or with students, tutoring and much more. Volunteers would be
required to obtain a simple evaluation of each task on a university-provided form to include with
their program application.
Following completion of the general education and volunteer requirements, usually
during the third year of study, students accepted into a program of study in education would take
coursework in education foundations as well as subject area content and teaching methods. The
History of Education, including progress and events in teaching and learning, should be the first
course within the major area of study.

Human Growth and Development, Tests and

Measurements, and Advanced Psychology should also be included early in all education
programs of study. Following these courses, content and teaching methods would be combined
into courses based on subject. Elementary teachers would take courses to review or learn
information and concepts necessary for effectively teaching reading, language arts including
writing, mathematics, science and social studies. Within these subject area courses, teaching
methods would be modeled and practiced.

Secondary teachers would take subject area

coursework based on their chosen area of study, and each course would include teaching
methodology and practice. Each semester of the first year of the professional program would
include part-time internships, in which students would observe master teachers and teach lessons
and units. These internships would take place in a different class setting each semester to give
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the students experience in multiple types of classrooms with teachers of varying styles.
Internships would be paired with coursework directly related to common teacher knowledge
voids, and use daily experiences as hooks for information and questions gleaned from their
placement in the schools. A course in classroom management during this time would draw upon
information and theories learned in psychology courses to process real-world events. A course
in time management and organization for students aspiring to become teachers would assist
students as they planned, organized, taught and reflected on lessons. As students assisted with
record-keeping and paperwork in their internships, practical strategies would be discussed for
managing the ancillary responsibilities of teaching.
During the fourth year of study, education students would complete two full time
internships, meaning that they would work the teacher’s hours in a real-world setting. They
would complete work in one setting during one semester and a different setting the following
semester. The student would spend one or two weeks in the beginning of each placement
becoming familiar with the supervising teacher and students, and gradually assume the complete
role of teacher with responsibility for all of the duties therein. Student-teachers would also take
a concurrent seminar in education with those completing their internships, where professors
would work through issues that have become common teacher knowledge voids, such as dealing
with parents and dealing with individual students’ needs. History, theory, content knowledge
and teaching methods would be reviewed as they aligned with topics of discussion. This would
be the most effective way of assisting student-teachers in tying theory to practice.
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Implications for Further Research
Because producing and retaining highly qualified teachers is a dire need, it needs to be
done efficiently and effectively. It is crucial to determine which teacher preparation programs
prepare educators to positively impact student achievement, replicate those programs, and
replace or modify existing ineffective programs. Due to limitations of this study, which included
relying on college and university personnel to assist the researcher, only copies of undergraduate
course catalog programs of study were obtained. Since specific syllabi and student samples were
not included, it was difficult to discern actual content taught based upon course titles and
descriptions. However, it was noted that descriptions of courses bearing the same name were
often different. This was the primary reason why determining whether education foundations,
teaching methods or subject area coursework was most effective in preparing teachers for the
classroom was not achieved. Further research should be conducted comparing and contrasting
courses of the same title and their content. This could then assist in determining which course
components were most effective in filling teacher knowledge voids and therefore should be
included in all teacher preparation programs. This type of research could also inform colleges
and universities of the disconnect between courses of the same title across the country and
should serve as a catalyst for planning greater consistency among programs.
To begin assisting with the issue of consistency across programs, definitions of the art
and science of teaching were provided by this research. However, the question of whether the art
of teaching could be taught to others, or rather developed in others, arose. If the art of teaching
was based heavily on teachers’ personalities and individual traits, this would relate to trait-based
leadership theories such as Max Weber’s charismatic leadership. Research which would apply
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specific leadership theories to prospective teachers could assist in determining whether great
teachers must be “born” or can be “made.” If further research regarding this inquiry were
undertaken, the best approach to including the art of teaching in teacher preparation programs
could be found and implemented. Another benefit could be a clearer connection to assessing
aspects of the art of teaching in educators. Consistent and defined expectations would further
result in reduced confusion and frustration for teacher educators, administrators and new
teachers.
This research also shed light on differences in educating pre-service teachers about
pedagogy, or teaching methods. Two main ideas that surfaced were that teaching methods
courses should be separated by content area as in “Methods in High School Literature” (Ball
State Teachers College, 1930) and that teaching methods courses should be interdisciplinary as
in “Principles of Instruction” (Indiana University, 1945).

Both types of teaching methods

instruction were found across colleges and universities within any given year, and many of those
researched shifted from one type of methods coursework to the other through the years. Further
research should be conducted to determine which type of teaching methods coursework best
meets teachers’ needs and fills gaps between what they learn in college and what they need for
success in the classroom.
To continue researching teaching methods, the drawbacks and benefits of pairing
coursework with internships or practice teaching experiences should be further studied. Various
scenarios existed within this research, including several types of real world observation and
practice. Some colleges and universities linked specific coursework with practice, while others
required their students to take no coursework at the same time as internship. It should be
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determined which of these scenarios were most effective in filling teacher knowledge voids and
assisting them in learning or developing the art of teaching.
Once more research on teacher education is complete, it is imperative that findings be
used to impart change. This may involve changing coursework, field experiences, the length of
the pre-service program, or all of these elements to change the way teachers are prepared to enter
the classroom. Surveys of new teacher needs must not have the same results in another ten
years. With more information regarding the needs of beginning teachers, teacher educators can
build better programs and better educators; therefore building a well-educated society.
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APPENDIX A: CIRCLE MAPS TO DEFINE TEACHER PREPARATION
PROGRAM CONTENT FROM 1839 TO 2007 IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WHICH ORIGINATED AS TEACHER NORMAL SCHOOLS
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Peabody College, Vanderbilt University Circle Map
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Ball State University Circle Map
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED EXCERPTS FROM UNDERGRADUATE COURSE
CATALOGS OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WHICH ORGINATED AS
TEACHER NORMAL SCHOOLS
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Framingham State College, 1844
“The Normal School”
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From Course Catalog, The Normal School, 1844. Copyright 1844 by The Normal School. Reprinted courtesy of Henry
Whittemore Library, Framingham State College.
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Framingham State College, 1937
“State Teachers College at Framingham”
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From Course Catalog, State Teachers College at Framingham, 1937, pp. 8-9, 16-22. Copyright 1937 by State Teachers
College at Framingham. Reprinted courtesy of Henry Whittemore Library, Framingham State College.
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Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, 1895
“Peabody Normal College”
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From Course Catalog, Peabody Normal College, 1895, pp. 32-39. Copyright 1895 by Peabody Normal College. Reprinted
with permission of The Jean and Alexander Heard Library, Vanderbilt University.
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Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, 1995
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From Course Catalog, Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, 1995, pp. 116-177, 122-129. Copyright 1995 by Peabody
College, Vanderbilt University. Reprinted with permission of The Jean and Alexander Heard Library, Vanderbilt University.
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Ball State University, 1923
“The Ball Teachers’ College”
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From Course Catalog, Indiana State Normal School, 1923, pp. 66-75. Copyright 1923 by Indiana State Normal School.
Reprinted with permission of Ball State University.
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Ball State University, 1972-1974
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From Course Catalog, Ball State University, 1972, pp. 164-167, 238-239. Copyright 1972 by Ball State University. Reprinted
with permission of Ball State University.
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APPENDIX C: CIRCLE MAPS TO DEFINE TEACHER PREPARATION
PROGRAM CONTENT FROM 1908 TO 2007 IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WHICH DID NOT ORIGINATE AS TEACHER NORMAL SCHOOLS
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and sophomore years
1959: Secondary students
no longer had the choice to
major in Education; they
minored in Education and
majored in a subject area
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1940s: Two-year
program of study
was available for
secondary
education
1940s: Internships
may have been
electives; other
electives were a
teaching methods
course and a tests
and measurements
course
1945: Internship was included in
the final semester of study

1947: Course catalog
downplayed the
importance of internship
1950s: Began
offering a
degree for
elementary
education
1960s: A
laboratory
school opened
for the School
of Education

Indiana University Circle Map

The School of
Education was
established in
1908.

1910: Two-year
program for
elementary education
certificate

Documents were obtained
from 1914 to 2007.

1910s: One education foundations
course, Principles of Education,
was required for elementary and
secondary education students.

1910: Four-year program for
bachelor’s degree in elementary
or secondary education
1910s: One teaching
methods course was
required of secondary
teacher education students
in their subject area.

1910s: All education
students completed one
observation course and one
internship.
1916: Measurement
and evaluation was
added.
1917: Shifted toward
more behavioral
sciences

Indiana
University
Education
Program Content
1908-2007

1920s: The History of
Education was added.
1940s: All programs of study
were four-year programs.
1950s: Elementary
program electives
could be concentrated
to earn a subject area
teaching certificate
through ninth grade.

1920s: Introduction to
Education was added as
the first course in the
major.
1920s: Classroom
management was
addressed in elementary
education coursework.

1930s: Students were required to concentrate 20-24
elective credits in a field other than education.

1950s: Observation, field
study and internships
increased for elementary
and secondary.
1960s-2007: Few changes
were made. Elementary
was traditional four-year
program.
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1940s: Principles of
Instruction included
an overview of
methods of discipline
and unit planning.

University of Southern California Circle Map

1909: Dept. of
Education
founded
1990s-2000s: More
subject area
methods required
and internships
were paired with
methods courses
1970s: Additional field
work and internships
were required

1970s: New
Bachelor of
Science in
General
Studies
became the
major for
elementary
education

1970s:
Elementary
program was
again four years
instead of five

1960s: Elementary
program included
more subject area
methods courses

1950s: All education students
earned a major and a minor
1940s: Elementary
and junior high
teacher education
students completed
principal and
subordinate
programs of study

1909: Only secondary
certificate; no
internship, but
observation available
1910: CA State
Board of Education
prescribed teacher
certification
requirements
1909: Majority
of coursework
was education
foundations

University of
Southern
California
Education
Program
Content
1909-2007
1940s: All education
students took a
sequence of four
foundations courses

1940s:
Undergraduate
degrees were
available for
secondary
teaching in art,
music, business
and physical
education
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1910: High school
teaching certification
required a subject area
bachelor’s degree and one
year of graduate work in a
major area of study, plus
15 credits in education
1923: Elementary
and junior high
certifications added
and two teaching
methods courses
were required
regardless of level
1930s: Elementary
program of study
required three
methods courses
including reading
1930s: Elementary
majors took 28
credits in
professional
education
coursework; junior
high took 24; high
school took 18

APPENDIX D: SELECTED EXCERPTS FROM UNDERGRADUATE COURSE
CATALOGS OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WHICH DID NOT ORGINATE AS
TEACHER NORMAL SCHOOLS
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University of Massachusetts, Amhert, 1947
“Massachusetts State College”
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221

222

From Catalogue of the College, Massachusetts State College, 1947, pp. 88-91, 130-133. Copyright 1947 by Massachusetts
State College. Reprinted with permission of University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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Indiana University, 1915

From Indiana University Bulletin, Indiana University, 1915, pp. 208-209. Copyright 1915 by Indiana University. Reprinted
courtesy: Indiana University Archives.
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Indiana University, 1933
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From Indiana University Bulletin, Indiana University, 1933, pp. 191, 194-195. Copyright 1933 by Indiana University.
Reprinted courtesy: Indiana University Archives.
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Indiana University, 1957
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228

229

230

From Indiana University Bulletin Announcements: School of Education, Indiana University, 1957, pp. 28-31, 66-71.
Copyright 1957 by Indiana University. Reprinted courtesy: Indiana University Archives.
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University of Southern California, 1930
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233

234

235

236

237

From Course Catalog, University of Southern California, 1930, pp. 24-27, 44-47, 64-69. Copyright 1930 by University of
Southern California. Reprinted with permission of University of Southern California.
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University of Southern California, 1974
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From Course Catalog, University of Southern California, 1974, pp. 38-41. Copyright 1974 by University of Southern
California. Reprinted with permission of University of Southern California.
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APPENDIX E: CIRCLE MAPS TO DEFINE FLORIDA SCHOOL DISTRICT-BASED
ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM CONTENT IN 2007
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Brevard County Public Schools ACP Circle Map

Included coursework,
field work, mentoring
and independent
study
Two three-hour
meetings were
required of ACP
participants to follow
up on training.

A four-day summer
institute provided more
follow-up training in
lesson planning,
pedagogy and
classroom management.

Brevard County
Public Schools

Three-day New
Teacher Academy of
“survival skills”
included classroom
management and
teaching students from
varying socio-economic
levels.

Classroom
management follow-up
training was provided
in six-hour meeting.

ACP Content
2007
60-hour ESOL
Strategies training,
a specific Florida
ACP requirement,
was part of the
program.

Assessment training
totaled 15 hours.

Technology
integration training
totaled 12 hours.
60 hours of Reading
to Learn training was
required for learning
to teach reading in
the content area.
This was a specific
Florida requirement.
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12-hour course on
building relationships
with students and dealing
with difficult parents
along with six-hour
training on parent
relationships were
required.

Other required trainings
of 12 hours each were
CRISS, Thinking Maps®
and Kagan cooperative
learning.

Hillsborough County Public Schools ACP Circle Map

Participants completed
an 18-hour induction
training based on Harry
Wong’s work.
Teachers
completed an online portfolio with
evidence of the 12
Accomplished
Practices.

A 24-hour classroom
management was
required.

Induction training
included practice in
setting up classroom
routines and planning
for instruction.

A three-hour Code of
Ethics training was
required.
Participants took
district-mandated
diversity training
as well as crisis
prevention and
intervention.

Hillsborough
County Public
Schools
ACP Content
2007

Participants took 18
hours of technology
integration training.
The state-required Reading
to Learn 60-hour course
was included.

An effective teaching
strategies course was 18
hours long and focused
participants on lesson
planning and delivery,
communication,
classroom management
and subject area content
knowledge.
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“Transition into Teaching”
was a 24-hour training that
included content in human
growth and development,
learning styles, and the
role of the teacher.

Teachers had the
opportunity to work with
the Sunshine State
Standards in Transition to
Teaching and learn how to
craft effective lessons.

Orange County Public Schools ACP Circle Map

Participants
completed an online portfolio
demonstrating the
12 Accomplished
Practices.

Integrating technology
and building a
classroom Web page
were taught in a 12hour course.

Great Beginnings was
a 12-hour course prior
to pre-planning that
included information
based on Harry
Wong’s work.

Teachers completed
a nine-hour course
on human
development and
brain-based
instructional
strategies.

Orange County
Public Schools

Teachers took a six-hour
course in assessment.

ACP
Content
2007

New teachers learned about
multiple intelligences and
critical thinking skills in a 15hour course.

Great Beginnings
included Code of
Ethics training.

A follow-up to Great
Beginnings was “Role
of the Teacher”
training including
laws relating to child
abuse and teacher
obligations.

The program included 12
hours of cooperative
learning training.

Teachers worked with a subject area
content mentor to develop a resource
file for use in the classroom.

A six-hour diversity course
helped new teachers learn
to teach with different
learners in mind.

Participants took the
state-required Reading to
Learn course for
learning to teach reading
in the content area.

The 60-hour, state required
ESOL Strategies course
was included in the
curriculum.

A three-hour overview in
writing integrated lesson plans
was provided.
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APPENDIX F: FLOW MAP OF TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM CONTENT
FROM 1839 TO 2007 IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WHICH ORIGINATED AS
TEACHER NORMAL SCHOOLS
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Colleges and Universities Which Originated as Teacher Normal Schools
Combined Flow Map
1830s
• Common schools were established as a system of free,
public education in America.
• America needed more teachers for the common
schools than private universities could supply.
• The Normal School was established in Massachusetts
in 1839 to supply female teachers for the common
schools.
• The Normal School provided a review of common
school subjects and a model school for practice teaching.
• “Moral Philosophy” was the first education
foundations course.
• “The art of teaching” was a priority, according to the
first principal, Cyrus Peirce.

1840s
• The Normal
School’s principal,
Cyrus Peirce,
explained that he
instilled the art of
teaching in his pupils
by using four methods:
question and answer,
conversation, calling
on students to analyze
the subject of the
lesson, and requiring
written analysis.

1850s
• Principals at the
first annual normal
school convention
claimed that
“Teaching is a
profession based on a
science of education.”
• There was no
evidence of teaching
the “science of
education” or
behavioral sciences
until later.

1870s
• Civil War Reconstruction Era ~ The first graduate programs were established at Harvard and
Yale
• Framingham added a high school teacher education program and Peabody opened with such a
program.
• Peabody opened for males and females with a model school and a three-year program.
• Psychology was described at Framingham as “the science of the soul” and “a foundation for all
true teaching.”
• Peabody offered a quick review of common school subjects and the higher branches of
knowledge with reference to the “best ways of teaching them” or the art of teaching.
• Education foundations were “School Laws” and “Moral Science” along with a combination
foundations and methods course, “Theory and Art of Teaching.”
• Framingham and Peabody emphasized teaching methods with experience provided through
observation, teaching assistance and teaching practice.
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1860s
• Civil War and the
beginning of Reconstruction
• The teacher preparation
program expanded to two
years.
• A second education
foundations course, School
Laws, was added.
• A combination education
foundations and teaching
methods course, “Theory
and Art of Teaching,” was
added.

1880s
• Framingham and Peabody recognized in
writing that they did not fully prepare their
students for classroom success.
• Moral science was deleted and Psychology
was added at each college; these courses could
have included much of the same content.
• The State of Massachusetts prescribed the
normal school course of study to include
knowledge of content, teaching methods, and
the “right mental training” or “the science of
education and the art of teaching.”

1880s (continued)
• Both schools included subject
area content review in the first year
of study, and Peabody included
some in the second year.
• Peabody’s program of study was
increased to four years.
• Theory and Art of Teaching was
deleted from Peabody’s program of
study, while Science of Education
and Art of Teaching replaced it
Framingham.
• History of Education was added at
Framingham.

1910s
• World War I ~ The
cost of living increased
and the value of the
teacher’s salary
decreased.
• Ball State was
established and
included general
teaching methods
courses in its program
of study along with
observation and
practice teaching.

1920s
• All
three
colleges
required
additional
subject
area
teaching
methods
courses.

1890s
• Peabody Normal College’s Science and Art of Teaching department
included elementary education courses such as Theory and Practice, Science of
Education, Lectures on Pedagogy, History of Education, and Primary Methods
• The secondary English education degree was added at Peabody, and was
comprised mostly of subject area content coursework.
• Framingham continued to have a general two-year program of study
comprised of psychology, history and principles of education, methods of
instruction and discipline and subject area teaching methods courses.
• Framingham introduced an accelerated program for graduates of other
colleges and universities or high schools of high standing who met certain
criteria.
• The highly publicized article, Is There a Science of Education?, challenged
beliefs and assumptions about teacher preparation programs.

1930s
• All three colleges’ teacher
education programs were
four years long by the end of
the decade.
• All required practice
teaching, but credit hours
varied.
• All required coursework,
discussion or conferencing
alongside internships.
• Ball State offered
additional practice teaching
electives.
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1940s
• All three
colleges
required three
similar and
additional
different subject
area teaching
methods
courses.
• All three
colleges began
offering
additional
electives.

1900s
• Framingham
and Peabody
experimented
with general
teaching
methods
courses, but
ended the
decade with
subject-specific
teaching
methods
courses.

1950s
• Framingham required
Educational Tests and
Measurements, but it was an
elective at Peabody and Ball
State.
• Classroom management
coursework was required at
Framingham and Ball State, but
not at Peabody.
• Peabody increased the amount
of credit hours students devoted
to practice teaching and
observation.

1960s
• The Space Race
may have spurred
more scientific
coursework.
• Behavioral
sciences coursework
was more prevalent
in all three programs
of study.
• Educational Tests
and Measurements
was made mandatory
at Peabody.

1970s
• Framingham dramatically
reduced the number of
education foundations
courses required.
• Peabody and Ball State
required specific subject area
content teaching methods
courses in elementary and
secondary programs.
• Framingham and Peabody
required two internships,
while Ball State required
one.

1980s
• Few
changes
took
place in
any of the
three
programs.

1990s
• Framingham and Peabody
required elementary education
majors to have a concurrent major in
arts and sciences.
• Framingham secondary education
students majored in a subject area
content and minored in education.
• Peabody and Ball State secondary
education students majored in
education and a subject area content.
• Ball State University elementary
education majors concentrated
electives in one area.
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2000s
• Few
changes
took place
in any of
the three
programs.

APPENDIX G: FLOW MAP OF TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM CONTENT
FROM 1908 TO 2007 IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WHICH DID NOT ORGINATE AS TEACHER NORMAL SCHOOLS
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Colleges and Universities which Did Not Originate as Teacher Normal Schools
Combined Flow Map
1900s
• Indiana University’s (IU) School of Education
was established in 1908, which offered a twoyear program for elementary education and a
four-year degree program for secondary
education.
• University of Southern California’s (USC)
Department of Education was founded in 1909,
which offered a certification program in
secondary education.
• USC did not require its students to complete
an internship, but observation was available.
• The majority of coursework in both programs
of study was education foundations.

1930s
• Massachusetts State College’s Department
of Education was founded and a general
secondary education certificate could be
earned.
• Internships were electives at Massachusetts
until the mid-1940s.
• IU students were required to concentrate 2024 electives in a field other than education.
• IU’s elementary program of study contained
an even balance between education
foundations and teaching methods courses.
• USC’s elementary program of study
contained just three teaching methods courses.

1910s
• The California State Board of Education
prescribed secondary education certification
requirements, which included a bachelor’s
degree, a year of graduate work in a major area
of study, and 15 credit hours in education and
electives.
• At IU all education students completed one
observation course and one internship.
• IU required Measurement and Evaluation.
• IU required additional behavioral sciences
courses as the decade progressed.
• One subject area teaching methods course was
required of secondary education students at IU.

1940s
• Massachusetts offered one teaching
methods course as an elective.
• Tests and Measurements was an
elective at Massachusetts.
• IU’s education programs were all
four years.
• IU continued to include classroom
management and added unit planning
in its Principles of Instruction course.
• USC elementary education students
completed principal and subordinate
programs of study.
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1920s
• USC opened the Department of Education
to elementary and junior high certification.
• Students at USC were again able to obtain
certification within four years.
• Two teaching methods courses were
required for all levels of programs at USC.
• High school education students at USC
earned a subject area content major along
with teaching credentials.
• IU added Introduction to Education.
• IU added classroom management and
other subject-specific teaching methods
courses.

1950s
• Massachusetts began offering a degree program for
elementary education.
• Massachusetts elementary education students chose
between a major in elementary education or a minor in
elementary education with a major in a subject area
content.
• Massachusetts secondary education students majored
in a subject area content and minored in secondary
education.
• All USC education students earned a major and a
minor, and all degree programs were five years long.
• IU increased time required for observation, assisting
in classrooms and internships for all programs.

1960s
• USC increased the number
of subject area teaching
methods courses required.
• Massachusetts opened a
laboratory school for practice
teaching on campus.
• Massachusetts urged
freshman to take observation
courses.
• A major restructuring of
programs began at
Massachusetts.

1970s
• UMass reorganized the School of Education into 11 Learning
Centers based on broad education topics.
• UMass graded students in all education courses on a pass-fail
basis.
• UMass students were afforded a high degree of freedom in
choosing the elements of their education programs.
• USC elementary education students were required to earn a
Bachelor of Science in General Studies.
• USC’s elementary program reverted to four years instead of five
• USC required three field studies and an additional internship for
all education students.
• IU’s programs of study remained much the same as they had in
the previous decade.

2000s
• UMass elementary
education students
completed a major in
the liberal arts and
sciences and teacher
education.
• USC elementary
education students
continued to earn a
Bachelor of Science in
General Studies
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1980s
• Few
changes
took place
in any of
the three
programs
researched.

1990s
• USC
paired
internships
with teaching
methods
coursework.
• USC
required
more subject
area teaching
methods
courses.

APPENDIX H: FLOW MAP OF TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM CONTENT
FROM 1839 TO 2007 IN SIX RESEARCHED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
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All Researched Teacher Preparation Programs
Combined Flow Map
1839-1869
• Framingham was the first normal
school to open in America,
dedicated to producing teachers for
the common schools.
• Framingham’s first program of
study took one and a half years,
involved instruction in the art of
teaching, and made use of a model
school for practice teaching.
• By the 1850s, normal school
principals declared teaching a
profession based on the science of
education.

1870-1899
• Framingham added a program for high school teacher education and Peabody opened with such a
program.
• Peabody’s program began with three years and increased to four, while Framingham’s program
increased to two years.
• Psychology was described at Framingham as the foundation for all true teaching.
• Framingham and Peabody emphasized teaching methods with experience provided through
observation, teaching assistance and teaching practice.
• Framingham and Peabody reviewed common school subjects, but Peabody offered higher-level
courses.
• Framingham and Peabody recognized in their course catalogs that they did not fully prepare
teachers for the classroom.
• Framingham introduced an accelerated program for graduates of other colleges and universities or
high schools of high standing who met certain criteria.

1900-1929
• Indiana University, the University of Southern California and
Ball State University were established.
• USC did not require education students to complete an internship
until the 1910s when California prescribed the course of study
requirements.
• The prominence of subject area teaching methods courses varied
within and among programs from year-to-year.
• Tests and Measurements came into existence in the researched
schools. Some required it, while some offered it as an elective.
• The art of teaching language disappeared from course catalogs,
although teaching methods courses were available.
• IU’s Principles of Instruction course covered classroom
management.

1930-1959
• The University of Massachusetts Amherst was established in
1932 with a secondary teaching certification program and had
elementary and secondary degree programs by the 1950s.
• Internships were electives at UMass in the 1930s, but by the
1950s all researched schools required observation and
internships.
• USC education students earned a major and a minor in a
five-year program during the 1950s.
• UMass elementary education students majored in education
or minored in education with a major in a subject area content.
• Colleges and universities that began as normal schools
required students to take coursework, discussion hours, or
conferencing hours concurrently with internships.
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1960-1989
• UMass Department of Education
underwent major reorganization in the 1960s
and 1970s. Students were given more
freedom to build their own program of
study.
• USC education students earned a BS in
General Studies.
• All programs researched involved either
one or two internships.
• Some programs involved additional
observation hours or assisting in classrooms.
• Few changes were made to any of the
programs in the 1980s.

1990-2007
• USC elementary education students earned a BS in
General Studies.
• UMass elementary education students earned a degree
in liberal arts.
• Internships were paired with teaching methods courses
at some schools which began as normal schools and some
that did not.
• Alternative Certification Programs in Florida were
based on a model with specific requirements.
• ACPs in Florida contained mainly teaching methods
coursework, with heavy emphasis on classroom
management, diversity and differentiation, and methods
of teaching reading.
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